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The quality of interlibrary l m  service provided by large Canadian academic iibraries was investigated 

fiom the perspective of both the libraries and their ciients. Grounded in the gaps model or d i s c o ~ t i o n  

theory, the study used a modifiai version of the SERVQUAL hstnmmt developed in the private secta 

over the last 10 years, The study unobtrusively investigated tk characteristics of 54 interlibrary loan 

transactions initiated by proxy clients in 15 academic libraries acrms Canada. Traditional institutional 

measues of interlibrary Ioan setvice quality produced a fiU rate of 82 per cent and a t u r n a r d  time of 13 

calendar days. More recently devisexi meames of service quality fiom the perspective of the dient showed 

that initial expectations of quality weze higher than the perceptions of the service that clients actually 

experienced ReIiability, the dimension ranked most important by clients, was rated the lowest in actual 

perf~fmance whereas tangibles, the dimension ranked least important by clients, scored the highest. The 

snidy showed incongruence bezween traditionaI measures of service quality used in academic iibraries. fiIl 

rate and tuniaround time, and more client-centred outcorne measures of semice quality. 
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Lhapter I 

Introduction 

Measurement and Evaluation of Quality in Libraries 

The purpose of this study was to compare traditional iibrary-based measures of interlibrary 

loan performance (objective quality) with client-based outcorne measures of interiibrary loan 

perf" service (perceived quality) to determine if the two sets of measures are congruent. At 

the outset of this study, it is important to have an understanding of the traditional means used fa 

evaluating the quality of services within academic libraries. Knowledge of traditional measures will 

help claris how more recent models for measuring service quality can assist in defining and 

applying more broad-based quality measures. It is also imprtanî to understarrd the extenial 

factors affecting the provision of service within academic libraries in Canada because these factors 

have an impact on the extent and quality programs and services. 

The meastuement of ovaall quality of an academic Iibrary is still largeiy based on the size of 

the library's collection and on aumerous statistics sunounding its circulation (Henion and 

McClure 1990; Van House et al. 1990; Nitecki 1996). This is equaiIy me of the rneasurement of 

quality of hterlibrary Ioan perf~cma~je which focuses on aiteria such as fil1 rate and tumaround 

times (WaIdhart 1985). Traditional m e s  of quality are based on the perspective of the library 

miuisgemmt and focused on objective aspects of that service. These meames are tangible and 

grounded in characteristics that are easily measireri such a s  fill rates (objective quality). However, 

to view the provision of services exclusively h m  an organizationaï perspecrive "naerdy as how 

weU a service or activity is done" (McClure and Lopata 1996.6) is problematic as it provides only 

one side of the picture 

What may be a positive trend within the library field is an increasing incorporation of new 

measures of quality within Iibrary settings, meastues that are outcome and b d t  orienteci (Van 



House 1989; H m n  and M a u r e  1990; Nitecki 1996; D'Elia and Rodger 1996). One of the 

primary focuses for thse masmes has k e n  in the area of client satisfaction (Van House et al. 

1990; Van House anci Childers 1993; Hanon and Schwartz 1996; D'Elia and Rcxiger 1996). The 

degree to which the library's clients are satisfied is taken to be an indication of how wel1 the library 

serves its clients (Nitecki 1996; D'Elia and R o d g r  1996). 

M m e s  of satisfaction within the Iibrary and information studies field however, have 

focused largely on gobal measures of satisfaction by asking clients such questions as "how did we 

do today" (Van House et al, 1990; D'ma and Rodger 1996). The extent to which these types of 

questions help improve the quality of individual services within the! institution is now under review. 

It has becorne imeasingly clear that client satisfaction is a subjective concept. Satisfaction is 

largely a point of view that is directly reiated to a client's experience during their visit to a library 

(De Prospo et al. 1980; D'ma and Walsh 1994; D'ma and Rodgers 1994; Hébert 1994; White 

and Abels 1995; D'ma and Rodgers 1996; Nitecki 1996). Capturing the "essence of satisfaction" 

from the client's perspective has been dificult fm library and information studies researchers 

(Dewdney and Ross 1994; Hernon and Schwartz 1996). 

There are many who have argued against the use of subjective measures of service 

performance "suggesting that ciients are not competent to render a valid evaluation of the librax-y" 

(BickneIl 1994.78; see also D'Elia and Walsh 1983). In fact, few studies have defined or 

identifiai the variou components of satisfaction with library semice. Even more rare are studies 

that attempt to de- satisfaction with interïibrary loan service. The probIem thus far has been 

how to solicit feeaback fkom clients and how to m e  satisfaction Born the perspective of the 

client in ways that will &O produce valid and diable results. 

There is, however, a larger body of literature outside of the library and information studies 

field that has looked specincally at satisfaction and the attributes that surround fhis construct (Fïsk 

a al. 1993). Over a perïod of many years, researchers in the service marketing fieid have 



discovered a numba of factors that are important to measuring client satisfaction Bot perhaps the 

greatest contribution has been in the iritroducticm of a new concept that is related to but diffaent 

fiom satisfaction. the concept of service cyuality. The service marketing research discusses in great 

detail the interactions between satisfaction and service quality and provides a possible solution to 

the diIernrna presented in Iibraries as how best to masure the performance of a specific service 

From the peqxxtive of the client. 

The marketing literature mRkPi; a distinction betwtxn satisfaction and service quality. 

Although both are considered subjective concepts and are measured Born the client's perspective, 

they are very different outcome measures. Satisfaction examines "a specific transaction. perceived 

value and customer preference" (Elliot 1994,33) whereas service quality is more of a global 

judgment. an evaluation based on a number of normative standards and one based on specific long- 

term attitudes towards service (Parasuraman et al. 1985). While the interactions between the two 

consmcts are not clearly undcrstood, it is likely that service quaiity is an antecedent of client 

satisfaction In other words, highez levels of setvice quaIity result in an overall increased level of 

client satisfaction (mot  1994). 

The focus of the marketing literature now has been on the study of service quality as a way to 

understand client satisfaction Tbat research suggests that the measuernent of service quality fiom 

the perspective of the client is likely the most important outcome masure upon which to evaluate 

services (Parasuraman et al. 1985, 1988; Zeithaml et al. 1985; Zeithaml 1990; B q  et al. 1990; 

Spreng et al. 1996). SeMce quai@ is conceptuaiized as a client's judgment about an entity's 

overall excellence and superi0nty and is referred to in the Merahire as paCaved quaiity. Perceived 

quality is distinguished from objective quality which is co~lceptualized as the hinctional aspects of 

a service, and it is characterized as being the result of the cIientts cornparison of expectations of 

performance with the client's perceptions of amal performance (Parasuraman a al. 1988). 



Over the last five years, researchers have conceptualized a frameumrk for semice quality (the 

Gaps Mode1 of Service Quaiity) and developed a valid and reliable instrument to measure service 

quality caiîed SERVQUAL. The instnunent is designed to m u r e  service quality from the 

perspective of the cüent by assessing wtiat the client feels is imgmtam. It is based on a number of 

dimensions of service that represent the evaluative criteria that clients use to assess service quaty. 

The primary measure of the instrument is a differe~lce score, an accepteci masure of subjective 

experiences used consistentïy within the marketing field SERVQUAL has b e n  used in over 250 

studies, mostly of service-based business but there have aiso been a few instances of its use within 

the public sector including three in libraries (Hébert 1994; Edwards and Browne 1995; Nitecki 

1996). 

The expectations of clients and the role that these expectations pIay in the evaluation of 

service quaiity and client satisfaction has becorne increasingly important in the search for new 

outcome measures in libraries (Orr 1973; Van House 1989; Hanon and McClure 1990; Chilciers 

and Van House 1993; Shaughnessy 1995). The literature shows a large number of reference 

service studies on the measurement of client satisfaction (Crews 1988; Durrance 1989; D'Elia and 

Roâgers 1996; Sandore 1996). There are aIso an increasing number of studies king reported that 

have used outcorne measures of performance such as client expectations to assess the quality of 

and satisfaction with services provicied by library institutions (Hébert 1994; Dewdney and Ross 

1994; Edwards and Browne 1995; Perrault and Arseneau 1995; Nitecki 1996). In fact, thtee of 

these studies used the SERVQUAL immmmt to measure service quaïity from the perspective of 

the clients wing the service 

These recent iibrary studies concur with thase in the marketing literature and suggest that k g .  

Ievels of client satisfaction are dependent upon client experinces at the library, that is, a good 

experience results in higher levek of satûfaction (II- 1994; White and Abels 1995; Nitecki 

1996; Quinn 1997). Clients of libraries also seem to m e  their satisfaction by cornparing t h e  



apeztations with their perceptions of the performance of that service (Quinn 1997; Nitecki 1996; 

Heben 1994; Arseneau and Perrault 1995; D'Hia and Rudgers 1996). In fact. high levels of 

satisfaction with Library semice have beai specincaiïy linked with an expectations that a Library's 

coUection wilI fuifiIi the infiamation needs of clients arad that the provision of service that 

facilitates that access to Uiformation will be excellent (D'ma and Rodgas 1996. 1994). 

Although the use of outcome measures in the evaluation of Iibrary services is not new, the 

rdationships between outcome measures and perfimnance measures have not been expIored to a 

great extent within the library and infofmation studies literature (Hernon and McClure 1990; 

Hernon and Schwartz 1996). Quality assessments are not made entireïy on the outcorne of a 

service, for example, receipt of the item or accurate answers to reference questions. Quality 

evaluations also involve assessments of the process for senrice delivery, for example. staff 

fiendlinas, uiviting atmusphere and so on (Nitecki 1996; D'Elia and Rodgers 1996. 1994). 

Fundamenta1 questions about quality are continually king asked within the field Such 

questions as: 

whose perspectives can best judge the quality of a senrice, 

whethe!r outcome measures used in the business environment can be adapted for use in public 

orgmhtions such as academic libraries, or 

whether the traditional masures used in libraries are sufficient to mesure the quality of 

performance (Quinu 1997). 

The limitations of perf~maoce measures. as well a s  their relationship to outcome measmes such as 

perceived quality. mut be clearl y understood if outcorne measures are to be mrl y beoenaal to 

Woving the management of libraries (Hemon and Schwartz 1996). 

In addition O the fact that appropriate quality meastues are required in ofder to assess client 

satisfaction with übrary senice, there are &O numerous economic, social and political factors 



faang academic iibraries that will have an impact on access and the provision of excellent service. 

These external pressures make appropriate quality mea~ufes even more imperative as the Internet 

and private Monnation providers are increasing the expectations of library service and as budgets 

for mllections are m g  drastically reduced. The following section will discuss the implications of 

these factors on modem iibrary institutions. 

Frorn Acquisition to Access 

The phrase "fkom acquisition to access" has been used increasingly in the late 1980's and early 

1990's to illustrate the way in which librarians in al1 sectors have dealt with budget cuts and the 

explosion of published materials (Jackson 1989, p vii). The increase in both the cost of 

information and the amount available has ma& it impossible for any iibrary collection to serve al1 

of the information needs of its clients. Over 600,000 books are published in the worId every year, 

108,000 print jounials are available by subscription, and the electronic idonnation base continues 

to grow by Ieaps and bounds, dwbling in some areas every 12-18 months (ARL 1994). The costs 

of serial publications have reached an al] time high, inmeasing by an average of 72 percent since 

1986. 

At the same tirne, acqisition budgets are also decreasing substantially. Recent statistics 

published by the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) indicate a major decline in the purchase 

of both monographs and seriah since 1986 (ARL 1994). In fact, the greatest decrease was seen in 

monograph purchases, which fa1 23 percent below 1986 levels. The Association has attributed 

this decrease directly to the budget cuts experienced by libraries (ARL 1994). All of tbis has 

fmceü librarians to recognize that the concept of I d  seif-sufficiency is an ideal that can no longer 

be attained '%y even the most well supported Zibrary" (Waidhart 1985,210). 

These opposing trends have had a dramatic impact on academic libraries, and continuing to 

nmeet the information needs of th& clients has becorne a major challenge. Libraries not only have 



an obligation to provide materials to meet the needs of a client when Iwaï coilections cari not meet 

those needs but it is apparent that they are also Wng evaluated on their ability to provide access to 

the needed infimution Academic fibraries are looking for new strategies to provide idonnation 

access and services to their clients that are cost effective and chat will maintain the levek of service 

traditioaally associated with academic libraries. 

Applications of technology are making it possible to provide greater access to larger numbers 

of collections, both physical and electronic. The use of full text electronic fwmats (elearonic 

serials) is a strategy that is becoming more prevalent as libraries struggie to meet the access 

challenge. However, it is increasingiy clear that dectronic access is v e q  expensive that the issues 

of ownership and copyright become complex in the dectronic environment. Recent studies in the 

provision of elecâronic access to clients are showing that in fact fiill-text is not meeting the 

information needr of the client (Gusack and Lynch 1995; Lynch 1995; Hunter 1996; see Mostert 

1995 f a  a description of the TULIP projecl). Many libraries are not ready for digital collections 

nor will they be in the near future. Clients will only move toward electronic publications when they 

fbd the content they need available in sufficient quantity (Hunter 1996). 

The building of consortiums that allow clients to b o w  between local libraries and the use of 

interlibrary loan and document detivay services is more and more prevalent in libraries. Nowhere 

is the use of interlibrary loan service more apparent than in academic Iibraries (Gilmer 1994; 

Hunter 1996; Jackson 1997). A recent study conchtcted by the Association of Research Library 

showed an increasing demand f a  this service (Jackson 1997). Over the last decade for aca&mic 

libraries "lending grew by 61 per cent and borrowing increased by 1 16 per cent" (1). 

The A R .  data indicate that these numbers are sure to increase as the need for information 

increases, as client expectatioas increase, and as on-site collexxions shrink (AR.  1994a; Jackson 

1997). if the trend continues. interiit~ary loan service wiii becorne a primary service offered by 



academic libraries. The question that arises is how to appropriately mesure the quality of this 

s d c e  within institutions and aaoss the field asriring client expectations and needs are being met. 

S tatement of the Roblem 

The @mary objective of this study was to investigate intexiibrary loan service in large 

academic libraries across Cana& from the w v e  of the client. study sought to further 

understand the relationships between perfixmance and outcome measures within the context of 

measuring a specinc sefvice in academic libraries, interlibrary loan service, fkom the perspective of 

the client. 

The overali research question was as folIows: Are traditional performance measures of 

interlibrary loan performance congruent with more recently deviseci outcome masures of the 

performance of this service fkom the pexspective of the client? More specificaIly, the study was 

based on the prernise that clients make service quality judgments -- consciously or unconsciously - 

by assessing whether or not the actuaï senrice consistently meets their expectations over tim. It 

extended the application of SERVQUAL in the iibrary sector and focused on the general problem 

area of perceived quality in academic libraries using an approach that assumes that clients using 

the service play a key role in the evaluation process. 

Perfimmce &ta were coiiected Erom academic libraries across Canada, Data gathered 

i n c l u ~  

a) selected characteristics of participants using interlibrary loan service, 

b) anecdotal information about participants' inîerlibrary loan experience, 

c) fill rate and tumaround tirnt._ 

ci) participant expectations for interlibrary loan service, 

e) participant perceptions of p e r f m  of the interiibrary loan service, and 

f) satisfaction with interlibrary Ioan service. 



The questions that were investigated within each of these clusters wme as follows: 

a) Sdected Characteristics 

1. Gender of participants. 

2. Age of participants 

3. Previous experience with an acacia& library 

4. Previous exmence with interïibrary loan service at an academic library and at 0th- 

libraries. 

b) Participant Experiences 

1. What kinds of questions did libraxy staff ask? 

2. Who did the participants tdk tdspeak with during their visit to the library? 

3. What was the atmosphere of the library? 

4. How did the participants feel during their transaction? 

5. Was the staff î?ïendIy, efficient and willing to heip? 

6. Was th& experience satisfjing or not? 

7. What recommendations can they make for this service? 

c) Traditional Library Mesures of Interlibrary Loan Service Quality of Service 

1. Was the request filled? (fill rate) 

2. Was the right article provibed? 

3. Wbat was the fili rate for this study and b w  does it compare to the national averages? 

4. How long did it take for the partiapants to receive the article? (turnaround time) 

5. Were the participants contacted immediately when the artide came in? 

6. What was the satisfaction rating (fa rate) for participants in this study and 

how dœs that compare to other ïibrary studies for interlibrâry loan service? 



ci) Participant Expectations 

1. What did the participants expect frorn Interiibrary Loan service in academic iibraries 

as meastued by the SERVQUAL instrument? 

2. What are participant rankings of the five dimensions of service quality as measured 

by the SERVQUAL instniment? 

3. How do the expecrations of the participants in this sîudy compare to other studies in 

the library field? 

e) Participant Perceptions 

1. What were the participants' perceptions of the performance of InterIibrary Loan 

service as measureed by the SERVQUAL instrument? 

2. What do these participants perceive to be important for this library service? 

3. What were ciifference scores for Interlibrary Loan service in this shidy? 

4. Are the difference scores (outcorne masures from the clients perspective) congruent 

with fi11 rate and tufnaround time (performance measures from the library's 

perspective) for Interlibrary Loan service excellence? 

5. How do difference scores for this study compare to private sector studies on service 

quality ? 

6. 1s the SERVQUAL instrument suitable for use as  a management diagnostic tool in 

academic libraries? 

7. Did the participants' experience rneet their expectations? 

8. Were participants satisfied with th& expdence? 

9. Were participants willing to r m m  this service to others? 

10. What were the participants' overaiï attitudes towards the academic iibrary in general? 

In order to obtain reliable information about actual client expeziences with intalibrary loan 

semice, an unobtrusive meUiodology using the SERVQUAL immmemt as the major toot of data 



collection was employed, following similar approaches in other library bas& studies (see Hebert 

1994; Nitecki 1996). 

Importance of the S M y  

This study is important because it is one of the fvst to use an unobmisive approach in 

academic libraries to examine the quality of interlibrary loan service from the perspective of both 

the library and the client. It is one of the first to use an unobtnisive approach with the 

SERVQUAL instmment. It is also the fnst Canadian midy to collect and compare this kind of 

perfbmmce data across a large nurnber of academic 1ibra-k in Canada. 

Knowledge of whether client masures of service quaiity are congruent with übrary rneasures 

of service quality is important for a number of reasons. A gap between client and library rneasures 

may indicate that the library is perfofming to an intenial, institutional standard that does not reflect 

real-life experiences with service, The results rnay show that there are shortcomings with 

traditional m u r a  of interlibrary loan service, and théreby provide an alternative, standardized 

rneasure for evaiuating the perf~fma~ce  of interlibrary loan services within an academic library 

and for cornparing performance with ottier academic iibraries. The study may also assist in the 

devdopment of effective communications prograrns, in the reduction of optzating costs through a 

redireztion of rescwces, aod in the development of appropnate staff training programs. 

The snidy is also important because it is a fÙrther test of the SERVQUAL instrument in the 

public sector and specificairy in the ïibrary fidd SERVQUAL has been used successfully in 

insurance companies, retail ositleis, and banks as a benchmarking tool, as a tool to evaluate the 

success of specific service quality initiatives such as Total Quality Management (TQM) and as a 

mariagement diagnostic tooI (Parasuraman et ai. 1985, 1988,1991). A major stumbling block to 

hpIementing service quaïity initiatives such as TQM in iibraries is the lack of a standard 

instnrment for measuring performaace (White and Abeis 1995). It has been suggested that 



SERVQUAL may provide this standardized instrument (HÉben 1994; White and Abel 1995; 

Nitecki 1996). The modif?cation and application of this instrument, therefore, may facilitate the 

implementation of appropriate quality strategies from the private sector that will Iead to better 

senrice effdveness within academic libraries. It is hoped that the resuIts of this study will 

encourage academic librarians to becorne more committed to client-oriented service philosophies 

and client-oriented service evaluation strategies, 

Definition of Key Te= 

The following key terms are defined conceptually and operationalized as variables: client 

expectations of service, ciifference score, dimensions of service quality, fli rate, interlibrary loan, 

objective quality, ou tcome masures, perceived quality, pezf~fmatlce measures, satisfaction, 

senrice quality, SERVQUAL, and turnaround time. 

Client expectations of service is wtiat a client feels an excellent service organization should offer. 

Expectations are normative in nature and are affected by and fonned by such factors as past 

experience, word-of-mouth communications and extenial communications (advertising, publicity). 

Differençe score is a numba derived by subtracting the ratings for expectation fiom the ratings for 

perception of service. It is sometirnes called the gap or disconfirmation score. 

Dimensions of service auality consist of a number of m t m a  which clients evaluate service quality, 

The five dimensions are tangibles, r&ability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. These 

dimensions are the conceptuai basis for the SERVQUAL instrument (se p. 37). 

Fi11 rate is the &gr= to which the interlibrary lm request is nIld by the ïibrary. While fil1 rates 

vary greatly amongst academic libraries, w k n  based on the finai transaction, these rates usuaïly 

ranges fiom 75 to 90 percent (Jackson 1997). Fil1 rate is also referred to as the success rate or the 

satisfaction rate. 



Interïibrary loan is the process by which a library requests matmals 6rom or supplies materials to, 

an- Iibrary. Interlibrary loan includes the provision of reproductions as substitutes for loans of 

the original materials (Canadian Library Association 1995,4). 

Obiective auality involves a tangible aspect of an item or thing. 

Outcome masures are measures of performance usually service focused such as satisfaction and 

service quaMy. 

Perceived auality involves the subjective responses of peuple to objects and intangibles. such as 

service, It is a phenornenon that mers between individuals. 

Performance measures are measures of performance that are based on the perspective of the 

organization Usuaily based on standards set by an organization or more broadly by a profession. 

Fi11 rate and turnaround time are both examples of performance measures. 

Satisfaction is conceptuaïized in the service markeüng litmature as a psychological state resulting 

when *'the emotion nirroundlog disconfïmed expectations is coupled with rhe client's pnor feelings 

about the consumption experienceS* (Oliver 198 1, 27). It is generally accepted that satisfaction 

relates to a W f i c  transaction as opposeci to perceived service quality, which is referred to as a 

global judgment, or attitude, relating to the excellence of a service over time. OperationalIy, 

satisfaction is the exnotional reaction immediately following a service transaction (Oliver 198 1). 

Savice qalitv is comxpnialized in the service marketing iiterature as perceived quality which is 

the client's "judgment about an entity's overall excellence or superiority .. .related but not 

equivalent to satisfaction" (Parasuanian a aï. 1988, 15). ûperationally, service quality results 

fiom the cornparison of client expectations with perceptions of actual *ormance. The doser the 

performance of service to expectations, b higher the quality of service is assumed to be. 

SERVOUAL is the measuring immmmt of s d c e  quality that captures this comparison It 

measures service quality by rating client expectatiom and perceptions of setvices using 22 

matching statements (Parasur- e< aï. 1985). It can be used to assess an organization's quality 



dong each of the five dimensions by avaaging the difference scores on items making up the savice 

dimeosion or it can provide an overall measure of service quaïity across al1 five dimensions. 

Tumaround time is the time period beginning with the initiation of an interlibrary loan request by a 

client and eoding when a client re~eives notification that the item is available for pick-up. 

Tumaround time usuaiïy involves the borrowing iibrary processing tirne. request transit tirne, 

lending library proçessing time; materiaï transit tirne and borrowing library processing time. It is 

based on calendar &YS. 

Assumptions and Limitations of the S M y  

The study was based on a number of assumptions reïating to a) service quality and b) 

interlibrary loan service: 

a) service quality assumptions 

Clients play an integral role in assessing quiility as only clients can judge quality; al1 othe 

judgments are irrelevant (Zeithaml 1 990). 

Service quality is important to the libraries and Zibrarians offering the service. 

The nature of s h c e  quality is similar in libraries to that in service-based businesses. 

SERVQUAL is a valid and reliable insûwmt for measuring service quaiity in service-based 

Organizations. 

b) interlibrary loan service assumptions 

Interiibrary loan service is a core service. 

Librees are the central information providers on university campuses. 

Client expectaticms will continue to increase as the need for inf'tion increases. 

Librarians have considexable influence and control over future intetlibrary loan services. 



The study also had a number of limitations: 

Since only four uansactions were conducteci at each test iibrary, claims of individuai library 

perfcxmance can not be made with any degree of ~~acy. However, a trenü toward pom 

service quality ratings should be of concem to any library administration 

The research project was explaratory, and transactions may mt be representative of academic 

interlibrary loan service on a national scale. Caution should be exercised when results are used 

zs a benchmark for service in Canadian academic Libraries. 

Since the SERVQUAL instrument was used with proxy clients in an unobtrusive situation, 

participant bias may be a macern Ttae fact that participants were aware that they were taking 

part in a research project might have affected their responses. For exampIe, they might have 

been more assertive in requesting the article or they might have persevered longer in waiting 

for the article. 



Chapter ïï 

Review of the Lfterature 

The Search Strategy 

The literature search was conducteû in two parts. Frst, în ofder to gain an understanding of 

the marketing literature, two important semice marketing journal articles and two key monograph 

publications were used to detamine foundation articles for the thesis. Key words used in the 

search for articles were also taken Born these publications. Next, a search was conducted on AB1 

Inform, a database indexing over 1,000 prominent busiriess journals, using the Dialog on-Une 

database. To search al1 databases fully, a number of search statenients were us& Ttre search 

terrns used are as foIïows: a) service marketing, b) service marketing and (service quality or quality 

service). ami c) SERVQUAL. Limitations of publication year were not included in the search 

strategy because the intent was to gather as much information as possible. The search produced 

over 500 relevant hits. 

Second, a search was concbcted on Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA) and 

Library Literature (LL) using the Dialog on-line database. Similar search terms were used in the 

iibrary literature, although modifications were made because the phrase "service marketing" is not 

as comnonïy used in the library field. The search terms used are as follows: a) service (w) quaiity, 

b) quality (w) seniice and c) interlibrary (w) 1- Over 155 artic1es were reûieved with over haif 

directly relevant to the thesis research. 

The GATE, the University of Alberta catalog was used to determine the avaiiability of the 

matmals identifid in both the foundation p p s  and on the eiectronic databases. 



The Literature 

Although the need to maintain and improve the quality of service offered by iibrary institutions 

is recognized, only a small segment of academic iibraries are actively involved in formal quaiity 

improvement programs (Siggins and Suiiivm 1993). The extent of the commitment to quality 

improvement progranis such as Total Quality Management (TQM) or senrice excellence programs 

such as Total Quaïity Service CTQS) is evident in the results of a 1993 survey conducted by the 

Association of Research Libraries (ARL). Of the 9 1 iibraries that responded to the survey. only 1 5 

indicated an involvement in a quality improvement program. Of these 15. five were participating 

in a specific service quality program. Assuming that this is a representative sample and given that 

there are a large number of l i b r e  in Canada and the United States, this is a very small number. 

This lack of action toward or acceptame of quality programs in academic libraries is likely due 

to a n u m k  of factors. These factors are listed below. 

The confusion surrounding the definition of quality, the concept of dient satisfaction. and the 

absence of an empiricaï basis or proven way of measuring quaiity within academic libraries 

institutions (CUen and Calvert 1995; Nitecki 1996; Pritchard 1996). 

The fact that few academic Iibraries "exist in a vacuum" and that there is aiways a larger 

context for assessing Library quality, for example, the achievement of the goals of the parent 

organization (Pritchard 1996). 

The fact that m e n t  and past masures of Library performance are unidimensional and have 

beccime overly specific and "foctsed on tasks that do not represent the total business of the 

library very well" (Cullen anci Calvert 1995,439). 

The reluctance of library managers to accept a basic of service evaluation - that the 

recipienî of the service determines the effectivenas of the service (Seay et al. 1996; Holt 1996; 

Nitecki 1996). 



AU these factors are particularly relevant to academic Iibraries where a didactic mode1 for 

service provision has often been employed (Quinn 1997). Academic libraries are part of larger 

1earning organizations and librarians wotking in that environment view their role as teaching 

i n f m t i o n  skiils to clients. The question that has been debated in the literature for many years 

stiU cemains - shcnxld tibrarians give students information or the skilk to find the information? 

Librarians make choices for clients, choices that client's may not necessarily make for themselves. 

These choices may aiso be contraxy to the expectations of the client which, according to recent 

studies, are based on convenient and easy access to information and the level of service provided in 

faciîitating that access (D'ma and Rodgers 1996; Seay et al, 1996). The didactic mode1 of service 

seems to be in coaflict with the m e r  philosophies surrounding the provision of quality service 

(Quinn 1997). 

To date, there are very few alternatives to under standing qualit y -specifically the satisfaction 

with or the measurement of quality -within the context of academic librxies. This chapter 

describes the m e n t  definitions and measures of academic library quality performance and 

provides an altemative concepmalization of satisfaction and savice quality drawn from other 

fields. Alternative rnodels of service quality and the instruments used to measure this concept are 

also discussed. The f m ,  however, is on the SERVQUAL instrument used extensiveiy in service- 

based businesses as a measure of the service quality construct. 

Detining Quality in Academic Libraries 

Since the early 1970 '~~  dedinitions of effectivene~s, an early term for quality, ranged fiom 

*'techical efficiency measures to vague statements of goodaess but most have focused on goal 

achievement, efficiency, user satisfaction, personnel managema and the ability of the organization 

to survive" (Pritchard 1996,574). One of the first researchezs to begin the definition process was 

Richard Orr (Niteclci 1996). In a landmark publication, OIT made a distinction between Library 



quality and the value of library s d c e .  He suggested that library quality had to do with "how 

good the service was" arad library value referred to "how much good it does" (3 17). He further 

identined four broad areas for libfary effectiveness - resources, capability, utilization and 

benficial effects - upon *ch specific definitions couId be based. 

These areas are still valid today aIthough the library community has struggled with the 

concepts encompassed in his definition of Library effectiveness. Definhg quality has becorne one 

of the greatest challenges facing academic libraries (Nitecki 1996). Despite the large amount of 

published materiais in the areas of both library Mectiveness and quality perfommce 

measurement, the profession stïiï "lacks rnany essential m&ls and forms of measurement" 

(Pritchard 1996,573). Library quality has been assessed in terms of Iibraxy collections -th& size, 

diversity and comprehensiveness of subject coverage -1argely because these are constant (Nitecki 

1996). The definition of quality currently used within academic libraries does not reflect the 

dynamics of change 

Quality is constantly king re-defined by library stakeho1ders. For example, quality is defined 

b y: 

clients whose demands for service and matmals shift with the changes in society. 

staff wtiose wi l i inps  to show leadership in evaluation, to shift with both internal and 

externai pressures on the organizationai structure, and 

boards and adminimators whose focus is on funding ami policy-making that will maintain the 

excellence of the institution (Holt 1996). 

To this end, library quality cm be seen as a moviag target. 

One dedinition of quality that has gained increasing credibility in the field of library and 

information studies is that put forth by CMdas and Van House in 1993. They define effectiveness 

as multidimensional involving three key ideais: "goodness, achieving success, and the qüaIity of 



perfic3nnance*' (Childes and Van House 1993,s). Aithough this definition of effectiveness was 

devdoped for public libraries, it incoprates broad concepts that are tramferable to al1 types of 

îibraries. It is particularfy relevant to academic libraries because it attempts to &fine, in broad and 

simple terms, the important relationships between @(XIII~N'R and outcorne masures in relation to 

the overall effectiveness or quality of academic libraries. It is also important because the definition 

encornpasses the dynamics of change, 

Childers and Van House (1993) have suggested that goodness is an aspect of effdveness that 

is defined by the role of libtaries in sodety. The dimensions associated with gOOdness are global 

measures that are guided to a great extent by the mandate or mission of the educational institution 

within the community as a whole. it is &O what makes public organizations different from private 

sector companies. Public organizations are supposed to be good - "iibraries are supposai to be 

good" (Childers and Van House 1993. 5; see also Buckland 1988). Libraries are an integral 

component of a demoaatic society and are required to uphold philosophical principles such as 

intellectual fieedom and the ria of a country's citizens to have equal access the printed word 

Service to society, mefore, is fundamental to the libraries and it is this semice component that is 

one basis far the definition of the effectiveness of Iibrary institutions (Childers and Van House 

1993). 

Achieving success is an aspect of effectivekss rdated specifically to the definition of intemai 

organizationai processes (Van House and Childm 1993; Giappiconi 1995; R i t c h r d  1996; 

Shaughnessy 1996). The focus here is on denoing appropriate management stnictures, roles of 

library personnel, size of coUections. accesses to relevant infofmation and so on For example, 

interlibrary loan service standards such as f3l rate and tumaround time define the effectiveness of 

that service. This has been the focus of evaluation fa most academic iibraries. 

Acadeniic library quality or effectiveness is also defined in terms of its contribution to or 

impact on the deiivery of educational and research Senrices to the parent institution (Pritchard 



1996). This is part of what Childers and Van House (1993) referred to as the quaiity of 

perfoxmmcz. They denrie the quality of p e r f m  through a number of dimensions or criteria 

by which clients and stakeholda of a given library cktemim quality. These dimensions are 

predictors of quaiity and they Mp acadernic iibraries to define from the client's point of view what 

makes an experience satisfactory or not. Mcdonald and Micakas (1 994) fùrther defined quality of 

performance to include three areas: 

performance that salisfies the information needs of the faculty, students and other clients, 

performance that contributes to the success of the parent institution's educational goals. and 

p e r f i i e  that accompiishes the hrst two areas efticientiy and effectively. 

This multi-dimensional definition of quality within academic libraries is relatively new but is king 

met with increasing acceptance as academic libraries stnrggle with the pressure to be more 

accountable and relevant to those who support and use their services. 

Quality Performance Measures in Academic Li braries 

Within iibraries the meamernent of quality has traditionally been a part of the measurement of 

effectiveness (Hamburg et al. 1972; Orr 1973; Baker and Lancaster 199 1 ; McDonaId and Micikas 

1994; Pritchard 1996). In the late 19703, academic libraries began to rnove from quaiity 

masures of quantity to ones of process and satisfaction (Taylor 1972; Dougherty 1972; Du Mont 

and Du Mont 1979). The literature on performance and outcorne measures is well documentai by 

Goodalll988, Van House 1989, Sbapiro 199 1, and Pritchard 1996. These authors describe 

attempts to masure effectiveness in broad tenns such as inputs, processes, outputs and outcones. 

Theze are four major models that have been used to measme ttme effectiveness of library 

services. These maieh are ail based on urganizational effectiveness models fiom the management 

literature. These models are: 



Goal attainment raodel in which the mgankition measures its effectiveness based on the 

anainment of spex5fic goals set by the organization. This model has achieved some degree of 

success in academic ïitsraries but those libraries using it often fail to include ail those invoived 

in the library decision making process ( s e  Van Home et al. 1990). 

S ysterns reswrce modeI in which an organization's success is evahated based on its ability to 

secure resources Born the environment. This modeI has been used in academic libraries but 

with limited success (Giacopponi 1995). 

Intenial process or systems model in which stability and intemal control processes are used as 

measures of perfommce This modd is primarily an efficiency mode1 that can often become 

internally focused and system driven and which tends to exclude client expectatioas of service 

(Cullen and Calvert 1995)- 

Constituency satisfaction model in which an organization is evaluated based on the degee to 

which its stakeholders are satisfied The mode1 is based on the premise that al l  stakeholders 

have ne& and expectations that must be fulfilled and it is up to the organization to meet those 

needs consistently over time (Zaxnmuto 1984; Cullen and Calvert 1995; Pritchard 1996). This 

is a promising model for use in academic libraries but the measures of satisfactions used most 

often are too general to be usehl to service enhancement (Hernon and Aïunan 1996; D'ma 

and Rodger 1996). 

While noue of the mcxHs have clearly emaged as the best way to masure ïibrary effectiveness, 

"aJ1 have been used with some degree of success in academic libraries" (Cullen and Calvert 1995, 

'W. 

The model m t  often used in acaQemic l i b r e  is the internai process mode1 sometimes 

refared to as the systems model. It is a model that coafofms weïl to the Orr Mode1 of Input and 

Output (ûrr 1973). It can use both performance and output measures to assess the overalï 



effectiveness of an organizattion in ~ ~ e t i n g  the needs of its commwlity (Childers and Van House 

1993; McDonald and Micikas 1994; Cullen ancl Calvert 1995). In this model, effectiveaess or the 

end result, quatity of service, are comidered in terms of aganizational inputs and processes and in 

terms of outputs and cwtmxnes of the -ce to the community (Van House et al. 1990; CuIIen and 

Calvert 1 995). 

The systems model offers a simple framework for assessing organizationai effectiveness in an 

indusive way (Childers and Van House 1993). It views a library as a system that encompasses a 

number of elements essential to the funcîioning of that system. Those elements are: 

Inputs - "the resmces that are needed to support the Iibrary system such as money, staff. 

materials and physical plant" (Childen and Van House 1993. 17). This eIement includes 

number of staff, total budgets, number of volumes and physical space. 

Processes - "the activities that transfm the input into outputs" (17). This element includes 

the number of titles cataiogued, number of voIumes owned, fill rates or the number of overdue 

notices sent, 

Outputs - "the products or services of the system such as reference service, interlibrary loan 

service, or reserve" (17). This element includes the n u e  of questions asked and answereû. 

tumaround times, or the number of items circulated. 

Outcornes - "the use of the inf'tion by the client and the impact or change in the client or 

the coxnmunity as a remit of tbat information" (13). This dement indudes user satisfaction 

with the service or inueased awareaess of stakeholdm, 

The focus in academic Iibraries thus far has been 1argeIy on measuring inputs and processes. These 

measures cm be controiied within the system, are confinai to the library environment and are 

therefme easier to measme and evaluate than outputs (Hernon 1987). 



Fewer measures used in academic libraries faii &O the output categay and even fewer into the 

outcorne category (Chiidas and Van House 1993; Cullen and Calvert 1995; Pritchard 1996). The 

questions of "how the seMce p e r f ' '  and " b w  the service had an impact on the client and the 

community" are not often asked Output and outcorne measures create more difficult problems for 

assessrnent because they are the test easily observeci parts of the system (Childers and Van House 

1993). The measmes used try to assas the impact or value of library services but because 

services are intangible, heterogeneous and perishable, it is very difficult. 

In most cases, the impact or the quality of a service is still king evahated based on an internai 

set of standards as defined by the ïibrary or by the profession and not by the client (Van House et 

al. 1990; Childen and Van House 1993). For example, of the 15 output masures defined by Van 

House and others (1989), 12 fmsed on the use of internat statistics as an indication of 

satisfaction, and only three suggested the use of client reports of senrice to indicate satisfaction 

Even the implementation of Total Quality Management, a management system designed to 

implement quality s d c e  within organizations with the client's needs in minci, is still focused on 

streamlining internal processes as a rneasure of service effectiveness in the community. Libraries 

that meet or exceed the set standards often conclude that theh service is good or even excellent and 

that clients are satisfied (Waldhart 1985; Van House 1989; Hebert 1994). 

There is a growing recognition within the library community that organizational performance 

masures of service may mt represent service quality in the same way as do user-focused masures 

of senrice ( H m n  anci McCiure 1990; McDonald and Micikas 1994; Nitecki 1996). Performance 

masures such as fïU rates and turnaround tixne measure only the portion of requests that have been 

met and not the extent to which the needs of the client have been satisfied (Van House 1989; 

Hébert 1994; Shaughnessy 1995). Internai ïibrary criteria based on factars considered most 

important by librarians and library management may not adequately rneasure the quality of 



performance provided by the institutions from the p e q m i v e  of the client (Hernon and McClure 

1990: Edwards and Browne 1995; Nitecki 1996). 

It has becorne obviovs that measUring effectiveness is Mt riecessarily the same as measuring 

library performance and that measuring library inputs is mt the sam as measuring the quaïity of 

library outputs or the impact library services have on the commUNty (Cullen a Calvert 1995). 

More coqles  measures of effectiveness, ones that are broa&based and indu& user-defined 

critma of quality, are necessary if academic libraries are to be able to prove their worth to both 

parent urganizations and larger government bodies. 

Outcome Measmes in Acaàemic Libraries 

Quality and effectiveness are multi-dimensional constmcts that require multi-cümensional 

measures. A large number of clients as well as intenial and external stakeholders contribute to the 

decision-making that occurs in an acadernic iibrary. Those involved in library institutions need to 

understand the dimensions of effectiveness fiom the perspectives of stakeholders in order to 

produce practicai outcorne meaSUTes for quality (Cullen and Calvert 1995). There have &en some 

attempts to understand the dimensions of quality within aca&rnic libraries (see fm example, Van 

House et al. 1990; McDonald ami Micikas 1994, Dewdney and Ross 1994, Cullen and Calvert 

1995; Edwards and Browne 1995, D'ma and Rodgers 1996, Nitecki 1996; Jackson 1997). The 

majority of these studies bave focused on identüyhg the &mensions of client satisfaction 

A review of the literature suggests that academic librarians, in particular, view and m u r e  

satisfaction fkom three different perspectives: 

as interactions among employees within the organiation, 

as services providai for and used by clients, and 



as organizational system effectiveness, or how w& a service is @Ormed to standard 

procedures ( H m n  and Schwartz 1996; Calvert and Hanon 1997). 

They also tend to view satisfaction fiom three measuement perspectives: "generic, amibute, or 

specific service m e a s u r ~ "  (Hrnon and Schwartz 1996,295). G-c manuement is the 

most comrnody used method and this usually involves the use of general questions such as 'how 

satisfied are you with your library visit' or 'how did we do'? The extent to which these types of 

geu#ic questions help improve the quality of individual services within the library institution is 

M g  questioned (Calvext and Hemon 1997). It is becoming increasingly clear that the use of 

general masures of client satisfaction is inappropriate wtien these measus are "not linked to 

specific iibrary uses or time frames" (Hemon and Schwartz 1996,295). 

Attribute measurement looks specifkally at variables such as staff Eriendliness and helpfulness 

and the televance of the infiwmation received and the relationship to client satisfaction (Hemon and 

Calvert 1996). In the literature, client satisfaction has been positively Iinked to such attributes as 

staff fiiendliness, accuracy of the infofmation, the physical environment, expectations met and even 

the wiilingness to rehrni to the Iibrary (Crews 1988; Durrance 1989; Hernon and McClure 1990; 

Dewdney and Ross f 994; Hébert 1994; Nitecki 1996). The relationship between satisfaction and 

these attributes is not clear. What, for example, is the basis for attribute measures, and are they 

meamring expectations or the gap between expectations and the actual senrice provided (Calvert 

and Hemn 1997; Quinn 1997)? 

In a recent investigation that appIied both g d c  and attribute measures to Libraty service, 

D'Elia and Rodgers (1996) discovered that high Ievels of client satisfaction were positively related 

to two important meamres of satisfactim a) the quick access to infmt ion and b) the provision 

of service that facilitated access to that infofmation. It was apparent that clients expected libraries 

to provide "access to the information they needed wfiether through the library's collection or 

ttaough facilitated access to otkr sources" (295). The identification of access as an outcorne 



measure has major ramifications for how libraries m e a  the infocmation oeeds of their clients ami 

for the provision of intexhiary loan Service 

New effectiveness or quaïity guiMines are king suggested, ones that reflect the muhi- 

dimensionality of quaïity, ones based on empirical research, and ories that include appropriate 

measures for resources, services, interactions with library clients, and the provision of access 

(McDonald and Micikas 1994). There is, however, more to leam. Service quality and satisfaction 

approahes to rneasuring and evaluathg s h c e  view organizations and their services from the 

ciients perspective and Ikot exclusively from arganizatioaal ones (Hamon arad Schwartz 1996). 

UnQerstanding this relationship m e e n  ciient perspectives and organizational perspectives will 

uitimately lead to new perftmmce and outcorn measures, ones that c m  improve the provision of 

service to the community. 

The service quality approach to masuring ef f 'veness  presents opportunities for the 

development of new strategies and cnitcome roeasures that are beneficial to übrary management on 

a practical level (Childers and Van House 1993; Hébert 1994; Nitecki 1996; Hernon and Schwartz 

1996; H e m n  and Altman 1997; Quinn 1997). The literature on service quality produced outside 

of tk library and information studies field is large. The next section will review the fiterature from 

other fieids with a particular focus on the service marketing iiterature and the approaches used to 

measure satisfaction and savice quality fkom the perspectives of the client. 

A Conceptual Approach to Swvice 

The sefvice indumy has becorne the largest single business in the world with nine out of ten 

jobs created by the service sectar (Albrechî 1988; Davidow and Uttal 1989). Almost every 

business, even those based on mawfacturing, campetes to some degree on the basis of setvice. 

Individuah of all ages and from all waUcs of We expect to receive nrst class, customized service 



whether buying products or services. When those expectations are mt met, these iladividuals do 

mrehlm 

Service is experiéncing the same dedine in quality that has plagued mamifacniring ova the 

last few decades and bas become a critical and strategic issue amongst business executives. In 

fact. a recuit survey of top executives in the United States and Canada ranked the improvement of 

service as the single aiost important business chaIlenge facing the world today (Zeithaml 1990). 

Traditional quality movemeats have failed largely h a u s e  they are narrow in their focus (Crosby 

1992). It is becoming increasingly clear that ''ump1eteness of effort" throughout the entire 

organizattion is the best strategy to achieve quality (Holt 1996). 

Business executives in the fields of rnarkaing and management are now paying close attention 

to the provision of excellent service quality and its reiationship to client satisfaction (Zeitbaml 

1990). Recent research is now providing a new understanding of sexvice within the context of 

quality implernentation, and new models for measuring service quality have b e n  conceptualized 

Indeai, in the past few years, service quality has become the single m t  researched area in the 

services marketing litaature (Fisk et al. 1993). Those businesses that are embracing the new 

service quality models are also expeziencing increases in market share, productivity and profits, 

and decreases in costs anci client turnover (Anderson and Sullivan 1984; Berry et al. 1990). 

Service quality has become quite distinct fkom product marketing both in theory and in 

practice. The next section wrll discuss these differemxs. 

From Roàucts to Service Encounters: Understanding Service Criteria 

While it is clear nom research reported in the marketing litmature that product and services are 

different, service quaïity has not been studied to the same degree within the field of marketing as 

has product quality Fisk et al. 1993). Roduct marketing and the strategies surrounding it have 

dominated the service marketing litesanire fm m a q  years. Co11sequently. the assessment of 



senrice quality has been assumed to be equivalent to the assessrnent of certain attributes of a 

product. In this co~lceptualization, good service quality is taken to be cornpliance of these 

attributes with specific standards (Klaus 1985). 

There are problems with this conceptuakation of service quaIity within the context of a 

prochict rnodel. Know1edge of a product attribute, for example, is n a  sumcient to provide an 

understanding of the complexities of service quality. Klaus (1985) has suggested that thexe are five 

fake assumptions made by those who use the product attribution approach to assess savice 

quaiity. Those false assumptions are that senrice quality is: 

a physical object that can be observed and meamred, 

static not interactive, 

aggregate not individualistic, 

rationalistic based on the belief that human interactions foilow some predetermined rules, and 

only focused on management-defined output masures and neglects client perspectives (20). 

ûther critics have also identifieci differeflce~ between services and products and suggested rhat 

services be based on a number of distinct characteristics such as: intangibiiity, inseparability of 

production and consumption, heterogeneity, and perishabiïity. Because services have distinct 

charactmstics fiom products, they must be m e a ~ u ~ e d  and evaluated accmdingly (Bateson 1977; 

Shostak 1977; Berry 1980; Lovelock 198 1 ; Zeithaml 198 f ; Parasuraman et al. 1985). In fact, 

much of the rationale for the différent treatment of goods and services is based on the existence of 

these unique characteristics in service delivery (Zeithaml et al. 1985). 

The inîangibility of services is a key focus, and it has been argued that all other differenes 

beâween goods and services exnanate from this distinction (Bateson 1979). In this context, services 

are perceivecl as performances. Savices are not like objects and they are not felt, seen, tasted or 



touckd in the same way that goods are t~menced (Zeithaml et al. f 985). Services are invisible 

and imrnaterial. They are, nonetheless, real. 

issuing fiom the notion of intangibîlity is another uniqye characteristic describeci in the 

literature: the inseparability of the production and co11su11~ption of services. Savices are first sold 

and then produced and consumeci together. This is unlike goods, which are sold and then 

consumed Inseparability of service encmnters means that the producer and the seller are the 

same, and this has implications for both distribution and quaïity of @ m e .  

The characteristic of hetaogeneity refers to the high degree of variability that cm occur in the 

performance of the s d c e  (Booms and Bitner 198 1, 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1985; Berry 1985, 

1980). The quality of a savice, for example, can Vary from &y to day and fiom client to client. 

Employees play a great roIe in this variability. Performance can Vary greatly from one employee to 

the next as can the pexfimrmce from one senrice transaction to another. And while there c m  be 

variability in goods, generally standards can be set for speciiïc aspects of a good much like the 

standards set by the International Standards Organization (ISO 900 1 and 9002 standards for 

manufacturing). 

FinaIly, perishability refers to the fact that services can n a  be saved or inventoriai (2eithaml 

et al. 1985). This has qxdïc  implications for the supply and &mand of service. Sometirnes 

demand c m  be too great, fm example, a restaurant may be too popular on Friday evening. At 

other thes, the demarad is too Tow as is the case with golf in winter. The amibute of perishability 

makes service encounm unlik goods that can be manufactured quickly in response to demand in 

the marketplace. This again has implications for distribution and for the quality of PeFf~tma~lce~  

The recent literature suggests that these unique characteristics have implications for marketing 

and that specinc strategies are required fot d a h g  with them (Shostack 1977; Grornoos 1978; 

Enis and Roering 198 1 ; Bitner and Zeïthami 198 1 ; Zeithaml et al. 1985). Strategies for 

capitalking on the intangibility of services shou1d stress tangible cues, stimulate wordof-mouth 



coxnmunications, and create stroag images of the service through external communications. Issues 

of inseparability may be addressed by strategies that emphasize employee training and the 

management of the customz through such programs as Total Quaüty Management (Zathaml et al. 

1985). 

There is no one definition of quality that applies to aïl types of service organizations. It is, 

howeva, more or less accepteci that s a v i c e  quality is a complex profile of '>hysical, behavioraï. 

psychological and other variables that need to be unéerstood and through which service quality 

must be managed? (Klaus 1985, 17). The product mode1 of service has already been discussed in 

detail. The second conceptualization of senrice quality looks specifïcally at the processes. This 

service perspective &fins quality as a dynamic process between a client and a service 

urganization and is the focus of the next section 

Service Quality: A New Understanding 

The complexity of semice encounters rnakes it difncult to control and manage the quality of 

performance. Recent research has Iead to a number of key themes upon which the 

conceptualization of service quaïity is based. These themes are: 

There is a diffaence between goods and services (Shostack 1977; Bowen 1990; F i k  et aI. 

1993; Berry and Parasuraman 1993) that requires a separate marlraing saategy be deveioped 

The sirategy must focus on the process of the savice encwnter and in sening appropriate 

expectatiom for that encountex (Shostack 1977; Grorno05 1978; Enis and Roaing 198 1; 

Bitner and Zeitbamf 198 1; Zeithaml et al. 1985). 

Ciients tiad sav ice  quality mine dificuit to evaluate than the quality of goods; what becornes 

important for the s e M c e  provider is to identifv the criteria used by the client to evaluate 

semice quality (Parasuaman et al. 1985,1988, 1991). 



CLienîs do not evaiuate service quality solely on the bais of outcome, but consider the procas 

of service deüvery. The expectations for a given SetYice, the eniplloyees, and the management 

systems in place di contribute to the processes involved in service âelivery and are therefore, 

crucial c~mponents of excellent service quality (Bowen 1990; Zeithami 1990; Berry and 

Parasuraman 1993). 

Client critena are the only criteria relevant to the assessment of service quality and quality is 

only judged by the client - all other judgments are irreïevant to the process (2eithaml 1990). 

A Parasuraman, Vaierie Zeithaml, and Leonard Berry mnducted the largest series of 

exploratory studies into service quality in the 1980's. They have mggesteci that service qualiry 

must go further thao just the establishment of service standards to include the client's judgment 

about the ability of the service to perform against certain expectations, They have argued that 

there is an hpmtant ciifference berween perceiveci quality and objective quaiity and that both are 

essential in the assessment of semice quality (Grorno05 1982; Gamin 1983; Zeithami 1990; 

Parasuraman et al. 1991). 

Objective quality involves a concrete aspect or feature of an object, not unlike those attributes 

m e d  in the product mdd of semice quality discussed in the previous section Perceived 

quaîity, on the other hami, involves a m e  humanistic component - the subjective responses of 

clients to objects or events. It consists of an "attitude, rdated but not equivalent to satisfaction and 

results fiom a cornparison of expectations with perceptions of performance (Parasuraman et al. 

1988, 15). 

The conceptuaiization of perceived quality is grouaded in the 'Wmy of disconfirmation". 

This theay is the &minant fÏamew0ck fkom the marketing fidd for explainhg the process by 

which clients develop f-gs of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with products and services 



(Gromoos 1984; Engels et al. 1968; Howard and Seth 1969; Olashavsky and Miller 1972; 

Anderson 1973; Oüva 1980,198 1 ; cadotte et ai. 1987). The theory is based on the "'opposition 

process modeI", fkom the field of cognitive psychology, which provides a fiamework for the 

formation of attitudes (Oliver 198 1). Disconfinnation theory mnceptualizes the fofmation of client 

expectations through various activities such a s  wordof-mouth communications, past experiences, 

or extanal communications. and the " 4 d i s ~ ~ t i o n "  of those expectations through a cornparison 

of expectations with perceptions of performance (Oliver and De Sarbo 1988). 

Disconfirmation theury c ~ a ~ i s t s  of four COIlStNcts: expectation, perf'e, disconflfmation 

and satisfaction (Oiiver 198 1; Churchin and Surprenant 1982). CIients make judgments based on 

a cornparison of expectation and performance, The result of this comparïson is labeied a 'hegative 

disconfirmation" if the service is less than expected, a "positive disconfinnation" if the savice is 

bmer than expected, and a "simple c o ~ t i o n  if the service is as expected (Oliver 198 1). If a 

client experiences seMce as expected ai beîter than expected, they will experience high levels of 

satisfaction. 

Expectations, in a sense, becorne a standard or a refaence point when clients evaluate a given 

service (Zeithaml et al. 1993). This standard is mt a standard as in the case of product standard, 

but a normative standard based on wfiat the client f d s  excelIent senrice providers should offer 

(Parasuraman et ai, 1988). This is an important distinctioa Expectations are basically predictions 

made by the client about what should happen during the setvice transaction. 

The relationship between satisfaction anci expectation has sparked an on-going debate within 

the field of service marketing (Fisk et al. 1993). Satisfaction has been related to economic gain 

through the generation of profits aod has been associatexi with pre-and-past-purchase phenornena 

such as attitude change, repeat purchase aad brand loyalty (Churchiil ami Surprenant 1982). The 

need to justiS sperading on strategis that wouïd incrase satisfaction with a given sexvice has 



resuited in detailed analysis of satisfaction and its refationship to expectation and uius to service 

quaiity. 

While the factors surraunding the de€erminants of client satisfaction are not fiilly known, what 

is clear is that tbe concept of satisfaction refm to individuai tratlsactions (Churchill and 

Surprenant 1982; Parasuraman a ai. 1991). Mareover, satisfaction is a moderating factor in the 

assessrnent of service quality; it refers to shorter-term attitudes that tend to d o w  overtirne. In 

contrast, judgments about setYice quality are bas& on longer-term attitudes that can be influenced 

by past experience and wc~d-of-mouth communications and changeci by external advatising and 

societal values (Taylor and Baker 1994). Researchers have dismvered, for example, that it is 

possible for a client to have an unsatisfactory service encouter with an organization but still 

continue to rate its service quaiity as high (Anderson et al. 1993; Spreng et al. 1996). This is 

particufarly tme for organuattions within the public sphere, such as libraries, where their public 

image is more positive when compared to that of a business (Bitner 1990). 

The problern has been how to rneasure such cornplex service constructs. The next section 

discusses the various approaches to measuring service quality with speclfic attention paid to the 

Gaps Mode1 of Service Quality. 

Approaches for Measuring Semice Quality 

Over the 1 s t  ten to fifteen years, two approaches to mPacunng service quality have been 

devdoped in the field of service marketing O;isk et al. 1993). The most recent is the performance 

based approach suggested by Brown et al. (1 993). These researchers have suggested that a 

performance-based model may be more appropriate to the prediction of actual bebaviour or 

behaviwal imem than a cornparison of expectations and perceptions of paformaoce. This 

approach, however, has net been widely used in & research to date and its record for assessing 

service quaiity has not yet k e n  demonstrated (White and Abels 1995; Kettinger 1997; Pitt 1997). 



The other apprmch is the Gaps Model of Service Quality suggested by k Parasuraman and 

his colleagues. Also known as the "P minus E approach," it treats service cluality as a gap or 

smes of gaps be&ween performance (P) and expectatioas (E) of service (Parasuraman et al. 1988). 

The Gaps Model is based on a series of expIoratory snidies that w a e  conducted using a cross- 

section of savice-based for-profit business arganizations. The Model is grouriciprl in the 'Wieory of 

disconfurnation" as discussed previously in this section (see page 32) anci identifies five gaps ùiat 

frequently occu in the! provision of services that may affect a cIient's quality perceptions. 

Proponents of this Mode! have suggested that service providers are, in large part, responsible far 

these gaps in the deïïvery of s e n i c e  (Zeithmi 198 1, 1990; Berry et al. 1985; Parasuraman et al. 

1985, 1988. 199 1 ; Zeithaml et al. 1985). The five gaps are as follows: 

Gap One - cïient expectations of service d i f k  ffom management perceptions of client 

expectations 

Gap Two - translation of client expectations into service quality specifications are inaccurate. 

Gap Three - service delivered does not meet service specifications, 

Gap Four - savice delivemi is not what was indicated in extemai communications or word-of- 

mouth intaactions, anci 

Gap Five - client expectations of service differ fiorn the perqtions of their service experience. 

Gaps One to Four relate to organizattional measures of service quality effectiveness. These 

four key discrepancies a gaps exist between management perceptiom of service quality and the 

process of delivering excellent senrice quality to clients. These gaps represent major barriers in the 

delivery of service that clients wwld perceive to be hi@ quality. Gap Five specificaIly refers to 

the client's assessment of service quaiity and represents the discreparicy between expected sérvice 

and perceived service. 



The size of the gap or discrepancy determines the degree of satisfaction with individual 

transactions and, more importantly, the overaiï leva of service quality in an organization 

(Parasuraman er aï. 1985). Hence, the wider the gap baween cliem expeaations and perceptions. 

the pater the service quality problem A large negative discrepancy in the gap score may indicate 

a serious setvice quality problern What û essential to understand is that. regardes of how well 

the services are pIanned, delivered or promoted, if there is a Iack of congruence between ciient 

perceptions of service and the provider's perceptions of those expectations, service quality will 

suffer. Figure 1 shows the Gaps Mûdel, 
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F'igure 1. The Gaps Modei of Servfce Quaïity (Zkithaml et al. 1988,36). 



The conceptualizattion of the Gaps Modd has also Ied to the development of a standardized 

service quaiity rneasuremÊnt instrumenî caïled SERVQUAL. 

The SERVQUAL Instrument 

The discrepascy betwexm expectation anci perception of semice is the conceptual basis for the 

SERVQUAL instniment as inâicated by gap five of the Gaps Model, The instrument can be used 

to assess both organhtional anci clim expectations and perceptions of service provided. Over a 

pend of five years, Parasuraman and his colleagues, identifiai ten general dimensions that 

represent the evaluative criteria that clients use to assess service quality (Parasurarnan et al. 1985, 

1988, 1991). The ten dimeasions were further tested and formad the foundation of a multiple-item 

rating scale called SERVQUAL. The instrument was revised in 1988 fiom the ten original 

dimensions to five dimensions of service quality. These dimensions are: reiiability, 

responsiveness, assurances, empathy, and tangibles. A definition of each service dimension 

follows : 

Reliabiiity refers to an ability of the organization to provide what is promised dependably and 

accuatel y. 

Responsiveness refers to the ability of the employees to help clients and provide prompt 

senrices. 

Assurance refes to the knowledge and courtesy of an employee and thar abiity to inspire trust 

and confidence. 

Empathy refèrs to the individual attention received by the client. 

Tangibles refer to the physicai surromdhgs of the organization, equipment and appearance of 

the personnel (Parasuraman et al. 1988). 



In aI1 of the studies that have used SERVQUAL to measure service quaiity in both the private and 

the! public sectors, reliability consistently ranked as the most critical dimension of service Wle 

tangibles ranked the least aitical (Parasuraman et al. 1988). What is interesthg is that private and 

public sectors often spend the most rescwrces on tangibles and least on reiiabiïity (Zeithaml 19%). 

The SERVQUAL inScniment c m  be used to assess an organization's service quality dong each 

of the five dimensions by averaging the ciifference scores on items making up the senice 

dimension. Difference scores are computed by subtracting the ratings for expectation fiom 

perceptioa, The instrument can ais0 provide an overaii "measure of s a v i c e  quality across al1 five 

dimensions" ~arasuratnan et al. 1988, 30). The researchers envisioned that the instrument would 

be used in different types of service organizations and modifïed as needed It has been used 

successful~y in the insutance inciustry, in r d  outlets and in banks as a benchmarking tool and as 

a tool to evaluate savice quality initiatives and trends. It is most effective when used with other 

service quality measures such as employee m e y s ,  qualitative log ,  focus groups and suggestion 

boxes. Many of the SERVQUAL dimensions have swed as fmndations for other similar 

instruments. 

The SERVQUAL instrument consisis of three parts. The first part masures the importance of 

the five dimensions to the client through a ranking of degrees of importance. The second part 

consists of twenty-two statements intertded to measure the client's overail expectations of seBrie 

usiag a seven-point Likezt scaïe. The third part contains twenty-two rnatching statements intended 

to masure the client's perceptions of the actual service araimer. again using a seven-point Likext 

scale. Quality ratings are, thus, detetmiaed by caiculating the différence between the matched 

perception and expectation statements. 



Uses of SERVQUAL in the Library Sector 

H W  (1994) was one of the ikst researchers to use the SERVQUAL instniment to assess 

service quality within übraries. The author investigated the quality of interübrary loan service in 

thirty-eight large public iibraries across Canada using a modified version of the SERVQUAL 

instrument, and compared results to traditional mea~u~es of interlibrary loan service. The study is 

unique in that it combined the SERVQUAL instrument with an unobmive approach using a 

sirnuiated Library imeraction (Heben 1994). The reSuIts indicated that there were substantial gaps 

between client expecîations of senice and their perceptions of actual senices. and that there is 

incongruence between traditiooal and altemative measures of senrice quality (Hébert 1994). This 

study was invaluable to the m e n t  study for its detailed rnethodology and modifications to the 

SERVQUAL instniment. 

Edwards and Browne (1995) used the SERVQUAL instrument in an academic übrary serting 

to determine whether there were difierences between client expectations of service (faculty 

rnembers) and providers' perceptions of those expectations (librarians). Results indicated that 

while there were some discrepancies between providex perception and client expectation, overall 

congruence was obsaved Furthex study was suggested to determiae if congruence with other key 

client groups, such as studenîs, w d d  be similar to that fowzd with faculty members. The research 

was important to the m e n t  project for its methodologid component and for the modifications 

ma& to the SERVQUAL instrument. 

More recently, Nitecki (1996) conducteci a study to detamine the applicability of the 

SERVQUAL instrument to academic libraries. Three iibrary services were studied -reference, 

interlibrax-y loan, and resave. A total of 564 rmdomly selected library clients were sent the 

SERVQUAL questionnaire and a total of 351 responded. The data collected supported the 

reliability and validity of the SERVQUAL instrumemt for use in aca&mic iibraries as an accurate 



measure of service quaiity. Like the majcxity of studies using SERVQUAL, reliability was r a d d  

the most important savice quaiity dimençion and tangibles the Ieast important. 

InterestingIy. howevef, the data did not support the existence of five dimensions of service as 

regmexi in other studies. The data were less clear for assurances, empathy and responsiveness 

dimensions. This has been f d  in other studies and, in fact, Parasuraman and his colleagues are 

reviewing the overlap between the dimensions of service quality ( 199 1). Nitecki's smdy was 

important for its methodological component, for its modifications to the SERVQUAL instrument, 

and for its statistical testing of the validity and reliability of the instrument for use in an academic 

setring. 



Chapter III 

Methoàology 

This study was exploratory in nature. The methodology and data coUection tools selected for 

the study were sirniIar to those used in Hébert (1993, 1994) and Nitecki (1996). Participants were 

engaged in an unobrnisive, simulated situation in a number of acadernic îibraries across Canada to 

allow the rneasurement of expectations prkr to an hterlibrary Ioan savice experience and of 

perceptions following that experieace. 

Pilot Study 

A piiot study was conducteci in early 2996 in two acadernic libraries. Data was colïected over 

an eight week period using an unobtnisive methodology. Proxy clients were chosen using a double 

aniis lengch process. T k y  were asked to: a) complete the first part of the SERVQUAL 

instrument which measured their expectations of interlibrary loan service, b) request an article 

fiom a jo& that the library did not have and record th& experience in a client log and c) 

complete the second part of the SERVQUAL instniment which measured their perceptions of the 

actual service enCounter. 

The pilot study served as a test to determine the feasibility of investigating client expectations 

and perceptions of interlibrary loan semice using the unobtmsive niethodology. It was anticipated 

that a modified SERVQUAL instrument similar to the one used for the pilot snidy wodd be used 

for the thesis research. A total of eight proxy clients participated. 

The pilot study shmwed that traditionaï measures of interlibrary loan and the perf~nmance of 

this savice when measured Born the clieat's perspective w a e  not congruent. While traditionaï 

measures of interlibrary Ioan produced a fill rate of 100% aad a tumaround timp- of 12 calendar 

&YS, measures of service quality Born the perspective of the client showed that their expectations 



of quality were higher than their perceptions of the service t k y  received. Reliability, the dimension 

ranked the most important by clients, was rated W Iowest in actual perfbrmance wfiile tangibles, 

tk dimension ranked 1east hportant by clients, smed the h i m t  in perfoslnance. The findings of 

this sîudy were also simW to thme found in the pubiished service marketing literature. The 

results suggested that a iarger, more comprehensive study be mnducted to further test the 

preliminary results. 

Approvals and Ethics Review Requirements 

Approvaï fkom the Research Ethics Cornmittee of the School of Library and Infocmation 

Studies at the Universiry of Alberta was required and secured prim to proceeding with the 

research 

An Unobtnisive Approach 

As in Hébert (1994), unobtnisive testing was selected as the methudological approach for this 

study. An unobtnisive rnethodology was chosen to ensure that, as far as possible, a normal 

interlibrary han service situation would occur. The methodology off& a nurnber of advantages 

over other approaches. Fust, participant levei of observation is high and mernories are W h  thus 

helping to ensure the accuracy of the r a t s  (Hébert 1993). Second, the management of test 

libraries, unaware of the study, can not engage in speciai behavior towarâ client retpests (Hernon 

and McClure 1990). Obirusive meastires can bias library staff responses to requests and therefae 

couid misrepresent the nature and quality of the interlibrary loan service that is experienced on a 

daily basis by hundreds of reaï clients in Canadian academic iibraries. 

It is a c ~ w ~ e d g e d  in the litcranire that the central issue in UlZObtmsive testing is to observe a 

situation from the perspective of the client to determine exactly what client's expexience within 

their service encouhm (Hébert 1993). In fact, umùtnisive testing has been extensively used in 



ïibraries to evaluate the accuracy of refereace services (Crowley 1968, Childen 1970; Crowley 

and Childers 197 1 ; Lancaster 1993). The technique was develaped to provide an altanative to the 

broad obtnisive approaches that proved of lime value in improving services to clients (Hemon and 

McClure 1990; Whitlach 1989). It iias k e n  suggested that an unobtrusive approach is 

particularly usefid wbere masures of client perceptions are required (Seay et al. 1996). 

Unobtnisive observation presents a realistic snapshot of service and the resulting information can 

be used to improve sefvice (Childers 1987; Seay et al. 1996). 

Despite the benefits of unobtrusive observation, a number of concems have also b e n  raised 

over the use of this methodology to evaluate services in the iibrary field. This technique tends to 

measure oniy one aspect of a service and the results are often tkn used to judge the entire service 

(Childm 1970). This may weil be the case particularly in reference savice evaluation whae the 

focus has ken on getting the answer right and not on the entire process surrounding the 

transaction This is likeIy not the case in this study as oniy one specific service was king 

evaluated using several dimensions including staff fnendliness, wiliingness to respond and help as 

welï as the n11 rate of the request, and so forth 

There are ethical consideratioris as to whether individuals should be obsmed without their 

knowledge and wtmether informed consent, an integrai part of the research process, is necessary or 

required. In this study, the confidemîiality of individuals both tbse participating and those being 

obsetved in the library was honored as &ta was reporte& only in the aggregate and across al1 

institutions. Safeguards were implemented to ensure the aaonymity of the individuah providing the 

service at each test ïibrary. 

Hebet (1993) arranged for four umbmisive, dismete transactions pex library on the 

assumption that a set of this size wouid be sufficient to eliminatP. r d m  effects associateci with 

participant-observation masures. She aho noted that it would be sufficint to minimize two 

classes of error that can occur when this type of masure is use& a) conttol effects that are present 



w k n  tk masurement itself becomes an agent wclrking for change, and b) biased-viewpoint effects 

tbat are present "when the participant selectiveiy perceives data or shifts, over tirne, the caïibration 

of observation masures" (Hébert 1993,36; Webb 1966). 

In this study. four participants visited each academic library in fourteen different cities in 

Canada. Participants intexacted with library staff in a simulated situation in which participants 

asked for an article fiom a journal the library did not have. While it is obvious that fm 

transactions per library is not suffitient to provide representative data fa individual test libraries, a 

poot quality rating for even one transaction should be an issue of conçern for seBrice4ented 

library managers. While caution should be exercised in making generaiizations about individual 

test libraries, the nuInber of transactions w d d ,  however, be suffitient for reliable statisticaI 

analysis aaoss al1 transactions. 

Although it was dwermined that informed consent of the test libraries was not necessary or 

desirable, informed consent fiom the participants was obtained This conî5rmed that participants 

understood their right to opt out of the research project (see Appendix A for consent f m ) .  

nie data coUection process in this study collects &ta fiom the perspective of the client and 

thetefore the use of an unobrnisive approach is appropriate. 

Participant Selection 

As in Hébext (1993), the piiot study conducteci early in 1996 used a double-arms length process 

for the seiection of participants. It was, however, determitied the technique was too complex. The 

lack of controI over w h a  the transactions occufied, when the results were returned, and why 

Mays rnight be happening resuled in a longer coUection time than was acceptable. Mmeover. it 

was nat clear fiom Hebert's published research report whether the purpose of this technique was 

achieved, as she menîioned no follow-up with ha participants to determine if b i s  had in fact 

occurred. 



To reduce the possible sources of bias Born the Library field and the researcher. an arms Iength 

process was employed. An intennediary in each of the cities was as- to find five participants 

who fit the following criteria: 

was not a librarian, 

was over the age of eighteen, 

had used the test library within the previous year (particularly important for two reasoas a) 

participants needed to have forrned expectations of the ïibrary prior to tkir visit and b) 

unobtnisive observation works best when participaru selected are actual or 'real' clients of the 

librw), and 

was wilIiig to participate the research project. 

Intermediaries then farwarded the names, e-mail addresses and phone numbers of potential 

participants directiy to the researcher. Participants w a e  paid a srnaIl honaarium as an 

unobtnisive methodology works bat  "wtien combinai with some incentive" (Brokaw 199 1,9 1). 

Participants were also reimbursed for any expenses related to the interlibrary loan transaction 

Intermediaries were given a description of the research project anci asked not to infonn the test 

library of the existence of the study. Intermediaries were chosen by netwmking with otha faculty, 

colteagues and students in each City- Although initially thought to be the easiest and Ieast complex 

way of finding participants, intermerfiaries at each university were difncult to nnd and the study 

experienced an overail intermediary drop out rate of thirty pacent. SOITE intennediaries were 

u~lcomfOrtabIe with the UIMbtrusive approach despite the fact that it was made clear that data from 

individual libraries wouïd not be revealed in the final report. Nat having personaï contacts in each 

city was probIernatic. Relying on third party contacts meam in many cases there was less 

cornmitment to the project Overail, the process was tw compIex and time consuming, and 

consideration should be given in fùture to the use of other approacties. 



Initiaiiy, the goal was to seek five participants in =der to get the required four participants per 

test library. Where possible, every attempt was made to ensue four participants per test library. 

However, on average, two out of the five 013gina.i participants dropped out from each test library, 

thus necessitating additional solicitations f a  participants. New interniediarcies were contacted and 

new participants found In many cases, the total number of prospective participants was as high as 

eight More fw were f a  This increased the data coiiection petiod extensively. Overall, 

approximately 200 participants were contacted to participate in this study. Of that number, 54 

produced the target number of transactions in 14 acadernic libraries auoss Canaria. 

In order to ensure the informed consent of proxy ciients and to ensure that they understood their 

rights as research partiapants, the researcher spoke directly to each potentiaï participant identiffed 

by the intermediaries. A verbal description of the research project infofmed them of their right to 

opt out, of their right to anonymity, and of their right to confïdentiality. Those who agreed to 

participate were read a prepareü statenient that de- clearly the role Uiey would play in the 

collection of data. This statement made it clear that they wodd have to take part in a small 

deuqtion since they would have to pretend to need an article from a journal that the library was 

known to not have. A capy of this statement was also sent to participants in the research package 

(sec 4- A). 

One of the probIems associatexi with infixxned consent is that it can "dirty the test tube" 

(IChmd 1988,28). Some study participants may try to figure out the intent of the study and then 

attempt to fit the data to the inputed purpose or hypothesis, increasing the Likeiihood of the 

researcher's predictions but decreasiag the reliability of the study findings. However, a randorn 

follow-up with 20 of the 54 pariicipants showed that they did not seem to gain a predictable sense 

of what the research project was masuring. When presse. fbrther and asked about the 

significance of the matching SERVQUAL statemens, none of the participants in the follow-up 

showed any indications of Erw,wing the intent of the project. TLaey simply teplied that they were 



recofding th& service encounter and providing an honest account of w i ~ t  they perceived the 

service encoumer to be. The follow-up showed that it was udikeïy that infoniped consent was an 

issue in the study. 

The Research Instnnnent 

The SERVQUAL instrument was the main data colection tool used in this study. nie modifieci 

version of the SERVQUAL instrument that was used and tested in Nitecki's snidy in 1996 of 

interlibrary Ioan senrice at a major Amencan acacjemic library was also used in this study. This 

modifieci version was tme to the original SERVQUAL instrument devdoped by Parasuraman and 

others using the twemy-two matching statements and the original language including the use of the 

word excellent Wch was absent fkom the instniment used in the pilot study (see Appendix B). 

This was intended to preserve the high reïiability and validity of the original SERVQUAL tool. 

Factor analysis conducted on the data Born Nitecki's (1996) study showed similar patterns of 

factor loading across participants as fwnd in other studies further indicating validity and reliability 

of the modifieci instrument used in this study. 

The cïieni log form used an open ended question format and was similar to that employai in 

Hebert (1993) anci the pilot study in 1996. The f m  was developed to help participant's record 

data relatïng to their savice experinces. The log asked for additional details and comments on 

th& expeziences including services and people encoumered. Each participant was asked to log the 

date of their request and the date of contact by the library in order to calculate fill rate and 

tumaround tirne. 

The instructions to participants were &O similar to those used in Hébert (1993) with SW 

modifications for the diffaences in test libraries. Hebert's study was cotaducted in public ïibraries 

and focused on momgraph publications. The instructions were &O tested in the pilot study and a 

follow-up wifh those participants determined the instructions to be clear. Tk inspuctions were as 



non-directive as possible. The researcher comolled neitha the time or date of the library visits. 

Participants were simply asked to praenû tbat they needed the article f a  a research project at 

schod or work and to act as they would in a real situation A random follow-up with 10 

participants of this study iodicated bah the log and instructions were clear and easy to understand. 

In addition to the modined SERVQUAL insaurnent and the client log, a number of questions 

were added based on allier research in bofh the business and management and the library and 

idofmation studies literature The added questions were as foflows: 

an open question relating to satisfaction as suggested by Bitner (1990), 

a question relating to the Gap Mode1 of SeMce Quaiity that asked how the service compared 

to what had been expected as reported in Churchin and Surprenant (1 982), 

a question relating to the proxy's willingness to recommend the semice to others and return to 

the library again (Durrance 1989), and 

a question relating to an overalï rating of the cpality of service they received as &ne by 

Parasuraman et al. (1988). 

AU parts of the research instrument were color coded f a  clarifcation and ease of use by the 

participants. 

Journal Variable 

In addition to the service quaüty assessment, ail libraries in the study were tested on their ability 

to flnd and locate the same jourW. As a way of controlling the journal variable. each proxy client 

was asked to request an article from the same journal ( s e  Appendix A for citations). Several 

articles were chosen fiom a science journal mt currently available at aay of the libraries. The 

jarmal was available only through CISTI, a national i n fmt ion  provider of science and 

technology rnaterials. 



Hébert (1993) usai four fabricated monograph publications. Two were sent to the National 

Library of Cana& and entereü into the DOBIS database. The other two were cataloguai by the 

University of Toronto and entered into the university's automated system anci from there to 

UTLAS. A journal article was chosen for this study over a book far several rasons. Fm, the 

fabrication of items was complex and time consuming and went beyond the resmces of this study. 

Second, acadernic libraries tend to r d v e  more requests fot articles than books over ail requests in 

a given year (James 1998). Using an article fiom an actual journal was Iess artincial. One 

interestkg occurrence during the study actuaUy illustratexi thS fact. A participant used the article 

for his own research He indicated that it was unlikely that he would have discovered this article 

because it was in a jawnal not normaIly used in his field of research. 

One test library did have access to the journal on campus but through a library that was not 

affiliated with the test Library. The participants were asked if they would go a m s  campus to get 

the jaurnal from the stacks but indicated that they would rathef complete their requests through the 

intérlibrary loan service, Participants did not have privileges at the library aaoss campus and 

would have tiad to pay for the transaction in eiUer case. Data ftom this University was used in the 

study because the request was made through the interlibrary loan department. 

Seiection of Test LfbtEVies 

Because of the unobtnisive ~ 1 o g y ,  permission of the test libraries was not sought. Test 

libraries were chosen based on the foilowing criteria: 

Academic institutions in Canada that a) emphasize research and graduate instniction at the 

Qoctma.1 levd, b) gant their own Qegrees, and c) support large, brmdïy based, comprehensive 

research collections on a pemamm basis; 



Acackmïc institutions that hoId memberships in the Association of Research Libraries a n d h  

the Association of Coiiege and Research Libraries Wor the Canadian Association of 

Research Libraries; 

Academic institutions that participate in programs of resource sharing of ai1 types that include 

ihe use of elecîronic resources, access to major bibliographic networks, participation in 

consortia and the provision of interlibrary lm semice andlof éocument delivery; 

Aca-c institutions that offer at the minimal leva an undergraduate saence program. 

As in Hébert (1993). the number of test libraries was limited because of the mmplexities of the 

unobtrusive methocblogy. A larger sample would have gone beyond the resources available for 

this research project. As the study was explmatory and interrded for use as a benchmark for hture 

service quality assessments, the selection of test iibraries was national in scope and not lirnited to 

specific geographic regions, To ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of institutions involved in 

the study, test iibraries are not listed 

Of the 17 academic Librarks m e n  as test iibraries, only 15 participated in the study. At one 

university, the iibrary administration was aleted to the study and it was felt tfiat the results f?om 

the tibrary transaction might have k e n  biased In another case, the j o d  used for the snidy was 

available Born the library stacks, thereby eliminating the library fiom the study. At amthex 

university, the first set of participants refused to participate because they had a conceni about the 

unobtrusive methodology even though the intermediary explained in clear language that individual 

libraries were not being assessed or evaluated Anotha intennediary was contacted, new 

participants were found, and data coUecfed fkom this university were used in the study. 



Data Coii ection 

Once each participant agreed to taie part, they were sent by mail a research package and asked 

to rank the dimensions of service quality by degree of impomnœ- At the same time, they were 

given the modified SERVQUAL instnimem and asked to comptete the measures of expectation of 

the setvices offered by an excelierit academic library. When comple%ed, each participant was asked 

to send the data &-y by mail to the researchex befofe starting the next part of the project. This 

prevented the participants ftom comparing their answers to the expectation component of the 

SERVQUAL instniment. They were then asked to complete the next section of the project. 

Included in this second section were detailed instructions for a visit to an academic iibrary, the 

client log, and the perception section of the SERVQUAL instrument. At the übrary. each proxy 

client was asked to make an interlibrary loaa request of an article Rom a journal that the iibrary 

did not have. They were asked to record relevant dates for ttieir contacts with the library and to 

document their experiences. This information was crucial in calculating fil1 rates and rumaround 

time and pro- anecdmï information about uieir expexience. When the interlibrary loan request 

was fZed, participants were asked to complete the matching perception staternents of the modified 

SERVQUAL instniment and return all of the inf~~mation diteaiy to the researcher. In cases where 

the request was not med, participants were asked to document the reasons given and then asked to 

compiete the perception statexmmts of the SERVQUAL instrument and renini al1 of the infimution 

to the researcher, 

Data were conected ova  a one-year paiod. It was considerably longa than anticipated in the 

originaI proposal. On average, fiom the first mail out to the receipt of the client log and the 

perception statements, a single transaction took three to four months to coqlete. A miùi strike 

and one of Caxîada's worst winter starms in central Canada did not help or speed up the process. 

As it turrmed out, in most cases, participants from the same test library made thar requests at 



widely different times throughout the year aad it is unlilrely that suspicions wae raised in any 

iibrary about the requests made fa this research project. 

In two libraries. however, staff at the library indicated that they had received a number of 

requests for the articles even though two different articles were useci. In one case, the staff member 

at the library gave the name of the Wvidual who had received the article and suggested that they 

get in touch with this person as it would be cheaper to photocopy the article than to receive it 

through imerlibrary loan In al1 cases, participants made th& own request indicating that îhey did 

not feel cornfortable asking another studdresearcher for a copy of th& article. 

Analysis of the Data 

The SERVQUAL surveys and Uie additional questions asked for each of the 54 participants 

were coded and entered into a datanle for analysis on SPSS version 8.0 (see Appendix C for the 

&ta structure). F rqency  distributions were generated for ail coded variables. Cross tabulations 

of selected variables were ais0 generated and cmeiation coefficients were calculated between 

selected variables. 

Previous studies have treated the rating scales of the SERVQUAL instrument (both the 

expectation and perception matching statements) as intemai masurement levels even though 

statistically they are ordinal level variables. This study &O Ûeated the rating scales at interval 

level masures and reportai all m e s  of central tenchcy as well as the standard deviatioa 

Wrinen commas provided by participants on severaï questions w a e  reviewed and recorded 

on a case by case basis (see Appendix E fot participant comments). 'Ihe written comments by 

respondem provided âesaiptive and illustrative information that otherwise wmld not have been 

available The conuaents aïs0 provided the researcher with a bata sense and undemaoding of 

participant experiences. 



Over 200 prospective participants were amtactexi for this snidy, of whom 121 agreed to take 

part. Of these 121.54 compIded al1 of the ta& requireed. They first answered the expectation 

section of the modifieci SERVQUAL instnrmait, then visited an acadexnic library to make an 

intedibrary loan request, documented thek expa'iences in the client log, and completed the 

madified perception section of the SERVQUAL instrumént. 

The study îkxiings are presented below in four parts, corresponding to the data collection 

process. The parts are: 

1. Characteristics of Participants (proxy clients) 

2. Participant Expectations 

3. Participant Expdences 

4. Participant Perceptions. 

Characteristics of Participants (Proxy clients) 

Participants were asked to provide i n f m t i o n  that would heIp ckîemine typical 

characteristics of those in the study sample. Specific characteristics were geader, age, and the level 

of preMous experience ~ i t h  the library. 

Participant characteristics of gender and age were noted in order to dedennine whether these 

variables affected the setvice experience. Study participants coasisted of 34 fernales, 63 per cent 

of the total sampIe size and 20 males, or 37 per cent of participants. A chi-square of the 

reiationship between gender and fiIl rate was performed. This statisticaI test c o n M  that g e e  

was not an antecedent variable significantly a f f ' g  n11 rate (pe.01). Two inQependent t-tests of 

the relationship between age and füï rate, and of the relationsbip between gender and tuniaround 



time were also perfonned. These statistical tests confirmai that age was not an antecedent variable 

significantly atfecting the fin rate @<.Of) n<ir was genda an anteaxht variable significantly 

affecting the tuniaround time for the interhiary laan s e M c e  in this study (pe.01). 

Study participants reporteci a mean age of 3 1 y m  otd with a standard &viation of 10. The 

niedian age was 28 and the mode 23. Participants ranged in age fiom 19 to 57 with the rnajority of 

participants falling between the ages of 21 and 41. The p i t i v e l y  skewed distribution seen in this 

study reflects the typicai age range of clients f a  an acadexnic library where undergraduates, 

graduates and facuIry are represented (Macleans 1998). 

An indepth review of participants' written commem appeared to suggest that age might have 

played a role in the speed of delivery. Older participants, largely faculty and graduate students, 

were generalïy called directly and more promptly than younger participants who were largely 

undergraduate students- In fact, y w g a  participants were expected in many cases to cal1 the 

library to see if th& request had been filled. 

However, this perception was mt supported by statistical analysis. A Pearson's correlation test 

of age and tumaround tune showed that the relationship was not signincant (pc.01). Nor was age 

related to the actual fill rate. A t-test of age and fill rate showed no significanî relationship 

(pc.01). 

AI1 participaats repofted that they had used an academic library within the previous twelve 

month as stipulated in the criteria for participation in the study. Table 1 summarizes the previous 

library and interlihary loan experience of participants. 



Past Experience 

Have you been to an academic 
iibrary in the Ias t  12 months? 
Have you ever requested an 
item through interiibrary loan 
fiom an academic library? 
Have you ever requested an 
item through ILL from another 
iibrary, far example, a public 
or special iibrary? 

Y s  No No 
Number Percent N e  Percent Response Total 

I I 

nie table shows that 35 of the 54 participants (65 per cent) had used an interlibrary loan 

service in an academic iibrary and that 17 (31 per cent) had used an interlibrary loan service in a 

public or special library. Because the majority of participants had at lem one previous experience 

upon which to base th& expectations of this senrice, it is iikely that the SERVQUAL expectation 

ratine are more reliable than would have been the case if the overall pria experience leveI had 

been lowa. in Hébat's (1993) study, for example, only 46 per cent of the participants had a 

previous experieace with interïibrary loan service, and she discovered a wider gap between the 

expectations and perceptions of service than was found in this study. It is likely, therefore, that 

past experience played a role in the results of this study. 

Participant Expectations 

Clients assess setvice quality by comparing the service they receive with the service tmey 

expect or desire (Berry et al, 1990). Client expectations in this study were measured using parts 

oae and two of the IIEoclifieed S E R V Q W  instntment, Participants were n i s t  asked to rank, 

acarding to importance, a series of statemmts that represented five different service dimensions, 

with one king the most important and five ?he least important. These semice dimensions have 



been identifieci in other studies as key to client evaluations of savice and represent W criteria by 

which clients judge a given service 

Participant rankings for this study were as foilows: 

l a  - reliability, as represented by the statement "the ability of the library to perfm the promised 

service dependably and accurately" was ranked as rnost important; 

2"6 - respomiveness. as represented by the statement 'the wülingness of the iibrary to help clients 

and provide prompt service" was ranlcPri s e c o a  

3" - assurances. as represented by the statement ''the b w l e d g e  and courtesy of the iibrary's 

employees and the& abfity to convey trust and confidence" ranked third most important to service 

excellence; 

4* - empathy. as represenrPn by the statemem "the caring. individualized attention the übrary 

provides its clients" was ranked as fourth most important; and 

5" - tangibility. as represented by the statement "'the appeafance of the library's physical facilities, 

equipment, personnel and communication matmals" ranked as least important to e x d e n t  service. 

Participants were also asM to divide 100 points among the features to indicate the importance 

of each feature in relation to the oîhers. The feature ranked m m  important shouid have the most 

points, and the feature ranked fifth should have the least points. Table 2 surnmarizes the 

weightings and compares them to those in Hébert's (1993) study and in other studies in the private 

sector. 



Dimension 

Assurance 

Table 2 shows that partiapants' rank ordered weightings of the five SERVQUAL service 

dimensions was the same in this study as in Hébert's (1993) study and in five surveys of clients in 

the U.S . banking, insurance and telephone sectors. The tabIe ais0 shows that the relative 

irqmance of each semice dimension was similar across ail studies. 

ln addition to assessments of the overall importance of the various dimensions of service 

quaiity. participants were also asked to complete the modified SERVQUAL expectation 

instrument. The instnimerit provides for a rating of 22 statements relating to the provision of 

excellent service quality in an academic iibrary. Ratings are obtain,ed using a seven-point L W  

scale, with one indicating strong disagreement with the statement and seven Mïcating strong 

agreement with the statement. A mean rating for al1 participants was calculated for each statement 

together with an ovaall aean rating for ttae 22 statements. 

Table 3 shows the m ~ a n  expecîatin rating of al1 54 participants for each statement as well as 

th& median and modal ta-. The statements are rank ordered acco~ding to descending naean 

ratings. 

This Saady 
(n=54) 

Hébert's S M y  
(n=130) 

Tangibles 
Total 

r 

Other Stiiriies* 
(n=1936) 

19 

* private sector studies as repted in Hébert (1993). 

10 
100% 

19 19 

12 
100% 

11 
100% 



Table 3. Participant SERVQUAL ExpecCcrtion Ratings (n=54) 

SERVQUAL SERVQUAL Ehpedation Statement 

5. Whcn excellent iibrancs* ILL unit 
promises to do somcthing by a certain 
timc. thcy WU do W. 

6. Whcn a client has a problcm 
cxœllcnt libraries* ILL uni& wiU show a 
sinccrc interest in solving 
12. Employecs in exallent librarits' 
wiil always bt wiUinp: to bclp 
17. Employtcs in cxailcnt litiraries* 
ILL units wilI have the knowledge to 

Reliability 

Respoasivcncss 

Assura~œ 
ans- ciicnt questions 
8. Excellent Iibrarics will provide Ill, 

Rcliability 1 services at the time thty prœuisc to do so 1 6.3 
7. Excelient librarits will pcrfonn IiL 
services ri& the b t  tirnt 
Il .  Excelient libraries will givt pmmpt 
ILL services to clients 
15. Clients of excelient iibrarics will 
fed safe in thcir Ill. transactioa 
9. Excellent librarics' ILL units wiii 
insist on moa fret rtcords 
18. Excelient iibtanes* ILL units will 
giw clients individual attcnticm 
22. The emplcyces of exœllcnt 
librarits' Ill, uni& will understand the 

Rcliability 

Respoasivcncss 

Assurancc 

Reliability 

Assurance 

Empahy 
c nec& of thcir clients 

16. Ernployces in exallent librarics' 
E L  units will bt #nirtcous with client 
2 1. Exallent librarics* E L  units will 

Empathy have the client's best inttrcsts at hcart 5.7 
10. Employees in exallent Librarics tcli 

Responsivcness cîients &en services WU be perfmned 5.6 
14. The behaviour of cmployccs in 

Assurance cxalient librancs* ILL units wil i  instill 5.5 

rcspaad to clients* rcqucsts 
20. Excellent librarics* ILL unir will 

EWathy 1 have eloployees *O g k  pcKonal 1 5.4 

Empathy 

Taagibles 

Tmgi bles 

T-gibles 

Tangibles 

attention 
19. ExctUcnt iiûrarics' ILL units have 
opcrating hours convtnient to clients 
4. Mattrials sssoàated with ILL wiU bc 
visdy appcaling in an exallent iibrary 
3. Employccs at cxalIcnt librarics' IU, 
Mts wiii be near apptaririg 
1. Exalicnt librariw' ILL wits will 
have modern lodcing equipment 
2. Tht physical facilities at malIent 
librarics will bt visually appeaünp 
O v e d  Mean SERVQUAL 
Expectation Ratinn 

5.2 

3.6 

3.2 

3. I 

2.8 

5.4 

5 

4 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

2 

3 

2 

.. 1.4 

1.6 

1 .S 

1 5  

1.3 



Table 3 shows that participants in this sntdy had moderately positive expectations of 

iniexlibrary loan semice quality. Their overail mean rating fm the 22 statenients on the modified 

SERVQUAL scaie was 5.4 on the seven-poinî s d e .  Expectations ranged fiom a high of 6.4 on 

some aspects of reliability and responsiveness to Iows of l e s  than 3.6 on al1 aspects of tangibility. 

The table also shows that participants expressecl less variation in their perceptions of the 

importance of the higher rat& aspects of service quality (SD <1.0 in ratings for the seven highest 

statements). At the same time, thme was considerably mare variation in participant attitudes 

towards those aspects that they gave low ratings to (SD 1.3-1.6 on five lowm statements). Table 

3 shows that participants had very high expectations of seven aspects of interlihary loan quality: 

Keeping promises 
Solving problems 
WiUngms to help 
Knowledgeable staff 
Service promises 
Service right first time 
Prompt service. 

It is interesting that four of the seven highest ratings of senice expectations related to the 

reliability senice diniension wfia:eas clearly aii  of the lowest rated statements related to tangibles, 

a service dimension used to &scribe the physical environment of the service provider. This relates 

weil to the ranking of riimpnsions displayed in Table 2 where reliability was ranked as m m  

important to the provision of excellent service and tangibles ranked as lem important. 

The overaii mean expectation rating of 5.4 for this study is high when compared to other 

service sector studies. The expectation ratings of these studies rangeü Born 4.5 to 5.5 

(Parasur- et al. 1991). However, the mpan rating found in this study is consistent with 

expectatioa ratings found in OUM% iibrary snidies, 5.2 in Hébert (1 993) and 5.1 in Nitecki (1 998). 

The higher expectations seen in these library studies may, however, be umealistic. Hébert (1 993) 



has suggesed that the "cultural and eûucational role of h i a r y  institutions in society can m a t e  a 

'haïo effect' that may cause clients to think highly of libraries whether or not they actually use 

them and whether or not theh s e M c e  requests are actually fulnlled" (106). 

Available research riow suggests that client expectations of service can be influenced by 

extemal fanors such as word-of-mouth r m ~ t i o n s .  explicit service promises, and past 

experience (Richias 1983; Brown and Reingen 1987; Herr et al. 199 1 ). It is conceivable then that 

the perceived b'goodness" of library institutions alluded to by Buckland (1988), and ChMers and 

Van House (1993) =Id have an inîervening effkct on expectations for library service 

Parasuraman et al. (1991) have further refined their expectation model to indude predicted and 

adequate levels of service. They suggest that the two levels are separated by a zone of tolerance 

that varies acras clients, and expands and contracts for the sarne client. For example, service 

promises such as "when the article will arrive" can influence the perceived level of adequate 

service if the article cornes in befofe the promiseci time or afta. Adequate levels of service are ais0 

infïuenced to a &gee by the client's predicted level of service. 

In addition to raüng the SERVQUAL expectation statements. participants wae asked to iist 

other fatUres that they ielt were i m . t  in an excellent academic library. Twenty-nine of the 

54 participants (54 per cm) provided CO- to this open-ended question A full description of 

participant comnÈents can be found in Appendix E. Selected comrnents were as foUows: 

"A choice of places (i.a. smaller library sites) on campus to drop off or pick up E L  rqests  
would be helpfuI." 

'Tt would be useful if I coulà also access the locaI public iibraries as well. This would Save the 
ILL depamnent some t h e  and money." 

"1 don't f d  that the employees need to have aU the information at their fingertips, but a 
willingness to find out is much appreciated" 

If the librarians are not sure when the item will be avaiïable, they s b l d  be honest and Say so. 
They shodd aïs0 keep their promises. Prompt notice of iecoming materials is ais0 important. 



"1 feel the quality of ILL staff is only as good as the part-the staff. In my expaience, inferor 
quality seMœ is aLï that is available on we&ends. 1 ch mi have access to ILL ciuring regular 
m. 

* I  am mure concerneû with getting the requested materials promptly than with politeness or 
appearance of the employees." 

"There should be enough staff to help students during busy houn." 

"1 lhink it is imponant to have as many resaurces avaïlable as possible on hand and those that 
are mt should be available Uirough an interlibrary loan system with as little hiss and as prompt 
service as possible" 

Participant comments are summarized Wow accofding to the five service dimensions. some 

participants rnentioned several feantres within their comments. 

reliable/prompt service 7 
keep servicepromises 3 
solve problems 1 
errorfreerec~~ds 1 

Responsiveness 

efficient staff 
individual attention 

Assurance 

ability to Iocate information 
knowledge to answer questions 

convenient boiirs 5 
prompt notificationmetfiods 5 
uraderstand~ofclients 1 



access to materials 
goodc0necti0ns 
quietswroundings 
computers/n!ew technology 

Participant Experiences 

Mer participants in the study submirted their inîerlibrary Ioan requests, they were asked to 

provide details and c0mm~nt.c on their actual experiences with the services provided and the staff 

encountered Each participant was asked to record the date of his/her initial visit to the iibrary, the 

date of their request, and the date the Iibrary i n f i  them that the article had arrived The date 

of the request and subsequent contact determineû the fill rate and nunaround time for the study. 

First Visit to Library 

No day or tirne was specified in the ~ c t i o n s  for the visit to the iibrary but study participants 

were asked to recotd the time of their initiai contact in order to determine possible influences or 

bias that mighî have affected the qualit' of setvice received. Some initial contacts were made with 

staff at either the information or reference desks. initiai contacts were made directiy with 

staff at the interibrary I m  office. Table 4 shows the patterns of their mst visits to each test 

library, by month 



As shown in Table 4 &ta were collected over a one-year petiod, which was considerably 

longer than anticipated in the original proposai. A mail strike in November 1997 and one of the 

worst winter storms in central Canada in January 1998 did not help speed up the process of data 

collection. As indicated in the table, the requests were fairly eveniy distributed through out the 

year. An in-depth review of the data from three test Libraries (#3, #9, and #Il) showed that the 

cimes of day and days of the week were spread out and not Likely to have aroused suspicion among 

library staff. Ln addition, two ciiffereut aRicies were used in the requests described above. 

A foîlow up with some of the participants fkom test lit~aries (#3, #9, and #Il) aïs0 indicated 

that time of visit was not an issue in the quality of sefvice received. They indicated that they did 

not have any reason to thuik that the library staff knew they were participants in a research project. 

In one instance, several library staff membets did mention that there were a few other requests for 

the article. It may be that staff members oaly mentioned it because they felt they were bang m e  

efficient althaigh thee is no evideoce to suppon this. 'Ihey aïs0 suggested that participants contact 

the other client directly. 



Interiibrary Loan Requests 

The refience interview is particularIy important in deîennining the information needs of 

clients. Specinc questions need to be asked, for example, client time constraints or cost 

sensitivities, in order to ensure a clients* need. are niet. Table 5 shows w m  staff in each 

library asked participants hqmtant questions about their interlibrary loan request. 

Tub& 5. Questions that Librq  Staff Asked Pmkipants (n=54) 

Questions Asked At Time of Request 
- - 

... B y what date you need this article 

. . .If you have a library card or are otherwise 
entitled to this service 

....If you have checked the iibrary catalogue 

. ..If you have 1 ooked in amther library 

. ..If you wouid go to another library 

. . .How to contact you when article anives 

Yes 

Nurnber Per Cent 
- 5 r T - F  

Just over half of the participants were asked by what date the article was needed 

Approximately, four out of 10 were asked ukther they were wlling to pay a charge for this 

service. Aithough most participants indicated that they did imow that there mi@ be a charge fm 

this service, some also indicated that if they had not been part of the study they wouid have found it 

to be too expensive. In one library. fa example, the charge for the service was 8 dollars. Twenty- 

one of the 54 participants (39 per cent) were asked whether t k y  were entitled to this service but 

this omrred in most cases only in the interlibrary loaas office and not at the ïibrary information 

desk 



However, only four of the 54 participants (7 per cent) were asked if they had Iooked in mother 

library far the article and only six of the 54 (1 1 per cent) ware asked if they would go to another 

iibrary for the article. Going to anothex library, as one participant noted, would likely Save the first 

iibrary time and money while stii satisfying the client's information needs. Many participants aIso 

suggested that, if on-üne access to other library coilections was ma& available, they would be 

happy to go to anotkr Iibrary to pick up the infocmation they needed. 

Interiibrary Loan Requests: Accepted and RefuSed 

Four of the 54 requests made at the interiibrary loan office at the test libraries wexe refùsed. 

Three of these four refusals o c m e d  at the same iibrary. The explanations that were given by 

iibrary staff for not accepting the requests varied, but al1 w a e  based on the daim that the client 

was not eiigible for the savice. In one case, the client had just graduated and was two days over 

the library-impoûed deadline. The client logs indicated a possibIe differential in service between 

the staff at the infimmtion desk and staff at the interlibrary Ioan office. While almost dl 

participants who made comments pointed to the willingness of the staff at the infonriation desks to 

help, the client logs also commented on the unwilüngness of the staff in the interlibrary loan office 

to help. 

Many participants provided comments in their logs after the ftrst visit to the Zibrary. Thase 

cornments are summarized below, indicating that, overall, participants found the staff to be fnendly 

and helpfiil atad the service prompt. 

Positive Comments 

Staff fnendlyklpfid 
Prompt Service 
Staff efficient 
Staff undexstood neeûs 

Number of Responses 



Inefficient secvice 5 
Staff did not u- n& 4 
Staff rductant to fïU request 4 
Staff unfnendl y/ not klpful 3 

Li braryParticipant Contacts 

Participants w a e  asked to record the meuiod of contact used by the library staff to alert them to 

the arrivai of their interIibrary loan request. Table 6 sumrnarizes these methods. 

Table 6. Methods of Contact by Library Staff ( n S )  

l Method of Contact I Per Cent I 

1 NO contact l 11 l 20 I 

E-mail notification 
Tekphone notification 
Mailed article without notification 

E-mail and telephone were the m a t  cornmon IILethods of contact used by staff in the test 

libraries. E-mail contacts accounted for 30 per cent of the total direct contacts made and the 

telephone slightly lower at 28 per cent. According to the client logs, some participants were 

surprised that the library staff phormed them directiy. Many participants indicated that the 

telephone is a preferred method of contact in terms of convenience. Those w b  were contacted by 

e-nrail indicated that while this method was v q  efncient, they also cautioned that they did not 

always look at their email on a regular basis. 

The library staff did not contact 23 of the 54 participants when theU articles arriveci at the 

library inîerlibrary loan office. Howevr, in haif of these htames, the article was rnailed directly 

to the participants. Participants in thev client iogs indicateb that this was a convenient approach in 

some cases but that, if they had r M y  needed the article, it would not have been acceptable. They 

16 
15 
12 

30% 
28 
22 



suggested that it woufd be more expedient t0 Call and let them know that the article had arriveci and 

was ready fa pick-up. 

It was confïrmeü tbrough a foilow-up telephone cal1 with staff at some of the test ïibraries that 

it is th& policy not to infixm undergraduates that their requests have arrived but to expect them to 

caH the library. It was clear from client logs that this had =ver been explained to participants 

wk n  they made their original initial requests. In many of these cases, participants had to phone 

the library to see where their article was. The logs indicated some dissatisfaction with the 

differential service between undergraduates and others. 

At the time of pick-up, participants were also asked to record w i W m  or not there was a 

charge for the interlibrary loan request. Table 7 sunimatizes the actud charges for the setvice and 

compares this with whether the participants had initially been told there would be a charge. 

Table 7. Pick-up of requested am'cle (ni44) * 

*IO requests were not nIled. 

The table indicates that thexe was a charge for the interlibrary loan service for 28 out of the 44 

requests nIled (64 per cent). Of those 28, only 20 participants (71 per cent) were told thece would 

be a charge, W e  eight (21 per cent) fouci out oaly when they picked up the article. The charge 

for interlibrary loan senrice rang& fmm one ta eight dollars, with an average cost per transaction 

of four dollars. 

Question 

Was thae a charge for the article? 

Did the library teii you there w d d  be a charge? 

Yes 

28 

20 

No 

16 

8 

No 
Response 

O 

16 



m e  who were not charged fclr interlibrary Ioan service, however, did indicate that the ïibrary 

was charged for the service but that the cost was not passed on to the client. Oves haif of the test 

libraries did not charge their clients for this service Although participants were only asked to use 

regular interlibrary loan semice, some participants mentioned that there was a considerable charge 

for rush service. This service was specifically for those wanting a 24 to 48 hour tumaround time. 

Fil Rate 

The fili rate, sometirries calleû the "success rate" (Waldhart 1985) or the "satisfaction rate" 

(Van House 1987; D'Eiia and Rodgers 1996), refers to the pacentage of interlibrary Ioan requests 

that were fdled successfully. Of the 54 requests for intalibrary loan made in this study, 10 or 18 

per cent were not fiiied, and 44 or 82 pa cent were successfully filled. This fU rate compares 

favourably with the fil1 rate of 85 per cent reported in a recent study of 1 19 research and college 

Libraries in Canada and the United States tbat was conducted by the Association for Research 

Libraries (Jackson 1997). The range of fi11 rates in that study was ftom 75 to 93 per cent. 

Interestingly, the study showed that there was only one research library in the top 10 per cent, with 

the remainder of top performers king coUege libraries. 

Turnaround T i  

The tumaround time for an interlibrary loan transaction was calculateû by computing the total 

calendar days between the date the article was requested and the date the participant was notified 

that the article had arriveci. This confocms to the output measure suggested for interlibrary loan by 

Van House et al. (1 990) and the Association of Research Libraries (1997). In those instances 

whme participants received the article direcîiy by mail, the &te of receipt was used to caiculate the 

turnarond time. Table 8 summarizes the turnarounü time by number of caIendar days fot this 

study. 



Calendar 
Days Percentage 

l Cumulative 
Percen tage 

The mean tumaround thne f a  ail interlibrary loan requests was 1 3 calendar days. Times 

ranged f?om one to 103 days with a standard deviation of 18 indicating a large degree of variabibty 

in tumaround tune among the test librarks. What is interesting is that the journal used for this 

study was directiy available from CISTI, an organization that guarantees a two to three working 

&y tumaround tim. Consequently, there wouid appear to be an administrative &lay in each of 

the test libraries in either processing the request or in contacting the clients making the request. 

This, in fact, seemed to be the case with a few of the participants m e  logs indicated that in sorne 

cases th& article had not been mdered for up to two weeks after the initial request had been made. 

The turnarourad thne in this study was slightly better than the tumaround tirne reported in the 

study rnentioned above by the Association of Research Libraries (Jackson 1997). That study 

reportai an average hunaround thne of 15 calendar days fot non-returnables in acackmic librarïes 

and 10 days in coiïege librarb. Typicaiiy, it twk the libraries four days to send a request to the 



Childers (199 1) reports that provisions goveniiag interlibrary loan savice pexf~cmance in the 

C a ü f d a  State Library Act have been used as an infamal guideline for many libraris in the past. 

nise provisions suggest that 70 per cent of aU interlibrary loan requests made in an academic 

library should be filled within 10 dap. The standards public libraries suggest that 35 per cent of 

al1 requests should be nIled within seven days and 70 per cent within 30 days (WaIdhart 1985). 

In cornparison to these two sets of guidelines, the average tumaround time fa this study is not 

very satisfa~fory~ It shouId be mted, however, that guidelines for inferlibrary loan turnaround time 

Vary among institutions and that no fofmal standards exist for interibrary l m  fill rates and 

turnaround times in academic libraries, In recognition of these deficiencies, the Association of 

Research Libraries will be recommending that academic iibraries aQpt, as a minimum standard 

the n1l rate and lllrnafoud time averages reported in its 1997 study as standards for interlibrary 

loan requests (Jackson 1 998). 

Participant Comments on Pick up of Requested Articles 

In addition to recording the &te of their initial request and the &te of library contact, if any, 

participants were also askeâ to record their expexienes cturing the pick up of the article from the 

interibrary loan office. Fm-nine of the 54 participants (90 per cent) provided comments in their 

logs. De&aiied participant commp.ntc are provided in Appeodix E. Selected cormnents are 

summarized below: 

'nie transaction went pr- smoothly, although 1 was infocmed 1 was lucky to get the 
photoçopies." 

'Vsually the Iibtary is very expedient in its setvice ... this was the first time 1 had the 
experience that it twk so long." 



"1 did feel they pushed the new way (&ctmnic ordering) a little t a ,  quickly ... perhaps they 
should have waited 'til my next request. It is a iittle amoyùig that 1 kept having to phone 
thera..othen that 1 have M t  with have usuafly contacted me regarding problems, etc." 

"1 was pleasantly surprised at how quiclùy the L L  got the article, how knowledgeable they 
were and how non-threatening the W l e  experience was." 

"The article arrived two days after maicing the request which 1 thought was v a y  helpful of 
them to get it so quickIy." 

"She was an unkind persoa..I feIt as if she was doing me a favour ... it was okay service but the 
personaï approach of the employees was much worse than I expectedA f e l  satisfied since 
they found the article fast ... but I'm dissatisfied with the way they approached me" 

Participant Percep fions 

Aller participants had complet& parts one and two of the modified SERVQUAL instnirnent 

and the client log, they were asked to complete part four of the modified SERVQUAL instrument 

which provides for the rating of 22 statements relating to amal  service experience. These 

statements match one of the 22 expectation statements and use the same seven-point Likert scale. 

Overall perceptions of senrice perf~fmacice were measwed by calculating the mean ratings of the 

22 SERVQUAL perception statements as well as an aggregate rating. Service gaps 

(disconfirmations) were then computed by comparing expectations and perceptions on the 22 

statements. This part of the survey included other overail masures of quaïity as well as an open- 

ended question relating to how satisfjdng the experience had b e n  

It s W d  be noted that of the 54 participants in this study, only 44 had the& requests filled. 

The 10 participants whose requests were not filled still rated their perceptions of setvice using the 

modined SERVQUAL instrument and aaswering the questions about disconfirmation, WiIlingness 

to recommenâ, satisfaction and attitude toward the Iibrary. Receiving the information is not the 

oniy masure of performance used by the participants in This study. How participants were 

fesporaded to was in some cases even m e  bqxtant than receiving tk information Participants 



wanted to kmw that the iateribtary loan staff had doae everytfiing they could to find the required 

infcxmaîion. They wanted to feel a part of the process and wanted to be i n f i  about the 

progress of their request. This mnfm well to the results of a recent shxdy of service satisfaction 

by D'Eïîa and Rodgers (1996). 

The qualitative data suppliai by participants' support this. Participants whose requests were 

not filled showed an overall sense of satisfaction with their transaction, particularly if they felt the 

staff trieci to meet their needs. Participant commeas suggested that while they were disappointed 

that the article was not foumi, they also commented on the willingness and helpfulness of the staff. 

The SERVQUAL perception ratings for these libraries were not Iower than were those for libraries 

in which the requests were filled -as mighî be expected if the o d y  participant measure of 

performance was a filled request. 

The only exceptions to this were two of the four participants whose requests were initialty 

refused. These participants were in fact eligible for semice but were refùsed because they were in 

the arts faculty and their requests were for a science journal. The comrnents of these two 

participants clearly showed that they felt staff were not rsponding to their needs, were not helpful, 

and were too rigid in enfiicing th& policies. Their perception ratings also reflected these negative 

messages. 

Tabte 9 below shows that participants in this study had only siightly positive perceptions of the 

quality of their interlibrary loan service experiences. The overail mean ratings for the 22 

statements on the SERVQUAL scaie was 4.8 on the seven-point scak Perceptions of performance 

ranged fiom a high of 5.5 to a low of 3.8. The mean rating for performance was somewhat Iowa 

than the mean rating fm expectaîions, 4.8 comparai to 5.4, 

Table 9 shows the mean perception ratings of a l  54 participants for each staternent as weïï as 

thek median and modal ratings. The statements are rank ordered according to descendhg mean 

ratings. 



Table 9. Pattkipant SERVQUAL Perception R e g s  ( n d )  

1 SERVQUAL 1 SERVQUAL Perception Stakmtnts 1 Mean 1 M d a n  1  ode 
~ i m c d o a  

Assurana 

Assucana 

Assurance 

15. You feel safc in your ILL transaction 

Assurana 

ri&t rhe first tirne 
16. Employcts of this library arc 
cwsistcntly courtcous with yw 
17. Employees of this library's ILL unit 
have the knowlcdge to ans- ywn 

Reiiability 

~at lna  
5 5  

questions 
18. This library's ILL unit givts you 

Rtsponsivencss 

i 
6 1 6 

5.3 

5.2 

individual anen tim 
8. IhisiibraryprovidtsILLSCTViain 

Empathy 

5.2 

the tirne it promises to do 
11. EmpIoyecs of this library's ILL unit 

Tangibles 

Standard 
Deviatioa 

1.6 

6 

6 

5.1 

mve you prompt ILL scrvia 
20. This library's ILL unit bas 

Retability 

6 

6 

6 

5.0 

cmplaytts who give you personal 
attcntioa 
3. This library's ILL unit cmployees arc 

6 

5 5  

5.0 

neat appcaring 
6. When an Ill. client has a problcm, 

Rcsponsivencss 

Assurana 

6 

6 

5.0 

Empathy 

6 

5 . 

4.9 

12. Empiaytes of this library's Ill, unit 
arc always willing to hclp you 
14. The bchaviour of cmploytes of this 
library's IU unit instill confidena in 

f intcrcsts at hcart 
Rcliability 1 5. Whcn this library's ILL unit promises 

6 

5 

clients 
21. This Library's Ill, unit has your best 

Rcsponsivcness 

6 

5 

4.9 

4.9 

4.8 

Tangibles 

5 

4.9 

to do something by a a r t a h  cime. it docs 
13. Emplaytes of this library's 
ILL unit are never too busy to rcspond to 

Rcliability 

6 

5 

5 

your rcqucs t 
1. This library's E L  unit has modern 

&P~&Y 

6 

5 

6 

4.7 

Ioakinp tquipmcnt 
9. This iiàrary's iU unit insists on 

E ~ P ~ & Y  

4 

4.6 

cm-fict rccads 
2î. Employecs of this iibrary's ILL unit 

Tangibles 

6 

1.8 

6 

4 5  

understand your sptcific nccds 
19. This iibrary's Ill, unit has optracing 

Tangibles 

1.7 

5 

4.5 

h m  convenicnt to you 
2. This library's IU. units physicai 

Rcspoasivtness 

5 

4 

4.3 

f d t i c s  arc visuaily appcaling 
4. Materials assmated with this ii.L 
services arc visualiy appcaling at this 

pcrfœmed 
Mean SERVQUAL Perception Rating 

1.6 

4 

5 

4.2 5 

librâry 
IO. Emplayets of this iibrary td clients 
e x a d y  whtn the ILL services wiii be 

4.8 

1.6 

4 

5 

3.9 

1.9 

4 

4 

3.8 

1 -4 

5 

1.4 

4 

1.8 

4 

5 

4 

1.6 



The standard deviation fur each perception statemeint shows a higher variability in participant 

perception ratings thaa was shown in the expectation ratings. This suggests greater variability in 

actual service performance aaoss institutions compared to expectations, with some savices being 

perfotmed bena for some participants but rnuch poorer for others. 

Rank ordexing of the SERVQUAL perception statements shows that the highest ratings by 

paRicipants related to the library employeets ability to convey trust (5.5) and to be courteous and 

kmwledgeable (5.2), and to provide personal attention (5.2). These statements relate to the 

assurance service dimension It is not surprisùig that most of the elements in the assurance 

dimension were rated highly, given the service ethic of the library and infocmation services 

profession and the types of training the staff might be expected to receive. 

It is also not surpising that participants gave high ratings to th& experience of "service right 

the first time" (5.3) and "senice when promised" (5. l), both elements of the reliability dimension. 

Ail but one request out of the 44 that were filied produced the right article and only a very few of 

the participants were told when thiy couid expect the article to amive. However, participants were 

more ambivalent about other reliabiity measures, rating them between 4.5 and 4.9. 

Participants gave their experience of "prompt senrices" a rating of 3.8, the lowest of al1 22 

perception ratings. This is a masure of the responsiveness dimension. This low rating may have 

to do with the fact that oniy half of the participants were asked when they needed the information 

and how they should be contactai, questions that are extremely important to the provision of 

excellent serv ice  The low rating may also have to do with the fact that interlibrary loans unis are 

traditionally Staffed by clerical workers who often have less training in the area of client service. A 

review of the client logs did hdïcate that the staff in the interlibrary loans offices were less 

cuurteuus and Iess willing to heip than thme on the reference or iaformation desks. 



Participant ratings of "convenience of hours" (4.3) warrant some discussion, as there were a 

number of participant comnaeats in the client logs regarding the inconvenient hours of operation for 

the interlibrary loan offices. Appendix E provides a fUU description of participant comments. 

Homs of operation also showed Iower ratings in the other library snidies using the SERVQUAL 

instrument (Hébert 1994; Niteckî 1996). Other studies assessing satisfaction also report issues 

with library hours suggesting more flexibility rnay be neeüed (See Dewdney and Ross 1994; D'Eîia 

and Rodgers 1996). 

Participant SERVQUAL Diierence Scores 

As discussed eariier in the ctiapter on Methodology, disconfirmation &ses from discrepancies 

between clients' expectations of service and their perceptions of the amal service encuunter 

(Parasuramnn e% al. 1993). The magnitude and direction of the discomfirmation or the gap are 

presumed to be related directly to the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a service 

(Zeithaml et al. 199 1). A large negative difference (or gap) score would indicate dissatisfaction 

with the service. A large positive score would indicate satisfaction 

Disconfirmation is a measure of quality, calcuIated by subtracting the mean expectation rating 

for each of the matching SERVQUAL statements fiom the mean perception rating (Q=P-E). The 

difference is the nean gap score betweeen SERVQUAL perception and expecbtion statements. It 

measures how weU services delivered match client expectations and provides indications of the 

"degree and direction of disaepancies between client service perceptions and expectations" 

(Nitecki 1996, 186). Managers can use these scores to identifv strengths as weil as areas for 

service improvements. 

Table 10 shows the mean clifference scores ordered far each of the 22 SERVQUAL statements 

in this study by the magnitude and direction of rating of cliffer-. The table indicates that 

participants overall expectations of interlibrary 1oa.u service were hi- than their perceptions of 

actual interlibrary lm service in Canadian academic iibraries, 



T'ab& 10. Difference Scores for the SERVQUAL Especation und 
Perceptions Rdngs 

Assurana 16. Employtes arc caisistcntly 5.3 5.7 -0.4 
courkou 

Empathy 20. Library pives personal attcntian 5.0 5.4 -0.4 
Assurancc 18. Library &es individual attention 5.2 5.7 -0.5 
Assurana 14. Bthaviour of cmplaytts instills 4.9 5 -5 -0.6 

SERVQUAL 
Dimeosim SEXVQUAL Statements 

Pemptfoa 
Mam 

Responsiveness 

Ernpathy 
E m ~ a t h ~  

Reiiaùility 

Reliaùility 

Expectadon 
Mecto 

confidence in clients 
13. EmpIaytes ncwr too busy to 
resptmd to rcqucsts 
21. Library has bcst intcrests at hcart 
19. iibrary has convcnicnt opcrating 
hours 
7. iibrary ptrfœms EL servies right 

Rtsponsivtness 
Reliability 
E m ~ a t h ~  

Di f f e r e n d  
Gap Score 

the first time 
8. iibrary providcs service in time 

1 

Rc iiability 

Rcliability 

Respoasivtness 

Table IO shows that the overaii differene score was 4.6, slightly greater than the score of 

4 . 4  that Hébert (1993) found in ha study. This ciifference score suggests that participant 

expectatim in this study were over one-half of a rating unit higher on the seven-point scale than 

th& actual experience of service. In other words, perfimmwe did not match expectations. The 

4.7 

4.9 
4.3 

5.3 

answcr questions 
1 1. Employtcs givc prompt servicc 
9. ii- insists on cm-fitc records 
22. Employecs understand spcclfic 

Rcsporisiveness 

5.1 

nttds 
6. Library shows siaccrc interest in 
solving problcms 
5. iibrary promises to do somcthing 
by a artain timc and dots s o  
12. Emplaytes arc wiUing to help 

5.4 

5.7 
5.1 

6.3 

5 .O 
4.5 
4.5 

10. F-mpIayres tell yw t x d y  d e n  
servias wül be pcrfarmed 
O v e d  Me!an Merence or Gap 

-0.7 

4.8 
1 

4.8 

-1.0 

6.3 

4.9 

4.9 

4.9 

-1.2 

6.3 
5.8 
5.8 

3.8 

4.8 

I 

-1.3 I 

-1.3 
-1.3 

6.4 

6.4 

6.4 

-15 

, 
-1 5 

-15 

5.6 

5.4 

-1.8 

4.6 



table Wcates umatisfactory service scores fix 18 of the 22 SERVQUAL masures. Negative 

diffaence scores rangeci from a relatively small gap of -0.4 to a very large gap of -1.8. 

The table shows that only the experiences associateci with the measure of the tangible service 

dimension exceeded participant expectations, ranging from a high of + 1.9 for employee neatness to 

+0.3 for visual appearance of matmals. Interestingly, the s m c e  tangibles were rated by study 

participants as the least important to the provision of excellent semice quality (see Table 21, yet 

they were the only measures scoring satisfactory ratings among the 22 SERVQUAL masures. 

Participants experiences associated with measures of reliabrlity were uniforml y unsatisfactory, 

showing ciifference scores ranging fiom - 1 .O to - 1.5. In fact, the five reliability measures scored 

among the 10 lowest service masures, with "sinceritty of interest in solving problems" and 

"meeting promised time lioes" scoring -1.5 each and tied in lgh place out of 22 measures. 

Participants expresseci slighly bette  satisfactory ratings with measures related to the 

assurance service dimension It should be notecl, however, that al1 assurance measure were scored 

negatively, ranging fiom -0.4 on courtesy and trust to 4 . 2  on employee knowledge. Measures 

reiated to the empathy service m i o n  aIso scured uniforxniy negative ratings ranging fiom -0.4 

to -1.3. Empathy is related to the provision of caring, individuaiinxi attention Of particular 

concem in this study is the diff'ence score of -1.3 for "employee understanding needs". This 

represents a large gap in service satisfaction as experieaçed in this study. 

Participant experiences associated with masures of responsiveness were also unsatisfactory. 

This is not surprising because the responsiveraess service dimension is also related to service 

reiiability in many ways. Three of the four responsiveness m e s  score among the 10 lowest 

service m e s  with difféxençe s a x e s  ranging fiom - I .3 to - 1 -8. The measure of ''service 

promptness" smed lowest of a i l  22 measures on the SERVQUAL scaIe. This is also not 

surprising sinus Wtually mne of the 54 participants was told w k n  they couid expect the article to 

amive. A review of the commerus in the client logs indicated strong dissatisfaction with service 



performance in this specific area. A total of 49 of the 54 (90 pa cent) participants provided 

commeats in th& log. Some of those mmments were about an aspect of service respoasiveness. 

Their commeiits are su- below: 

They were able to score hi- because they grossly over estimate the amount of tim it will 
take." 

"1 asked when the article might arrive and they said it would be a week before they could even 
order it." 

"1 was told it would àepend on where the article could be Iocated." 

.'The transaction wem pretty smoothly, although 1 was informed 1 was lucky to get the 
photocopies." 

Table 1 1 summarizes the differezlce scores for the 22 measures and compares them with the 

disconfirmation model. The overall pattern of unsatisfactory quaiity in interlibrary loan sgvice is 

graphidy evident Clearly, one of the greatest c o n m  for academic Librxies should be the large 

negative scores in the reliability and responsiveness dimensions of interlibrary Ioan service quality. 

Expectations among measures of these service dimensions were rated by participants in this study 

as most and second most important (see Table 2). It is hexe that we see the greatest opportunit y for 

service improvement. 



Table 1 1. Difference Scores for SERVQUAL Expectation and Perception 
Statements Rank Ordered by Score (n=54) 

Employces arc neat appearing 

Modern looking equipment 

Facilities visuaily appealing 

Materiais visuaily a p p d i n g  

Safe in transaction 

Employees courteous with clients 

Library givcs persona1 attention 

Library give individual attention 

Employees instill confidence 

Never too busy to respond 

Library has best interest at hem 

Library has convenient operating hours 

Library performs service right first tirne 

Library provides services promised 

Employees have the knowledge 

Employees give prompt service 

Library insists on error-free records 

Employees undentand needs 

Library solves problems 

Library keeps promises 

Employees are willing to help 

Employees tell when service pcrformed-1 d 8 

Lcss than utptcrcd As cxpectcd More chan cxpected 
Ncgative Disconfirmation Simple Confinnation Positive Disconfirmation 



Table 12 compares the difference scures across studies for each of the five dimensions of 

service quatity. Diffaence SCOTS fat each dimension wae calculated by averaging the overalI 

mean score by statement. AU studies exhibit sirnilar patterns of service quaiity when measured 

from the dents' perspective. 

Ta6k 12. Compmison of merence Scores Aeross Studies 

*calculated in Hébert 1993. 

Tangible dimensions exceded participant expectations in ail studies and therefore received an 

overall positive disconfimution. One cnight conclude that, in this service area af least, libraries are 

providing excellent sefvice. However, participant expectation ratings show a low vaiue placed on 

measures relating to the tangible service dimension. What this suggests is that it is relative1 y easy 

for libraries to outperfi i  expectations in the area. 

Individual participants aaoss aU studies experienced service that was much less than 

expened for aU other savice dimensions (Hébert 1993; Nitecki 1996; Katinga 1997). Clearly, 

difference scores in this sh~dy for responsiveness and reliability service dimasions suggest large 

problem areas for academic libraries and are prime targets far service improvenients. The larger 

dX&ene saxes in this study f a  these two dimensions may reflect high participant expectations of 

academic Zibraries. Expectation ratings for these service dimensions showed v a y  high mean 

ratings. 6.2 f i  reliability and 5.9 for responsiveness. 

These expectation ratings conf" also to those ratings found in Nitecki (1 996). It may be that 

there is an assumption that interlibrary loan is one of the primary senrices off- by academic 

Service Dimension 

Reliability 
Responsiveness 
Empathy 
Assurance 
Tangibles 

Rank 

1 
2 
4 
3 
5 

This Strady 
1144 
-1.3 
-1.3 
-0.8 
-0.6 
+1.2 

Hébert's Snidy* 
N=130 

-1 .O 
-0.9 
4.8 
-0.6 
+1.2 

Other Studies* 
n=1936 

-1.1 
-0.8 
-0.7 
4.6 
+ 1.2 



libraries. AcarfPjnic Iibrarks are aho major lenders to college, special and public libraries (Gilmer 

1994; Jackson 1997). However, clients of public iibraries, such as those in Hébert's study, did not 

have the same expectations fm interlibrary loan service. PubLic libraries in general do not promote 

intdibrary loan as a primary service to clients (Waldhart 1985; Hebert 1993). The resulting 

difference scores for these two senrice dimensions likely reflect the diffmences in client 

expectations between public and academic libraries. 

Parasuraman et al. (1991; 1993) have suggested that the responsiveaess and reiability 

dimensions are ofkm collceptuaiized in similar ways. It may be the case that responsiveness is an 

antecedent to reiiability and that the lack of responsiveness by the staff in the library rnay also 

affect the ratings of reliability. More research is needed to cietennine if in fact this is the case in an 

academic library. 

Direct Participant Messures of Satisfaction 

At the end of the study, participants were asked to respond to fm global statements that would 

provide a direct comparison of what actuaily happened &ring their interlibrary loan experience 

with their originai expectations of what an excellent service provides. The global measwes were: 

a retrospective assessrnent of the service received (direct d i s c o ~ t i o n ) ,  

overall satisfaction with service received, 

participant willingness to recommend inîeribrary ban service to others, and 

participant attitude about the senices offered by the acadernic library. 

These measurees could then be compared to the computeü SERVQUAL ratings and differexn 

saxes. Tables 13 summarizes Ue participant responses to these global measures of satisfaction 

The table shows that the mean rating foit three of four global measures was more than 5.0 on 

seven-point scales. The direct disconfirmation measure eïicited a mean rating of 4.4, somewhat 

similar to the o v e d  mean rating of SERVQUAL perceptions of 4.8. 



Compmed tu whatyou origigirraUy expectei, the service 
was... (direct disconfinnation) 

Much Worse Much Better 

8% 8% 4% 30% 28% 18% 6% 4.4 5.0 
Overd you feeL.. 

Veq dissatisfied Very Satisfied 

4% 4% 9% 9% 22% 33% 18% 5.1 6.0 
Based on yow expe&nce, would you recotnmend ILL to a 
fiend.. 

Absolutely Not Yes, Absolutely 

4% 6% 4% 4% 18% 24% 41% S. 6 6.0 
Whut is your overd a#itude about the senices Ur this 
l i b r q  ... 
Very Poor Excellent 

Tb? second global m u r e ,  satisfaction with the interlïbrary loan experience, yielded a mean 

rating of 5.1. When comparai to the mean SERVQUAL perception rating of 4.8, the rating for 

satisfaction was slightiy hi-. This cornparison conforms well to the Iiterature that suggests that 

satisfaction ratings are generally higher than semice quality ratings (Parasuraman et aï. 199 1). 

Tkse findings aïs0 conform to the m g s  of other studies when ciifference scores and satisfaction 

ratiogs are compared As the difference score increass towards a positive disconfirmation (where 

setvice exceeds expectations). so does the cLients' satisfaction levd. Again the convase is me. If 



the difference score decreases towards a negative d i s c o ~ t i o n  ( W e  expectatiom exceed 

p e r f m  of service), so will the overail satisfaction with the library savice. 

The direct disconfirmation score (4.4) was slightly les  than the SERVQUAL perception rating 

of 4.8. Aithough, this is a srnail ciifference, the discontinuity may be attributed to the ''Mo effect" 

describeci eariier. People hpressed or pleased by one quality or service (i-e., friendiiness) tend to 

overestimate other quatities (Seay et al. 1996; Sutherland 1989). In this study. both participant 

comments and their SERVQUAL perfonnaace ratings showed the staff to be friendly and helpful. 

This likely played a mediatuig role in overall satisfaction with the interlibrary loan expexience. 

Bitner (1990) suggests that "causal attributions fa poor service (negative disconfirmation) 

naediate client satisfaction" (71). Clients wiîî often detemine the cause of the poor service before 

they assess thek level of satisfaction with the service. If the cause of the poor service is perceived 

by the client to be out of the control of the service provider, satisfaction ratings are often modifiai 

accurdingly. Co- from participant logs suggest that this may in fact be the case in this 

study. Som of those cornments follow: 

"depends on where the article is Iocated", 

"it was out of the control of the staff at the library". or 

''usually fast, efficient servi ce... must be because the article is obscure". 

These participant comments may provide some explmation for the higher levels of satisfaction 

with the intalibrary loan experience w k n  comparai to savice quality ratings. Hebert (1993) has 

suggested that "sin?ilar positive attribution variables may also translate into a greater willingness to 

recommend the service to others" (103). 

Comments from the client logs and fiom part three @erce~tions of service) of the survey Mp 

clarify what made participanî experienœs satiswg or not Forty-nine of the 54 participants (90 

per cent) made comments in their logs and 45 of the 54 (83 per cent) made comrnents in part three 



of the survey. Participant comnients were codai by wtiezher or not their request was fikd and are 

listed below. The number of responses by participants is provided on the righî: 

Positive Comments 

Staff friendïy and helpfui 
Staffefficient 
Roqtservice 
Poorer senrice an exception this time 
Staffundecstood neeûs 

Negative Commeats 

Request took too Iong 
Inefficientservice 
Staff reluctant to n11 request 
Staff did not understand needs 
Staff Unfnendly and not hdpful 

Requests Reqwsts Not 
Fiied FiM 

Service Comments based on Library Process 

Clients should be contacted directly 10 2 
Clients should be told when they wili receive article 8 2 
Staff indicated fïnding article would be dificuit 4 
Hours not convenient 3 
Clients should get statu reports 2 
Inf'onn clients about cost 1 

Ciearly, many participants felt that staff were friendiy and helpfuI even when their requests 

were not filled Eight participants thought the requests took too Iong and five believed the service 

to be inefficient. Ten participants suggested that clients should be contacted when th& item came 

in and eight felt that they should be told when the item woufd arrive. This was consistent with the 

diffaence score for the measure "service proqtness", at -1.8 which was the lowest of al1 scores. 

Ov~aïl .  however, participant CO- wexe positive and offaed clear service opportunities for 

the libraries. A compIete record of participant comments is provided in Appendix E. 



The *Md global measure, participants' WiII ingn~s to recommend the interlibrary loan senrice 

to others, yieïûeü a mean rating of 5.6. This was the highest of the four masures of overall 

quality. The client logs provided some insight into this very high recommendation levd despite 

lower perception and diffezence scores. Many participants indicated that they would only 

recommend the service because they fdt that there was no other option. Som participants further 

clarified their positions by suggesting that they wouid ensure that others knew of the longer 

turnarwnd tirne. 

Consumer research has show that both positive and negative word-of-mth communication 

can have a signiiïcanî impact on the attitudes and beiiavior of clients using a particular service 

(Brown and Reingren 1987; Hem et al. 1991). 'Riese studies report that the opinions of othen may 

be more important than any other factor in determining whether a person uses a particular service 

or not (Goodman et al. 1992). This supports the notion that smailer gaps in the service quality 

produce positive word-of-mouth communications helping in many instances to mate realistic 

semice expectations. The benefits of enhaning client perceptions of the service provided by 

interiibrary Ioan units are numerous and iraclude the communication of that service excellence to 

oîhers that might use the service 

The fourth masure related to the participani's overail attitudes about the services offixed by 

the Library. Participant respomes produced a mean rating of 5.2, slightly higher than both the 

SERVQUAL perception rating for service perf- of 4.8 and the global satisfaction rating 

with the interlibrary loan experience of 5.1. This is consistent with other studies using the 

SERVQUAL instrument in both the private and public sectors (see Parasuraman et al. 199 1 ; 

Hebert 1993; Nitecki 1996; Edwards and Browne 1995; Kettinger 1997). In these studies, 

expectations and attitudes are show to be closely Iinked (Parasuraman et al. 199 1 ; Bolton and 

Drew 1991). It may be that some of the participants did not know what to expect from the service 



off- and were p1easantly surprisexi by the service they r d v e d  even though the senrice may 

have ken meüiou-e. 

Table 14 sumrnarizes the aggregated mean ratings for the various quality measures: direct 

disconfirrnation (retrospective perception of semice received), overalI satisfaction, WiILingness to 

recommend, and overall attitude. They are consistent with the SERVQUAL expectation and 

perception ratings computed for this study. AII ratings are based on seven-point scales, with one 

being the lowest rating and seven the highest. 

I Various Qualiîy Measures I Mean Score I 
Direct disconfirmation 
Satisfaction with ILL experience 
WilIingness to rem- 

The literature suggests that there is a strong reIationship between the SERVQUAL perception 

4.4 
5.2 
5.6 

SERVQUAL expectations 

ratings and participants' satisfaction with a given s d c e ,  their willïngness to recommend, and 

Attitude about ïibrary service 1 5.2 i 

5.4 

their overall attitude towards the service (Oliver 198 1; Zeithaml et al, 1988; Zeithaml 1990; 

SERVQUAL perceptions 4.8 b 

Parasuraman et al. 1991). The relationship among these four mea~uces is also clear in tbis study 

with mean ratings falling within 0.2 to 0.4 of each other. 

This same literature suggests that direct disconfjrmation is similar or related to the 

SERVQUAL perception ratings. The present study also supports this view: the SERVQUAL 

perception rating was 4.8 -le the direct disconfirmation score was 4.4. 



Correiatiom Arnong Various Measures of Q d t y  

Correlations were calculated among the various measures of quality to c0nfix-m the infamal 

observations discussed above. Table 15 shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between the 

SERVQUAL expectation, perception ami ciifference scores and the four global measures of quaüty 

used in this study, disconfimation, satisfaction, willingness to recommerad, and overall attitude. 

Table 15. Correkaio11~ Among Vmious Meusures of QuWy 

Measures of Quaiity 

Disconfîrmation Mean Score 
Satisfaction Mean Score 
Willingness to Recommend Mean 

The table aIso shows a moderate, negative correlation at the 0.05 level between SERVQUAL 

Score 

expectation mean score and participant wiîlingness to recommend the service to others. This 

signif~cant correlation is a surprise since in aU otha studies no significant correlation was fwnd 

SERVQUAL 
Expectation Mean 

Score 
-. 180 
-.265 
-.3 13* 

[ 

between expectation scores and other masures of quality (F%rasuraman et al. 199 1 ; H E h t  1 993). 

Since expectations are tied dosely to performance of service, higher expectations are les likely to 

Overaii Attitude Mean Score .O1 3 .575** 1 -458 ** . 

be met when compared to perfc~mance. When used within this service paradigm, it follows that 

when expectations are not met, there is less willingness to recommend the service to others. 

The table shows strong positive correlations betweai the SERVQUAL perception mean score 

SERVQUAL 
Perception Mean 

Score 
.654** 
.764** 
.670** 

and al1 four global measures of quaüty (pc.01). AU of these measures were based on the actual 

performance of service as experience by a client. The SERVQUAL difierence score yielded 

SERVQUAL 
M e r  ence 

Mean Score 
-605 ** 
.730** 
.675** 

equaIly mong positive cmeiations with these global measures (pc-01). 



Summary of Findings 

The mean age of the participants in this snidy was 3 1 years old with fernales accounting for 

just over 60 per cent. AU participaats said they had used the library within the Iast 12 months, and 

65 per cent had ma& an uiterlibrary loan r q e s t  in an academic library. 

The relative importance of the five semice dimensions to participants in this study produceci 

similar rankings to those f d  in other iibrary studies that also use the SERVQUAL instrument as 

weii as those rankings fOund in the private sector. Reiiability was ranked the most important 

dimension of service quality, foUowed b y responsiveness, assurances, empathy, and tangibles. 

The SERVQUAL expectation ratings for this study showed an overall mean score of 5.4 on a 

seven-point scale. The reliability and responsiveness savice dimensions produced the highest 

overall mean ratings while tangibles procbced the lowest. 

The SERVQUAL perception ratings for this study showed an ovaaii mean score of 4.8 on a 

seven-point scale, somewhat below the niean score of 5.4 for expectatiom. Overall. participants 

were dissatisfied with masures associated with the reliability and responsiveness service 

dimensions in the study. 

The SERVQUAL difference scores for this study showed an overail negative score of -0.6, 

indicating that the performance of interlibrary loan service in the test libraries was somewhat lower 

than participants had expected. The only savice dimension receiving a positive différence score 

was the tangibles element, and this was largely due to lower expectations of the physicâr features 

of the inîerlibrary loan office, of the appearance of the employees, and of communication materials. 

Again, the reiiability and responsiveeess service dimensions showed the lowest overali diffaence 

scores, indicating large s a v i c e  quaïity problems in these areas. 

The n11 rate for this study was 82 per cent and the mean tuniaround time was 13 calendar 

&YS. Both confonn to the overall n1I rate and mean tumaround time figures obtained for research 



libraris in a study re!cenUy conducted by the Association of Research Libraries as reported by 

Jackson (1 997). 

Signin~am positive cmelations were obtained between the SER-VQUAL perception mean 

score, the SERVQUAL difierence mean score and four global measures of senrice quality used in 

the study. 



The primary objective of this study was to investigate interlibrary loan service in large 

academic libraries across Canada fkom the perspective of the client. The study sought to hrther 

understand the rdationships between performance and outcorne measures within the context of 

masuring interlibrary loan service fiom the perspectives of both the übrary and the client. It was 

anticipated that W findings of this study would be of benefit to academic Iibraries across the 

country, to staff who serve übrary clients, and to the clients using academic libraries. 

Traditional vs Client Measures of Performance 

The nndings presented in this study cleariy îndicate that there is an incongruence between 

traditional measures of success used for interiibrary loan service, fil1 rates and tuniaround times, 

and more recent outcome mea~u~es  of success from the perspective of the clients. While the fil1 

rates of 82 per cent and the rnean humround time of 13 calendar days for this study conforrried to 

some informal library standards, the service performance of the intalibrary Ioan service across al1 

institutions was tower than expected by the participants. 

The overail negative difference srne of -0.6 indicated that participants were not satisfied with 

the quality of service they received fkom interlibrary Ioan units overall. Based on participant 

assessments, actual @ofmance of service was 1ower than expected in every test library and for 

the majority of the five senrice dimensions. The tiradings showed specifïcally that the reiiabiiity 

and respomiveness service dimensions, ranked as most and second m m  important to participants 

in this study, pexfimmd the poorest when compared to participant expectations. The tangibility 

senrice dimension performed the best when participants compareci the performance of senrice to 

their expectations. 



Knowledge of whaher client measmes of seMœ quality are congruent with library lll~asufes 

of service quality is important to m&ntadbg the relatiomhips between tkse masures. A gap 

between cIient and library measures may indicate that the library is performing to an internai, 

institutional standard that does not meet the needs of the client. Within the context of this study, it 

is clear that clients evaluate interlibtary loan senrice using more criteria than just fU rate and 

t u r n a r d  tirne Although these measures are important, there are other measmes of service 

quality that clients use to assess that service 

It is important to acknowledge that the ability of an institution to access matmais and provide 

those services associated with acoess often depends upon numerous extemal factors, factors that 

are often out of the corn01 of the institution The major@ of participants in this study seemed to 

recognize this fact. What they did aot want, however, was an information barrier. While they 

expected to be able to access the materials they needed quickly and efficiently at the lowest 

possible cost, it was clear that even more imptant than firIfi1Iing their requests for information 

was tbat they were acknowledged positivdy and informed about the progress of th& requests. The 

fïndings of this study suggest that the participants wanted to know that the iibrary staff were doing 

everything they cuuld to fïnd the infcxmation that was ne- Participants showed a strong 

wiUingness to forgive those reliability and responsiveness concem if reasons fot the delays in 

semice were providai, if they were treated with cwrtesy in dl interactions, and if they felt involved 

in the process. 

Clients assess service by comparing the service tky  receive with the service t k y  desire (Berry 

et al. 1990). A iibrary can only achieve a strong reptation for excellent service when it 

consistently rneets client service expectations over tirna Knowledge of what clients expect is, 

however, only one part of the challenge of measuring service quality. ActuaIly meeting thme 



expectations is tfie greatest challenge for academic iibraries. The question then becomes, what 

must every academic library do to manage client expectations and actually improve service 

delivery? 

Incorporating a Client Based Service Philmphy 

The library and infiofmation studies research has recognized that the provision of quality 

library service needs more attention (Hernon and McClure 1990; H é k t  1993; White and -1s 

1995; Edwards and Browne 1995; Shaughnessy 1996; Nitecki 1996; D'ma and Rodgers 1996). 

The results of this study provide a clearer pichre of what service quality is within the context of a 

specific service, intetibrasy ban. It offers a valid and standardized instrument by which to 

masure the constnict of service quality fiom the perspective of the client. The findings also 

concur with recent research that suggests that savice, whiethet in the private or public sector, is 

assessed using the same service dimensions (Nitecki 1996; Kettingar 1997). The major diffaence 

between these sectors is not in the way service is assessed but in the relative importance given to 

each service dimension (Berry et ai, 1990). 

The andings show c1early the relative importance of each senrice dimension to cIients who use 

interlibrary loan senrice in academic libraries in Canada, In this snidy, service dimensions ranked 

from most to leas impaant acuxdingiy: reîîability, responsiveness, assurances, empathy and 

tangibles. While the study f d  shortcomings with traditional measues of interlibrary loan 

sefvice, it also provides a focus fot areas of service improvements for academic libraries across the 

country. Several suggestions for practice can be made based on the findings of this study. 

Focus on denning the service role within h institution. Contrary to popular belief, research 

shows ùiat managers actually have a better grasp of client expectations than do front-iine 

employees ~~ 1990). Therefae, Ieadership Born management in this process is crucial. 

Communication of service ~ â s  is key. Service employees need to W w  what "exceilent 



service means and why they s h d d  care abaut delivering it" (Berry et al. 1990, 3 1). Clear 

senrice standards are client expectatioas stated in ways that are mPaningful to employees. 

Train ai l  employees for customer senrice and give them the responsibility to solve service 

problems at the time the problem oa~ns. ~haughnas~  (1996) has suggested that library 

effectiveness depend on the "good work anci dedication of each irrdividua.1 staff member" ( 1  55). 

Good work depends upon leadership and training. Employees should be encouraged to 

practice self-assessrnent and to refiect on how th& performance conhibutes to the quaiity of 

service provided Library managers s h d d  try to use al of & capabilities of the staff 

working in the Iibrary. Coatrolling service delivery by strict policy and procedure manuals 

stifles aeativity, reduces the opportunity for employees to grow, and encourages the best staff 

to f eave for more interesting work (Berry et al. 1990). 

Research in the service marketing fieId shows that tearnwcrk is a major factor in delivering 

excellent service (Zeitbaml 1990; Berry et ai. 1990; Bicknell 1994; Shaughnessy 1995; Nitecki 

1996). Because demanding clients often rnake service work fnistrating, teams cm assist in 

ensuring a consistent level of service by providing support for otfier service providers. 

Wmking in a service tearn is impommt in encouraging and sustaining "service mindedness" 

among employees ( B e q  et ai. 1 W O ,  3 1). Teams also raise individual perf~fmance and 

"provide one of the greatest individual motivations, respect of peers" (33). 

"Reiiabiiity is at the kart of excelient service quality" (Berry et al. 1990,35). Clients want to 

laiow that librarians have the knowIedge, skili and dedication rexpird to meet their needs. 

Clients want to know that w k n  an employee promises to do somahing by a certain time, they 

"will do it and do it right the nrst time" (36). Library managers need to address the reliabiïity 

issues in al1 communication materials including: mission statemem. standards. and trainine 



materiaïs to emure that appropriate expectati0r.s are being set Library managers must &O 

actively reward service excellence amoag employees. 

Tied closely to reïiability is the resolution of prob1ems. Library staff  musr f m s  on king 

responsive to client problems. Ctients want to know that, if service promises can not be met, 

the übrary staff will solve the probIem. Library managers need to identifi, problem areas 

befie they happen. What happens after the service problem occurs is just as criticai. Three 

specific strategies fbr pmblem resolution have been suggested; a) encourage clients to 

coqlain and rnake it easy for them to do so b) make timely, pesonal communications with 

clients a key part of the recovery mategy, and c) encourage employees to respond effectively 

to client problems and give them the means to do so (Berry et al. 1990, 37). Service probIems 

shouïd be viewed as an opportunity to gain the confidence of that client again. How probiems 

are handled will determine whe&her the client uses the service again and recommends the 

service to others. While a satisfactory resohtion often results in positive word-of-mouth, a 

Iess than satisfactory resolution often results in negative word-of-mouth communications 

(Richens 1983; Brown and Reingen 1987; H m  et aI. 199 1)- 

It is clear from this study that the aaditioaal performance measures used for interlibrary loan 

service in academic Iibraries are not suffident to explain how well the clients' needs and 

expecîations have been met, Library institutions are in an increasingly cornpetitive environment 

and those wfio work in libraries must begin to understami and provide whatever it is th& clients 

expect; otherwise, those clients will go elsewtiere @'ma and Rodgers 1996; Quinn 1997). 

Librarians m u t  also Ieam to manage client expectations by telling cIients what can anci can not be 

done This is particularly impartant in the face of increasingIy expensive options for access. 

The provision of excellent service quality not only makes sense but is good marketing. In tbis 

incrpacingIy coqmitive environmat, a strong vision of excellent service quality is a way to ensure 

and cemeat client loyaltty and support. The SERVQUAL instniment can be used a management 



diagnostic tool that can provide the depth of unritlrstsntiing service provision in ïibraries that, so 

far, can not be matheci with any other standardized twl. it can assist ïibrary service providers to 

understand w h t  it is th& clients expect, to focus on what is and is not important to service 

provision, and to reduce the gaps between what clients expect and wIiat libraries can offer. It can 

help managers make choices for appropriate senrice goals and its use can lead to the use of quality 

strategies that will enhance service effectiveness within academic libraries. 

Suggestions for the Use of SERVQUAL in Pmctice 

While an unobtnisive methodology using s modifie& SERVQUAL instrument is an important 

approach for establishing provincial and national bemhmarks, it is recognized that busy library 

managers need to siqiify the approach used in this study. Several practicd suggestions can be 

made and are as follows: 

The SERVQUAL inmument can be sent directly, by mail, to those who have used the senrice. 

Using intetlibrary Ioan as an example, clients who recently made an interlibrafy Ioan request 

could be sent parts one, two and three of the swey .  Sweys could then be returned in pre- 

paid enveIopes (see Nitecki 1996). 

Point of transaction methodology can also be used with this instrument. Clients using a service 

whether it is interiibrary loan, reference or reseme, coud be asked to fil1 out the three part 

s w e y  at the end of their transaction (see Kettinger 1997; Pitt 1997). 

The instrument also wc~ks  weli with qualitative techniques such as focus groups or face-te 

face interviews. T i  at the end of the interviews can be saved for clients to complete the 

SERVQUAL instnunent. 

Incentives such as homariums, dbcams or special produas have dl been used successiùl~y 

with tbis instrument in the private sectix and in some public sector studies. 
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APPENDIX A 

Letters and Correspondence Sent to Intermediaries and Study 
Participants 



'Riank you so much for agreeing to help find 5 people to take part in a research pject for my 
niesis in the Masters of Library and Information Studies program at the University of Alberta. 
The selection of these people is critically important in this project and must be bias-free* so it has 
been decided to use an intennediary such as yourseif to select the participants in your city. 

Your task then is to fïnd 5 people (fiiends, mlIeagues, neighbors or f a d y )  who do not work in an 
academic library and w b  meet the foïïowing conditions: 

Over the age of 18 
Live in your city 
Used an academic library at least once in the 1st 12 mon&, for any reason: to borrow a 
book, to make a ptmtocopy, etc. 

Think of the people you lcnow (friexxis, people at work, family, neighbors) who have easy access to 
the University library and who also meet these coraditions. You may need to cal1 several people to 
find al1 5 thaî meet the last condition. When you find someone, ask if they would be willing to take 
part in a research study for the Univesity of Alberta Show them or read them the description 
statement enclosed that ouuines the project, and the part they would take pari in, Please ensure 
thaî they understand their right to opt out at any time and the confidentiality of their results. 

Those who agree will be paid any expenses associated with their aansaction. When you find al1 5 
people who are willing to participate, cal1 me with th& names as soon as possible and 1 will make 
contact with t k m  and explain the project and process in greater detail, 

Starcing right away is important, so 1 hope you wiil be able to find 5 people within the next 2 
weeks at the latest. Please cal1 me directly if you need more information at (403) 949-2378 
(reverse the charges). ûr, you may wish to contact Dr. Schrader* the Faculty Supe~sor for this 
project. He c m  be reached at (403) 492-3922. 1 thank you very much for helping me. 

Lori Van Rooijen 
Graduate Shident 
University of Alberta 



Dear Participant: 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study of the quality of interlibrary loan 
services in academic Libraries. Your role in the study will consist of the folfowing: 

1. Complete Part one (white) and Part two (green q u e s t i o ~ )  in the enveIope marked Part one 
and hwo as soon as possible. It should take about 15 minutes. Once mmpleted, r e m  as 
quickly as possible in the stamped envelqe provided. 

2. Once Section one has been maiied and received in my ofnce, Section two wilI be sent to you by 
mail- ïnsûuctions for your next task will be included inside, 

Again, pIease be reassured that you are not king testeci in this project. There is no personal nsk to 
you, and there are no right or wrong answers to the questions 1 am asking in the questionnaires. 
This study is simply concemeci with your feelings and thoughts about the academic Iibraries and 
the quality of services thaî you receive. Note also that the study is confidential. Neither you nor 
the iibrary you use, nor the persons you interact with in the Iibrary wiU be identified in the research 
p r o j a  

As there is no direct benefit to you in participating in the snidy, if at any moment you wish to 
withdfaw f bm the project, you may do so. But, please let me know as swn as possible, as 1 will 
need to find a replacement, 

flease also note that this study is unobûusive. The academic library rnust not know that this is 
a simulation because it cuuld affect the way you request is handled and conupt the data. The 
study is part of thesis research that has been approved by Dr. Schrader, Acting Dean of the School 
for Liûrary and Information Studies and the University of Alberta Ethics Cornmittee. A consent 
form is enclosed for your signature. 

You are one of 60 people participating in the study across the country. The snidy is important 
to the way in which interliùrary loan is develcped and processed in the future. 1 W a t e  your 
willingness to be a part of it, Please remember that time is important and the results need to be 
back to me by mid March of this year. if you do need more information, please call me at (403) 
949-2378 (reverse the charges) or call Dr. Alvin Schrader at (403) 492-3932. Thank you very 
much for participating. 

L a i  Van Rooijen, MUS Graduate Student 
Schwl of Library and information Saidies 
University of Albezta 
'Ibcsis 1IMarcû 19. 



A Brief Description of the Research Project for Prospective Participants 

This research project is concerned with the quality of interlibrary borrowing Servjces in academic 
libraries. Participants will go to an academic library with a reqllest for an article that the library 
does not have. A questio~aire anmfered by participants before and after their library visit will 
measure expectations and perceptions of service quality. 

Role of Participants in this Roject 

Participants will play a simple but important d e  by completing the following ta&: 

Answer a short questionnairie to desmi expectaîions of senrice in an excellent academic 
library . 
Vi t  the academic übrary to request an article from a j o u .  that the librasy does not own and 
ask for help in obtaining the article. 
Return to the library when the article arrives and pick up the article. 
Complete a simple log farm and another short questionnaire to describe perceptions of the 
service received in the library, 

Questionnaires can be completed easily in about 20 minutes eacb lnsauctions for the library visit 
(s) are provided and the role playing required of participants is straight forward. Participants 
should note thaî a smaU deception is involveû, since their role in the project includes going to the 
library pretending to need a journal article that they in fact do not need. If participants becorne 
uncomfixtable with th.& approach, they are Free to withdraw from the study at any time. 

Library staff must not know that participants are taking part in a tesearch project because this 
could bias responses to the service quality. Data collected will be treated as  confidential and 
anonymity is assure& Neither participants nor libraries will be ideatified by name or city in the 
project repoh 

For more information, please contact: 

Lori Van Rooijen (403) 949-2378 (home) 
University of Alberta (403) 949422 (wurk) 
S&ml of Library and Iaformaîion Studies 
Edmonton, Alberta 



lnformed Consent Fom 

For participants in the Iesearch project: S d œ  Quality: An Unobtnisive Investigation of 
Interiibrary Loan Service in Canadian Academic Li'braries. 

This is to state that 1, , agree to participate in this project as 
describeci in the written statement attache& 

I understand that 1 can opt out of the cesearcri pject  at any time and that none of the information 
will be used in the final research report if 1 chwse to opt out. The researcher also promises to a) 
ensure the coniïdential nature of my responses to the research questions, and b) ùiat my anonymity 
will be retained. 

Signature of pa&kpant Date 

Signature of the Researchet Date 

Researcher: Lori Van Rooijen, Graduate Student, Masters Rogram SchooI of Library and 
InfOtmation Studies at the University of Aiberta (403) 949-2378. 

Roject Advisor: Dr. Alvin Scfuader, Acting Director, School of L i b r q  and Information Studies 
at the University of Alberta (403) 492-3932. 

PIease r e m  in the envelope proviàed (with parts one and two). 



Dear Partiapant: 

Thaak you again for agreeing to participate in this study of the quality of interlibrary loan 
services in academic ïibraries. 1 have received the fïrst section of the suvey and have enclased the 
second section for you to complete. Please follow the instructions below and if you have any 
questions at ali, do not hesitate to a i l  me collect. 

Read the simple instructions (Hue pages) outlining your fim quick visit to the acacîemic 
library indicated in your package, on a &y and time ttiat you can cfioose at your own 
convenience. In the library, you wiii pretend to need an article m m  a jourrial that the Iibrary 
does not own (white sheet attached), and ask the library staff  for help in obtaining the article. 
When the übrary lets you know that t i ~  arricle you requested has amved, you wiii r e m  to the 
library to receive the copy of the article. Ilme are special instructions in your package in the 
event you do not receive your article but if you do not receive your article within 3 weeks fi11 
out the questio- as if the article had never corne in (see number 2 and 3 below for m e r  
instructions). 
Complete Part the,  the simple log form (yellow pages) and describe your Iibrary visits. You 
will find this log with the blue iastniction sheets. 
Complete Part four @ink questionnaire) to descn'be what you thought of the library service. 
Please rem al1 completed questionnaires and log to the researcher directly in the envelope 
provideci. The results need to be returned by mid March of this year. 

Please be reassured that you are not being tested in this proj- There is no personal risk to 
you, and there are no right or wrong amers to the questions 1 am asking in the questionnaires. 
This study is sirnply concernai with your feelings and thoughts about the academic libraries and 
the quality of services thai you receive. It is not our intention to assess the service quality of each 
individual Iibrary in the study but to provide benchmark data for the overall service quality of 
Canadi an academic libraries. 

Note also that the study is confidential. Neither you nor the library you use, nor the persons 
you interact with in the library will be identified in the research p r o j a  

Please also note that this study is unobûusive. The academic library must not know that this is 
a simulation because it cwld affect the way you request is handled and c m p t  the data The 
study is part of thesis research thaî has been approved by Dr. Schrader, Director of the School for 
Library and Information Studies and the University of Alberta Ethics Cornmittee. 

You are one of 72 people participating in the study a m s s  the country. The study is important 
to the way in which interlibrary loan is developed and processed in the future. I appreciate your 
willingness to be a part of i t  If you do need mole informaiion, pIease cal1 me at (403) 949-2378 
(reverse the charges) or caü Dr. Aïvin Scbrader at (403) 492-3932. Thank you very much for 
participating. 

Lon Van Rooijen, MLIS Graduate Student 
SchooI of Library and Information Studies 
University of Alberta 
ïbesis.WJune 1997 



PIease ask for this artide at the library. 

Author Name: 

JO- Volume: 

Journal Year: 

Pages: 

Author Name: 

Journaï Volume: 

Journal Year: 

Pages: 

Journal of Microcduma Separations 

"Char8~terization o~chromotographic Silica Gel Support Particies 
by Gravitational Field Flow Fractionatiod' 

Pazourek, JO et al. 

"Effect of Flowrate and lonic Strength on retention of Non-porous 
Micron Sized Siüca Gel Particies in Gravitational Fieid FIow 
Fractionation" 

Pazourek, J. et al. 



APPENDIX B 

Study Data Collection Instruments 



General Participant Information 

Some Generai Informatioa About You and Your Experience with an 
Academic Library 

PLEASlE REMEMBER THAT YOUR RESPONSES W U ,  BE KEFï 
CONFIDENTIAL. 

You are: Female Male 

Youare yearsold. 

Have you been to an academic iibrary in Yes No 
the iast 12 months? 

Have you ever requested an item through Yes No 
interlibrary loan (ILL) from an academic 
library? 

Have you ever requested an item tbrough Yes No 
ILL h m  another Library, for example, 
a public or a special library? 

Please name the academic iibrary that you were asked to use for this research projen 

Library narne: 

In order to send parts 3 and 4 of the survey to you, we dl need your name and address. Please 
remember that none of this information wiii be given out and will only be used tnternally by the 
researcher. Tàank you. 

Postal Code: 



Partidpant Expedatiom: Rankïngs 
Part One 

Imagine an academic iibrary that yoa would We to use..Listed below are five featwes pertaining ta 
academic libraries and the interiibrary loan service they offer. We would ltke ta know how 
important each of these features k to you whea you evaluate an academic libtary's quaiity of 
interlibrary loaa senice, 

Read the five features carenilIy. 

In the left hand column, raak the features accordhg to how important each one is to you: the 
most important shouid be ranked n u m k  1, the les t  important number 5. There are no rfght 
or wrong amwers. 

Rank How Important are: Points 

The appearance of the library's physicd 
facilities, equipment, personnel and 
communication materials. 

The ability of the library to perfonn 
the promised service dependably and 
accufately. 

The willingness of the library to help clients 
and provide prompt service 

The knowledge and counesy of the iïbrary's 
employees and their ability to convey trust 
and confidence. 

The caring, individiialized attention the 
librasy provides its clients. 

In the right coiumn, dMde 100 points among the fanires to Micate how important each 
feature is in relation to the others. The feature tanked first should have the most points, and the 
feature ranked iifth shoaid have the least points. if you feel some features are equally 
important, you can give them q u a i  points. PLEASE ENSURE THAT POINTS ADD UP TO 
100. 

Number . 



Participant Expechtions: Rathgs 
Port Two 

This survey deals with your opinions of interübrary loan semice. 

Based on your expdenœs as a ciieat of an academic libmry, please thinlr about the kind of 
academic Ubrary that wodd deliver excellent quality of interiibrary loan service. 

PIease show the extent to whkh you think a Ubrary oflering interlibtary ban service should poses 
the feahires descrfbed by eacb statement. 

if you feel a feature k nat at aR essential for an excellent academic library such as the one you have 
in dnd,  &de the number 1. If yau feel a feature is absolutely essential for an excellent academic 
library, ctrcle 7. If your feelings are less stmng, drcle one of the numbers in between. 

Tbere are no right or m o n .  answers - al1 we are interesfed in is a number that tmly refîects your 
feelings regding an academic library that would deliver exceiient interlibrary loan services. 

1. Excellent 1ibcaries9 lnterlibrary loan uni@ (ILL) units 1 2 
will have modem-looking equipment. 

2. The pbysfcal facilittes at exceiient i i b d e s 9  ILL units 1 2 
win be visuaiiy appeaiing. 

3. Employees at excellent iibraries9 ILL uni& WW be 1 2 
neat appearing. 

4. Materials associated wlth the ILL services (such as 1 2 
pamphlets or statemeats) wül be visualIy appeaifng in an 
excellent library. 

5. When excellent libraries* ILL unit promises to do 1 2  
by a certain tirne, they wW do so. 

6. When a client has a problem, excellent Ubraries9 ILL 1 2 
will show a sincere interest in sohrtng it. 

Strongly 
Dtsagree 

Strangly 
Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 



7. Excelient libraries wüI pedorm ILL services rïght 1 
the k t  üme. 

8, Excdent Ubraries wiïl provide ILL services at the 1 
at the thne they promise to do so. 

9. Excellent i ibrarid ILL units will iusist on emr-free 1 
records. 

10. Employees in excellent libraries wili teif cllents 1 
exactiy when ILL services will be performed 

11. Employees in excellent iibraries WW give prompt ILL 1 
service to clients. 

12. Employees in e x d e n t  Ubraries' ILL units wiü 1 
always be willing to help clients. 

13. EmpIoyees in exdent libraries7 ILL units WU never 1 
be too busy to respond to ciients' requests. 

14. The behavior of employees in excellent iibraries7 ILL 1 
units will instill confidence in clients. 

15. Clients of excellent Iibraries will Feel d e  in their 1 
ILL traasactions, 

16. Employees in excellent Ubraries' EL uni& wilI be 1 
consistently courteous with clients. 

17. Employees in excellent Iibraries' ILL units wiU have 1 
the knowledge to answer dents' questions. 

18, ExceNent libraries7 ILL units wüI give clients 1 
individual attention. 

Strongly 

Strongly 
Ag- 



Strongly 
Ag- 

19- Excellent libraries9 ILI, unie wiH haveope.ktfag 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 
hours convenknt to 5 of their ciients. 

20. Excellent libraries' ILL units wlll haveemployees 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 
who give clients personai attention. 

21- Excellent iibraries' ILL units wül have thedent9s 1 2 3 4 5  6  7 
best inter- at heart. 

22. The employees of excellent librades9 ILL units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
will understand the spedffc neeàs of th& ciients. 

Strongly 
D-ee 

Are there any other features that you thfnk are important for an exceüent academic library? 

PIease return part 1 (whtte), part 2 (green) and the gray information sheet in the stamped envelope 
provided. Parts 3 and 4 will be sent to you soon. Thank you for yoar help! 

Lon Van Rooijen, Graduate Snident (403) 949-2378 
Scbool of library and I n f d o n  Studies (403) 949-4022 
Univenity of Alberta (403) 949-4094 (fax) 
3rd Floor, Rutherford South 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6G 2J4 



YOUR STORY 

You need an article for a paper that you are dofng for one of your courses. A citation k attached. 

Go to the academic h i  that you were asked to Msit when you agreed to panicipate in this study. 

Go ni the morning, afternoon or evening, on a weekday or weekend, whichever time and day are 
convenient for you, 

Go alone, or with another person such as a friend, child or spouse, as if you might do in a real 
situation. They can stand near you, to help you remember details later, but they must not get 
mvolved 

This type of request happens ail the time in Iibraries. The iibrary staff probably won? ask why you 
want this article. But if they do, simply say that it is very important to your p a p .  

The library staff must not r e d h  that thk particular request k a simulation because it could 
a£fect the way your request [s handled. Try to act a natural as possible. 



IN TEE LIBRARY 

Look for the joumai indicated in the lilmry catalogue. You won't fmd it, so don't look to hard You 
just want to be able to say that you looked. 

Next, ask for he1p. Go to the Li'brary InfOnnation &sk Approach the person af the desk and say 
these words as naturally as possible: 

Excuse me, 1 need this artide h m  this journal but 1 can't seem to fmd the journal in your 
catalogue. Can you help me? 

Give the person a copy of the citation provideci. If you are sent to another person, that is okay. jus1 
repeat the process. Be sure to record this in your log. 

- . - - . . . - - 

Your passible conversations with the staff., 

If the staff person says., 

"Have you Iooked in the catalogue?" 

"Why don't y- try the .,..library?" 

"Perhaps another article would suffice? 

"It may cake some time ..." 

"Seems we can't help you ..." 

"Sorry, we do not have that service." 

You Could Say Something Like: 

Yes, but 1 can not fmd it. 

It*s not convenient for me to go there. Can 
you help? 

1 need this article. 

I'd like to see this article soon but 1 can wait 
several weeks if necessary. 

Someone told me you can get this article h m  
other h i e s .  Could you do that for me?" 

Are you sure you can* t help me, 1 really need 
this article. 

"Sorry. No." 



BACK HOME 

As soon as possible, while your memory is sti l l  Eresh, complete the relevant questions in the yellow 
client log. 

Wait no more than 4 weeks for the library to contact you. If you have not been contacted within that 
time period, contvt the library yourself. 

WaEN YOUR ARTICLE BAS ARRnCED 

When the Iibrary staff caWwrites to say your article bas anlveâ, drop by as soon as you an. Pick up 
your article (you may need to pay for this, your expenses will be remibursed). 

A soon as you can after your Iibtary encounm, complete the yeliow client log to the end. 

IF YOüR ARTICLE I!3 NOT LOCATED 

If the Iibtary staff cails/writes to say they have been unable to locate this article, remind them chat you 
need the article badly, and ask if they would continue to look for it. If they agree to keep looking, 
wait one more week until before you contact them again. 

If the Library staff Say they have looked everywhere and still cannot Iocate tbe article, thank them for 
their effort and leme it at that Complete the yellow ciient log to the end. 

When the yellow client tog has been completed, answer the pink questionnaire, flU out your expense 
form, and return all OF the above in the envelope provideci. 

Many Thanks! 



Participant Ehperîence: CUent Log 
Part Three 

Cornpiete this log as soon as possible after your flrst visit to the academic Ubrary. 

W e  have M e d  to anticipate wùat could happen in the library, bat pmbabiy things happened that we 
mu1d not expect. Plesse d e  notes in the nrargin or in the spaces provided if you thWc your 
experience warrants f'urther explmation. W e  wiil appreciate an the detatls that you can provide to 
describe your experience in the a c a d d c  Ubrary. 

Library Name: 

City: 

Your Vistt to the Library 

Date: 

The Staff person asked.... 

.....By what date you need this articfe 

..,..If you are willing to pay a charge 

.... ,If you have a library card or are otherwise entitied 
to Ulis Service. 

..... If you have checked the library catalogue 

..... If you have looked in another library 

.....if you would go to another Iiitary 

..... How to contact you when the artide arrives 

Circle as appropriate 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Ys No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 



Can you provide more d e  about yoat experience at the Ubrary? The atmosphere, the staff, the 
service, thîngs you were asked or told that are not listeci on the prevfous page.., 

Thanks. Compleâe the next section when the Wrary contacts you. 



Complete thk section when the librpry contacts you. 

Dace of Contact 

How were you contacted? 

Telephone: Mail: other (specify) 

What was the message h m  the library? 

..... Your article has arrived .................................. 3 to the next page. 

or 

..... We've k e n  unable to locate this artide" ............... See below 

if the libmry agrees to keep sSng to lacate the article, set adde this log until the library contacts 
you again, continue the log then, starting with the question below,.. 

Date of second iibrary contact: 

How were you contacted the second tirne? 

Telephone: Mail: m e r  (specify): 

What was the second message from tbe library? 

..... ................ ..... Your article has arrived" .....,..- Go to the next page 

or 

............................ ..... We can not locale this article a m p l  the pink questionnaire 



Complete this d o n  after yoo have been to the acadentic iibrary to comult the artick. 

I , Y o m  second library visit: 

2, Was the correct article waiting for 
you when you arrivai at the Library? 
(If no, please explain what happened) 

Date: 

Time: 

Yes 

3. Was there a charge for this service? Y a  No 

If yes, what was the charge? 

if yes, did the hirary teIl you in advance what the charge would be? 

4. Do you have additional comments about your experience in picking up the article that you requested at 
this Iibrary? 

Now, answer the pink quesüonnntre It should oniy take about 20 minutes. Then you are through! 

Lori Van Rooijen, Graduste Student 
School of Library and InIormatioa Studies 
University of Alberta 
3rà floor, Rutherford Library S. 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6G 214 

(403) 949-2378 
(403) 949-4022 
(403) 949-4094 ( fa)  



Participant Experfence: Perception 
Part Four 

The following set of statements relate to yonr feeliags about this acadedc library's interlibrary loan 
serviu?. 

For eacb statement, please show the extent to which you believe this library has the feature 
described by the statement. 

Once again, circling a 1 means that you strongly dis- that this lîbrary has that feature, and 
&cihg a 7 means that you stmngly agree. You nmy circle any of the numbers in beîween that show 

how strong your feeiings are. 

There are no right of wrong answers - al1 we are interesteci in is a number that best shows your 
perceptions regardiug the quaiity of this academic library's intedibrary loan service. 

1. This library's interiibrary Ioan (JLL) unit has 1 
modern looking equipment. 

2. This Ubrary's ILL unit's physical faciiities are 1 
* d y  appeallng* 

3. This iibrary's ILL unit employees are neat- 1 
appeare- 

4. MateriaIs associated with the ILL services (such as 1 
pamphlets or statements) are visually appeaiing at this 
Iibrary. 

5. When this library9s E L  unit promisa to do something 1 
by a certain time, it does so. 

6, When an ILL client has a problem, this Library 1 
shows a sinœre interest in solving It. 

7. This library performs ILL services right the first 1 
drue!. 

8, This iibrary provides itsi ILL service in the time it 1 
promises to do sa 



9. This library's ILL unit insists on error-froe 
records. 

10- Employees of thk library tell yoa exactly when ILL 
services will be pedormed 

11. Ernployees of this Iibrary's E L  unit give you 
prompt ILL services. 

12. Employees of thk library's ILL unit are always 
wiüing to help you. 

13. Employees of this library's ILL unit are never 
too busy to respond to your request 

14. The behavior of employees of thls iibrary's ILL 
unit instfll confidence in clients. 

15. You feel safe fn your ILL transactions with this 
library* 

16. Employees of this Library's ILL unit are 
consistently courteous with you. 

17. Employees of this library's ILL unit have the 
knowledge to answer your questions. 

18. This library's ILL unit gives you individual 
attention, 

19. This Library's ILL unit has operating hours 
convdent to you 

20. This Ubrary's ILL unit has employees who give 
you personal attention. 

21, This Ubrary9s ILL unit has your best interestsi 
at heart. 

22, Employees of this iibrary's ILL unit understahd 
your spedfic needs. 

Strongly 

Strongly 
*#Fe 



Tblnk back to your earlier expectations of an aeademfc Ubrary that you would Jîke to use, and in 
yoar mind, compare those expectations to what actuaûiy happe- in U s  exerclpe, Circle the 
number that componàs most c l d y  to your fddhgs. 

Compared to what yoa origtnally expected, the service was, 

Overall, you feel.... 

Very Satisfied 

Please comment on what made your experience sattstying or not. Be as speciflc as you can in 
describing the circumstances that led to your satisfaction or your dissatisfaction, or what the iîbrary 
staff dld or said that contributeù to this feeling. 



Based on your expertence with this academic Iibrary, wouM you recommend the interiibrary loan 
service to a M d ?  

Again, based on the rathg scale Wow, would you recommemi interlibrary losa service to a friend? 

AbsoIutely Not Yes, Absoluteiy 

T W d d q  about this academic Ilbrary, what is your o v e d  attitude about the services that it offers 
to its clients? 

Thank you for wmpleting this final questionnaire. Please return your client log (yellow) and your 
questionnaire (pink) in the envelope provided. 

Lori Van Rooijen, Graduate Student (403) 949-2378 
School of Library and Information Studies (403) 949-4022 
3rd Hoor, Ruthdord S. (403) 949-4094 (fax) 
University of Aiberta 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T6G 2J4 



APPENDIX C 

Shidy Data Structure 



General Participant Information 

Some Generai Information About You and Your Experience with an 
Academic Library 

VARIABLES VALUES 

Have you been to an academïc library in Y s  (1) No (2) 
the last 12 months? GIQ3 (values 1-2) 

Have you ever requested an item through YS (1) No@) 
interlibrary Ioan (ILL) from an academic 
tibrary? GIQQ (values 1-2) 

Have you ever requested an item through y m )  No(2) 
ILL from another library, for example, 
a public or a speciaï library? GIQ5 (values 1-2) 

Library name: (values 1-15) 



Part One 

VALUES VARIABLES V A L W  

Rank How hpaant are: Points 

PlQlrank (value 1-5) The appearance of the library's physical PIQl pont(1-100) 
facilities, equipment, personnel and 
communication materials, (Tangibles) 

PlQZrank (value 1-5) TBe abiiity of the library to perfonn PlQZpont(1-100) 
the promiseci service dependably and 
accuratel y. (Relia büity) 

PIQ3rank (value 1-5) The willingness of the libfary to help clients PIQ3pont(l-100) 
and provide prompt senice. (Responsiveness) 

PlQ4rank (value 1-5) The knowledge and courtesy of the library's PlQ4pont(l-100) 
employees and their ability to convey trust 
auci confidence. (Assurance) 

Pl QSrank (value 1-5) The caring, individiialized attention rhe PiQSpont(1-100) 
library provides its clients. (Ernpathy) 



Participant Expectations: Ra- 
Part T m  

1. Excellent Iiirafies* interlibrary loan units (LL) nits 
will have modeni-looking equipmentExpQ1 (value 1-7) 

2, The physical faciiities at excellent Libfanes' ILL units 
wüi be v i s d y  appeaiing. ExpQ2 (value 1-7) 

3, Employees at excellent libraries' ILL units will be 
neat appearing. ExpQ3 (value 1-7) 

4. Materials associated with the ILL services (such as 
pamphlets or statements) wiii be visuaily appealing in an 
excellent Iibrary . ExpQ4 (value 1-7) 

S. When an excellent hitafies' ILL unit promises to do 
by a certain time. they wili do so. ExpQS (value 1-7) 

6. When a client bas a problem, excellent libmies* ILL 
wiil show a sincere interest in solving it. ExpQ6 (value 1-7) 

7. Excellent Libraries' will perfonn ILL sentices right 1 
the fmt  time. ExpQ7 (value 1-7) 

8. Excellent iibraries wiU provide ILL semices at the 1 
at the time they promise to do so. ExpQB (value 1-7) 

9. Excellent iibraries* ILL units will insist on error-fke 1 
records. ExpQ9 (value 1-7) 

10. Employees in excellent libraries wiii tell ciients exactly 1 
when ILL services will be performed. ExpQlO (value 1-7) 

II. Employees in excellent libraries wïii give prompt ILL 1 
service to cIients. ExpQll (value 1-7) 

12. Employees in excellent libraries' ILL units wii l  always 1 
be willing to help clients. Expql2 (value 1-7) 

13. Employees in exceilent iïbraries' ILL units will never 1 
be too busy to respond to clients* requests. m Q l 3  (values 1-7) 

VALUES 



VARIABLES 
Smngly 
Disagree 

VALUES 

14. The behavior of empbyees in excellent Libraries' ILL 1 
wits wiII instiii confidence in clients. ExpQ14 (values 1-7) 

15. Clients of excellent Iibraries' wiU feel safe in their 1 
ILL transactions, ExpQlS (values 1-7) 

16. Employees in excellent iibraries' E L  units will be 1 
consistently coiirteous with clients. EKpQl6 (values 1-7) 

17. Employees in excellent Ii'braries' ILL, units wiii have 1 
the knowledge to answer clients' questions. ExpQl7 (values 1-7) 

18. Excellent Iiïmies ILL uni& will give clients 1 
individual attention. ExpQ18 (values 1-7) 

19. Excellent libmies' ILL units will have operating 1 
hours couvenient to ai i  of their clients. ExpQ19 (values 1-7) 

20. Excellent Iibraries' ILL uni& will have employees 
who give clients personal attention, ExpQ2O (values 1-7) 

21. Excellent libraries' ILL units wiil have the client's 
best interests at heartSxpQ21 (values 1-7) 

22. The empIoyees of excellent libraries' ILL units 
wili understand the specific needs of their clients. 
ExpQ22 (values 1-7) 



Participant Experfence: Client Log 
Part Three 

VARIABLE - Article Requested - 1 1996 article 
2 1997 artide 

Your Visit to the Library 

T i e :  VARIABLE - Tumaround r ime VALUE - none 

Date: VARIABLE - Fil1 rate VALUE - 1 - yes 2 = no 

The Staff person asked.-.. 

VARIABLE 

P3Q4 date -By what date you need this article 

BQ5 charge - If you are willing to pay a charge 

P3Q6 card - If you have a library card or are otherwise eatitkd 
to this semice. 

P3Q7 catalogue - if you have checked the library catalogue 

P3Q8 another iibrary - If you have looked in another Library 

P3Q9 other iibrary - If you would go to another l i b q  

P3QlO contact - How to contact you when the article arrives 

How were you contacted? 

2. Was the correct article waiting for 
you when you arrived at the library? 

Yes No 

3. Was there a charge for this service? Yes No 

If yes, what was the charge? 

if yes, did the Iibrary tell you in advance what the charge would be? Yes No 



Participant Expertence= Perceptions 
Part Four 

VARIABLE 

1. This Iibrary's interiibrary Ioan (ILL) unit bas 
modern lookiag equipment PerQl (vafue 1-1) 

2. This library's ILL unit's physicai facilities are 
visuaiiy appeaiing. PerQ2 (value 1-7) 

3. This hirary's ILL unit employees are neat- 
appearing. PerQ3 (value 1-7) 

4, Materials associated with the ILL services (such as 
pamphlets or statements) are viswily appealing at this 
library. PerQ4 (value 1-7) 

5. When this library's ILL unit promises to do something 
by a certain time, it does so. PerQS (value 1-7) 

6, When an ILL client has a problem. this library 
shows a sincere interest in solving i t  PerQ6 (value 1-7) 

7. This library p e r f ~ ~ ~ l ~  ILL services right the fmt 
tirne. PerQ7 (value 1-7) 

8. This Iibrary provides its ILL service in the time it 
promises to do so. PerQS (value 1-7) 

9. This libmy's ILL unit insists on error-free 
records. PerQ9 (value 1-7) 

10. Employees of this I h u y  tell you exactly when ILL 
services d l  be performed. P M 1 0  (value 1-7) 

I l .  Empioyees of this IitKary's ILL uni: give you 
prompt ILL services, PerQl1 (value 1-7) 

12. EmpIoyees of this iibrary's ILL unit are always 
willing to help you. PerQl2 (value 1-7) 

VALUES 

S trongly 
Agree 



Seongl y 
VARIABLE 

13. Employees of this tibrary's iLL unit are never 
too busy to respond ro your requestt PerQ13 (value 1-7) 

14. The behavior of  employees of this iibrary's L L  
unit instill confidence in clients. PerQ14 (value 1-7) 

15- You f e l  safe in your E L  transactions with this 
library. PerQ15 (value 1-7) 

16. Employees of this library's ILL unit are 
consistentiy courteous with you. PerQl6 (value 1-7) 

17- Employees of this iibrary's ILL unit have the 
howIedge to answer your questions. PerQl7 (value 1-7) 

18. This Iiirary's ILL unit gives you individual 
attention. PerQl8 value 1-7) 

19. This library's ILL unit has operating hours 
couvenient to you. PerQ19 (vaiue 1-7) 

20. This library's ILL unit bas employees who give 
you personal attention. PerQ20 (value 1-7) 

21. This library's ILL unit has your best interests 
at hem. PerQ21 (value 1-7) 

22. Employees of this library's ILL unit understand 
your specific needs. PerQ22 (value 1-7) 

VALUES 



Compared to w b t  you originaiiy expected, the service was.... 

VALUES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

O v d ,  you feel .... VARIABLE -P4Q24 -Satisfied Very Dissatisfied Very Satisfied 

VALUES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Based on your experience with this acaciemic library, would you recommend the interlibrary ban service 
to a fiiend? VARIABLE P4Q25 - Rtxornrnend 

VALUES Yes(1) No(2) 

Again, based on the rating scale below, would you recommend interlibrary loan service to a fnend? 
VARIABLE - P4Q26 - Recommend 

Absolutely Not Yes, Absolutely 

VALUES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Thinking about this aca&mic library, what is your overaii attitude about the services that it offers CO irs 
clients? VARMLE - P4Q27 - Attitude 

VALUES 



APPENDIX D 

Summary of Data 



You are: 

Years of age: 

Surnmary of Data (n-54) 

Generai Participant Information 

Some G e n d  Information About You and Yom Expaience with an 

Have you been to an academic library in 
ttie last 12 months? 

Have you ever requested an item through 
interiibrary loan (ILL) fiom an acadetuic 
library? 

Have you ever requested an item through 
ILL fiom another library, for example, 
a public or a special library ? 

Male 
37% 

biem 31 Median 28 
Standard Deviation 10 

Yes No 
54 O 
100% 0% 

Yes No 
35 18 
65% 33 % 

20 

Mode 23 

No Response 
O 
0% 

No Response 
1 
2% 

No Response 
1 
2% 



Rank 

5 

P d d p a n t  Expectations: Ranking (n-34) 

Part One 

The appearance of the iibrary's 
physical facilities, equipment, 
personnel and communication 
matierals- 

The abiïity of the iibrary to 
perfonn the promisedsenrice 
dependably and accurately. 

The willingness of the iibrary 
to help the client and provide 
prompt service. 

ïhe knowledge and courtesy of 
the Iibrary 's employees and their 
their ability to convey trust and 
confidence. 

Total Mean Service 
Points Points Dimension 
(outof5400) (outof100) 

459 10 Tangibles 

The caring, individuaiized attention 
the library provides its clients. 667 

1949 36 Reliability 

1261 23 Responsiveness 

1064 19 Assurance 



Participant Expectatiom: Ratings (lF54) 
Part Two 

Mean Med Mode SD 

Tangibles 

1. Excellent hiraries* interlibrary loan units (ILL) uni& 3.1 3 3 1 5  
will bave modern-looking equiprnent, 

2. The physicai facilities at excellent libtaries* ILL uni& 2.8 3 2 1 3  
will be visually appealing- 

3. Employees at excellent librariesl ILL uni& WU be 
neat appearing . 

4. Materiais associated witb the ILL seMces (such as 3.6 3 2 1.5 
pamphlets or statements) wiil be visually appealing in an 
excellent library. 

Relia bilit y 

5. When an excellent hiraries* ILL unit promises to do 
by a certain tirne, bey will do so. 

6, When a client has a problem, excellent librarïes* ILL 
will show a sincere interest in solving it. 

7. Excellent librariesl will perform ILL services right 
the fmt tirne. 

8. Excellent libraries will provide ILL semices at the 
at the time they promise to do so. 

9. ExcelIent libmies' ILL unit5 will insist on erra-fkee 
records. 

IO. Employees in excellent libraries wiU tell clients exacüy 5.6 6 7 1.0 
wheniLLServiceswillbeperformed. 

11, Employees in excellent libraries wili give prompt ILL 6.2 6.5 7 1.0 
service to clients. 

12. EmpIoyees in excellent libraries* ILL uni& will always 6.4 7 7 S 
be willing to help clients. 



Mean Med Mode SD 

13. Employees in excellent Ii'branes* L L  units wili never SA 5 5 1.1 
be too busy to respond to clients* quests. 

Assurance 

14. The behavior of ernployees in exceIIeut libraries' L L  
units wiU instill confidence in clients. 

15. Clients of excellent libraries* will feel safe in their 
ILL transactions. 

16. Employees in excellent libraries* ILL units will be 
consistentiy courteous with clients. 

17. Employees in excellent b'btanes' ILL units will have 
the knowledge to answer clients* questions, 

18. Excellent h i e s  ILL uni& will give clients 
individual attention- 

19. Exceiient übraries* ILL uni& will have operating 
hours convenient CO ali  of their clients. 

20. Excellent Libraries' ILL uni& wiil have employees 
who give clients personal attention. 

21. Excelient libraries* ILL unïts WU have the client's 
best interests at heart. 

22, The employees of excellent libraries' ILL uni& 
will understand the specifrc needs of tfieir clients. 



Participant Experience: CUent Log (n=54) 
Patt Three 

The Staff person asked.., 

.-..By what date you need bis artide 

..... If you are willing to pay a cbarge 

..... If you have a library card or are otherwise entitied 
to this service. 

.-..-If you have checked the library catalogue 

....JI you have Iwked in another Iibrary 

.... lf you would go to another ïibrary 

..... How to contact you when the anide arrives 

Circle as appropriate 

Yes No 
29 25 
54% 46% 

Yes No 
21 33 
39% 61 5% 

Yes No 
28 26 
52 % 48 % 

Yes No 
4 50 
7% 93% 

Yes No 
6 48 
11 % 89% 

How were you contaaed? 

Telephone: 15 E-mail: 16 Mailed: 12 Other: Participant contacted library: 11 

2. Was the correct article waiting for 
you when you arriveci at the Iibtary? 
(If no, please explain what bappened) 

3. Was there a charge for this service? Yes No 
28 16 



If yes, what was the charge? 

Average $4.00 
Range: $1.00 to $8.00. 

I f  yes, did the library tell you in advance whaî the charge would be? Yes No No Response 
20 8 16 

Open-ended comments on Experiences: 49 participants of 54. 



Participant Experience: Perception (n=54) 
Part Four 

Mean Med Mode SD 

Tangibles 

1, This library's intalibrary loan (ILL) unit has 4.6 5 4 1.6 
modem looking equipment. 

2. This Library's ILL unit's physical facilities are 4.2 4 5 1.4 
*&Y appealing- 

3. This Iilbrary's ILL unit employees are neat- 
appearing- 

4. Materials associated with the ILL services (such as 3.9 4 5 1.6 
pamphlets or statements) are visually appealing at this 
library. 

5. When this iibrary's ILL unit promises to do 
sometûing by a certain time, it does so. 

6. When an ILL client has a problem, this hirary 4.9 5 5 1.6 
shows a sinœre interest in solving it. 

7. This library perfonns ILL services right the fnst 5 3  6 6 1.7 
tirne. 

8. This Iibrary provides its ILL service in the time it 5.1 5 5  6 1.6 
promises to do so. 

9. This iibrary's ILL unit insists on error-Eree 
records. 

10. Employees of this h i  tell you exactly when 3.8 4 4 1.9 
ILL services wiU be perfmed 

1 1. Employees of this library's ILL unit give you 5.0 6 6 1.6 
prompt ILL SeMces. 

12. Employees of this library's ILL unit are always 4.9 6 6 1.7 
wiiling to help you. 



Meaa Md Mode SD 

13. Employees of this iibrary's ILL unit are never 4.7 5 6 1.6 
too busy to respoad to your request. 

14, The behavior of employees of this library's ILL 4.9 5 6 1.7 
unit instiii confidence in clients. 

15- You feel safe in your ILL transactions wirb this 5.5 6 6 1.6 
library. 

16. Employees of this library's ILL unit are 
consistently courteous with you. 

17. Employees of this Iibrary's ILL unit have the 5.2 6 6 1.4 
b w l e d g e  to answer your questions. 

18. This library's ïLL unit gives you individual 5.2 6 6 1.7 
attention. 

19. This library's iLL unit has operating hours 4 3  5 5 1.8 
conveuient to you. 

20. This library's ILL unit has employees who give 5.0 6 6 1.6 
you personal attention. 

21. This library' s ILL unit has your best interests 4.9 5 5 1.5 
at hem 

22. Employees of this library's ILL unit understand 4.5 5 4 1.4 
yow specific needs* 



Compared to what you originaiiy expected, the service was.,.. 

Much Wofse Much Better 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Overali, you feel .... 

Very Dissatisfied Very Satisfied 

Based on your experience with this academic iibrary, would you recommend the interiibrary loan s e ~ c e  
to a fiiend? 

Yes 48 
89% 

Again, based on the rating scale bdow, would you recommend interlibrary loan service to a friend? 

Absolutely Not Yes, Absolutely Mean SD 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Thinking about this academic Iibrary, what is your overail attitude about the semices bat  it offers to its 
clients? 

Very P m   ver^ Good Mean SD 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Openended comments on wtrat made expience saîisfying or not 45 of 54 padcipants 



APPENDIX E 

Participant Experiences: 
Log Comments 



Request #l (filled) 

Actual Perfmance: Refiised service initially because the article did not seem CO match area of 
study. Received article in end through another means, 

Request #2 (not filied) 

Actual Performance: No reason given just that (the client) had a bad experience and was as (the 
client) describexi it to me as badgehg him about why he needed the article. R e m  service 
because article did not seem to match area of sîudy. 

Request #3 (not fiïïed) 

Actual Performance: Eventhough my library card was no longer valid, (which I did not h o w )  the 
empIoyees of (the ïibrary) seemed more helpfui than my ptevious experience with library staff, 

Request #4 (not fiiled) 

Amal Performance: No comments except that the libr;iry did not fiïled request. 

Request #5 (filled) 

Expectations: A choice of places (i.e. smaller library sites) on campus to drop off or pick up L L  
requests would be helpful. Really Iiked the fact that they are notifiai by e-mail that the ILL 
material is in 

Actual Performance: As soon as 1 gave my last name the woman at the Document Delivery desk 
said "oh yes". She recognized that there was material in for me. She does not knuw me personally 
and she was very fnendiy and efficient. 1 am pleased at the promptmss of my ILL unit. They 
Wormed exactly as 1 expecfed. They are consistently great. 

Request #6 (filled) 

Request #7 (not filied) 

Amal Performance: Service was lower than expeaed, usuaiIy quite efficient but could not fïnd 
article for some reason. 

Request #8 (fiïïed) 

Amal Performance: The most important thing was a... before he explaineci anything about ILL 
he chose the option of checking the internet; he founci the Jounials home page and explained that 
sometimes they have 'fkebie' articles to encourage people to pay for a subscription, mine could 
not be found though and then he proceeded with the ILL M. The mole i n t e ~ e w  took about 7 
minutes, endhg with me fimng out the form. 



I n f ' g  
possible." 
efficientty 

patrons of any copyright issues and the costs associated with photocopying as soon as 
1 did not like the $8.00 charge but. was pleased to find how everythhg was done very 
anci quickly. 

Request #9 (fined) 

Actuai Perfonnance: Try to get as many internaüonal books, journals and documents as possible. 
Try to get in new books as soon as they are rdeased." 1 received a prompt response. The librarian 
was busy with the computer but as sooa as she saw me, she askeü if 1 wamed help. 1 was told the 
article would be here in 10 days to 3 weeks but amved 3 &ys after the request. 

The fact that the article amved eariier than 1 expected 1 think they are efficient 

Request #10 (filled) 

Actual Performance: 1 was asked my source (citation) for the article,..In my opinion this Iine of 
qyestioning which is routine at (the library) stems fmm a rnisuust of students and their ability to 
fhd things and to record information accmatdy. 1 told her that 1 could not remember and was told 
in a 'haif-joking/haif serious' manner that if a p p e r  citation couldn't be located by ILL staff ha 
1 wouid be in trouble! 

The transaction went pretty smoottity, although 1 was infonned that I was lucky to get the 
photocopies. 

1 wouId recammend the sexvice but only if my fnend couIdn't get sornething at another nearby 
library. 1 don? think mat  of the staff at EL conceni themselves too much with my 'specific 
needs' they just do their jobs without stretching themselves. 

Request #11 (fiiied) 

Amal Perftmance: Went back to the tibrary 3 times. 

Usually the library is very expedient in its senrice. 'Ihey also put a rush on it if you are in a hurry. 
This was the first time 1 had the experience that it took so long, 

Request #12 (fdled) 

Expecmions: A full range of easy-to use academic nata bases - joumaIs, theses, monographs and 
edited volumes.. . knowledgeabIe content-area librarians...fbil set of standard reference works. ..as y 
to use catalogue ...qu iet, weU lit work areas. 

Acniai Performance: The most sati-g part is that the transaction was almost transparent. Our 
übrary has reiatively smaU holdings, so the ILL office compensates. 

Ejrpectations: 1 d l y  prefer to do ILL on inteniet; however, 1 still require personal attention for 
explaining what is on the computer screen and what did not wurk, etc. From (the library), 1 can 



access the (another libraries) catalogue. It would be usefiil it 1 could also access the Iocaï public 
ïibraries as well. TRiis wouId save the ILL department some time and expense. 

Amal Perf~nnance: 1 filleù out the ILL fonn and swnmoned the wornan. She would just have 
taken the fonn except 1 asked her a number of questions- 1 asked how long for the article to corne. 
She said they were very busy and it would take a week before they could order it. 

Request #14 (filled) 

Actual Perfonnance: 1 like the personal touch so moving to a digital request fom is different. 
AUows the librarians to perform other duties however ... Very satisfied - obtained the article easily 
and like having it delivered to me as weU. 

Request #15 (filled) 

Expectations: lots of resources i.e. books 

Actual Performance: I was surpriseci at how helpfuI and courteous the gentleman at the 
infonnation desk was. He asked it 1 would iike to leam how to fiII out an ILL furm on the 
cornputer. He fiM in the portions of the ILL form that he was able to. 

Usually, 1 have Little or no contact with the ILL office. 1 have onïy b e n  there when I have 
borrowed books fkom other libraries. OthefwiSe I do not engage with the ILL personnel nor with 
Iibrarians. 1 order articles by cornputer and the articles show up in my mailbox. In this exercise, 1 
spoke to the employee at the information desk and he was very helpful. 1 received the article very 
quickly. That is why 1 was satisfied Sometime they don't give me the nght pages or it takes a 
long time or 1 just can't get the article but usually it is fine. 

Request #16 (filied) 

Expectations: I don't feel that the employees ne& to have al1 information at their fingenips, but a 
willingness to find out would be much appreciated 

Actual Performance: I had high expectations for an academic library and still do but 1 did not 
expect (the Library) to live up to those expectations. 1 was pleasantly surprised. 1 was not aware 
that the ILL service was computerized and 1 found this made the process quick and easy. The staff 
answered any questions that 1 haci and were helpful. For someone unfamiliar with cornputers, this 
service would not be as satisfactory and I'm not sure whether the staff would take the time to help 
hem eveq inch of the way. 

A m a l  Performance: The library now uses an onIine ILL service. nie iibrarian showed me how to 
use this then left me to type in the detaiis. She was helpfii2 and it was a very simple p a s .  

Request #18 (not fiW) 

Expectatioas: How the equipment works is not so important, but the equipment itself should be 
reliable and shouid be of the relatively latest technology .. Most ILL close at 5:OOpm - one or two 



evenings a week wouid be niœ if it is not always possible to make it during business ho m... If they 
(the libraiaas) are not sure whedhow long, they should be honest a Say so but if they promise. 
promises should be kept (and sometimes it makes a huge ciifference). They shooild aim for that and 
try the3 best, but perfection is not always possible ...pr ompt notice of incoming materials is 
"portant. 

Actual Performance: AAer asking the question provided. the librarian immediately began 
explaining the use of th& new electronic request form. She explained al1 the steps to me. including 
explanations as to why the library was moving to this new method (faster, easier, efficient. etc.). 
She was very friendly and knowledgeable. 

1 did feel they pushed 'the new way' a little t a ,  quickly: pemaps they should have waited 'til my 
next request. It is a Little annoying that 1 kept having to phone them: 1. to make sure that my 
electronic request got to them and 2. at the end of the month and 3. at the end of another week 
Other ILL'S I've dealt with have usually contacred me regarding pmblems. etc. 

Request #19 (filled) 

Actual P&ormance: Staff person helping me was fiiendly and answered al1 my questions. Also 
asked what fanilty I was in..Nice to send thmugh mail since 1 knew 1 would not be able to pick up 
due to hwts of ILL. Hous not conducive to those who work during the day away h m  campus. 

Expectations: Web based ILL form...telephone or e-mail notification of available 
documen B... employees who terminology used in ILL. 

Actual Performance: The information desk staff jus told me to go to the 2nd floor iLL office, did 
not ask anything. When I got to the ILL office the staff directed me to the web-based ILL fonn. 
They asked if 1 had ever used it; 1 told them m. They started me off and had me cornplete it 
myself. They did n a  ask me if I needed any help or told me anything about how long it may take. 
They did ask, however, if I was an undergrad or grad student and said 1 would be notifieci via e- 
mail for pick up of the item. 

The client contactai the library 8 times for the article. Below is a series of cornments: 

Ordered document on 26th of November by webbased fm..January 5 had no& heard h m  ILL 
eventhough I had told them to mtify me by e-mail when they received it ... was told that they had 
receivd it on December 1,1997 but they sent it to my department - 1 did not receive it so I never 
ended up getang it..asked Uaem to re-order it..called them on January 12, the item had not been re- 
ordered. Blamed it on the iœ Storm and problems with CISTI ... told me to come back in a few 
days..January 16 - not in yet and told me to a i l  back, eventhough I wanted them to caU 
me.,January 19 still not there, had been ordered from CISTI ... come back..ILL caïïed January 20 
at home to tell me that the delay is because of CISTï problems, 1 called again ILL Ianuary 27, not 
in ye t...February 16.1 called ILL, the document had come in on Febmary 1 1 but no one had 
ootified me. 1 complained about that and the person said it was due to their new systern of 
notifling people for articles .... UGHUGH! 



Did mt notify me twice as they said they would..staff did mt seem to know what was going 
on ... did not re-order the document when they said they wWd..seemed unorganized and continued 
to blame service on various problems. 

Request #21 (fil led) 

A m a l  Performance: Requested material amved on time. 

Request #22 (fillai) 

Expectations: I feel that the quality of ILL library staff is only as good as the part-time staff. In 
my experience inferior quality senrice is al1 that is available on weekends, At the (library) I do not 
have access to ILL during regular ILL hours..the part-tirne staff are my only rzgular contact, 
Unfomnately, I have had negative experience and feel that the ILL staff training is inadequate at 
(the library) . . . 

Request #23 (fiiled) 

Actual Perf iance:  The service was excellem..When the librarian could not find the article in 
the OPAC, she immediately phoned a library she thought would have the required anicle. She was 
nght and she suggested that I go to that library as it was only around the corner to retneve it ... her 
service was first rate. The client ordered the article anyway h m  the library through ILL and 
received it in 2 days. 

Request #24 (fiiied) 

Actual Performance: 1 went first to the circulation desk and 1 was referred to the Social Science 
reference desk There 1 was told that 1 had to f iU in a form that was located behind the desk 1 had 
a choice of forrns ...the senrice was prompt. 

Expectations: A methai for accessing services outside of typical office hours (rnay be as simple as 
filiing out a form to be processed the next &y). ..as many reciprocal agreements as possible .. .quick 
communication of problems with, or deiivery of ILL materials (be it a phone cail, e-mail, or an 
information sheet on a bulletin board where you know to check for a change it status of your ILL). 

Amal Performance: Overall 1 was very satisfied with their e f f m  on my behalf. 

Request #26 (fiiied) 

Expectations: ILL in, recaii and due date system that is easy to access iike computer view your 
own record and e-mail. 

Actual Performance: Tlre librarian lead me through making an ILL request using the computer 
fm, so that 1 may be indepen&nt in future requests ... She was thomgh and fnendly, but it was 
clear that the computer is the avenue to use not the ILL desk.The articles 1 have sent for in the 
pst have all been sent promptiy and without problems. 1 like the independence of the computer 
f m *  



Request #27 (fiiïed) 

Expectations: Imisong on deliveries within the time promised..Stan shaild be wilïing to inform 
and explain the delay to clients and should take the initiative to do so..staff should also check 
iibrary holdings in the city (they have better facilities and skills for detecting books and articles that 
are not so obvious in the riiralogues... 

Actual Performance: The staff told me that 1 was the third person to ask for the article ... 1 said that 
we must be doing the same assignmen t... She suggested that 1 get a copy fiom one of the 
others ... she rnentioned (the librarian actualIy gave out the names of the two other individuals who 
had just received the article), whom 1 acknowledged was a classrnate; she also suggested that if 1 
photocopied (the smdents) copy, which had already anived, it would be faster, cheaper and les  
bureaucratie ... although 1 am sure that she would have put in an order had I insisted, this suggested 
seemed very practical that 1 could think of no reason why 1 should not adopt it The participant did 
get a copy of the article from one of the students and therefore completed the study. 1 was satisfied 
because the staff member clearly remembered that others had ordered the article (and couid even 
remember their names) and made a suggestion that was practical and fast. 

Request #28 (filled) 

Expectations: I'm more concemed with getting the requested materials promptly than with 
politenes or appearance of the employees. 

Actual Performance: Very polite ... ready to help ... there is a standatdized request form that I filled 
out and she verified the infmaîion, including where did 1 find the citationAt was very simple and 
a r d  pemn called my house to tell me thaî my article had &ved...ILL is above and beyond the 
best run service in the library. 

Request #29 (filled) 

Actuai Performance: The woman who helped my was very polite and wanting to be resoureful.. 
she mentioned that there were several students who had ken in requesting this same articles and 
that we could Save bth  time and rnoney by pooling our resources...when 1 told her that I did not 
h o w  anyone in the class, she was quite happy to send rny request through 

Request #30 (friledj 

Expectations: I believe the most important feature for an ILL to have is the ability and willingness 
to search for very obscure materials ... 

Actual Performance: ILL staff af (the library) carry out their work efficiently, precisely, quickly 
and in a mamer in which instiIls confidence in the users ... also having used ILL services at 4 
different universities, 1 have found (this tibrary) staff to be by far the best..also (the library) s e a u  
to have one of the few University libraries which is staffed adequately enough that waiting times are 
minimal, lioe-ups are rare, etc. 

Reques t #31 (fffleù) 



Expectaüons: If houn are restncted, the abiïity to tequest material over the phone. 

Actual Performance: Very good service. The ge- information person was fiiendly and 
knowledgeable. The fe~uest forms for interiibrary loan was simple and clear, and clearly indicated 
the $5. charge per article. 

Request #32 (filled) 

Expectations: Renewal and idonnation phone senrices w d d  be particularIy heIpfbi with ILL 
materi ai. 

Actual Performance: They were fiiendly and helpfiil." Indicated that other services not as efficient 
or staff as fnendly. 

Request #33 (filied) 

Expectations: Professionalism in service is paramount, professionalisrn in appearance is 
inconsequential if the ILL does what it has to. 

Actual Performance: The woman at the information desk was very polite, recognized the journal 
and knew that the library did not have &...The wornan at ILL was also very polite and recognized 
that someone not long ago asked for an article from the same journal. She asked if it was for a 
cIass and I said that it was suggested further reading for a class. She then explained how the 
library would contact rne..."I was pIeasantiy SurpriSed at how quickly the ILL got the article, how 
knowledgeable they were and how non-threatening the whole experience was. 

Request #34 (filled) 

Amal Pdormaace: Reference librarian was pleasant and helpful - coafirmed that the journal was 
not in the collection, told me it couid be ILL ... showed me where the forms were I took the fonns 
for m e r  processing .., 

Request #35 (filled) 

Expectations: Quick service is often important. 1 realize this is o k n  a mtm outside the control 
of the ILL department, but local staffing and management effect the speed of -ce. 

Actual Pesformanœ: 1 have always been pleased with ILL service, but I was very impressed 
(iideed, surprise-) that the ILL contacted me to suggest 1 could &tain the essay h m  a different 
service, and save myseIf boa time and money. 

Expectations: I think it is reaily important for a iibrafy to have as many resoures as possible on 
hand and make any that aren't immediately available - available through an interlibrary loan 
system with as litrie fuss and as p m p t  service as possible. 



Acnial Performance: 1 first went to the reference desk and they were m m  helpw-..the only 
problem 1 ran into was îhat the LL department wasn't well marked - henœ the initiai txip to the 
reference department. Once at the ILL office though, the lady irnmediately came over to assist me, 
outIined my options and gave me a very complete fonn to fill in...Overall, 1 left with a feeling of 
confidence that the requested article would arrive ... 1 didn't expect any nasty SurpciSes. 

Request #37 (fitled) 

Amal Performance: staff were very fnendIy. 1 asked at the generai information desk about 
getting an article which wasn't kept at the University and 1 was directeci to the document senrices 
office. The service at ILL office was very prompt. 

Request #38 (filled) 

Actuaï Performance: Quick, easy .. .in my personal experïence fiom requesting other articles it that 
quickness in the service is strongly correlated with the place the library is trying to retxieve the 
requested article. It cm take anywhere from a couple of days to a couple of months. 

Request #39 (fiIIed) 

Expectations: Enough staff mernbers available to help students during busy hours. 

Actuai Performance: 1 was told to go to the document delivery service a f k r  they could not find it 
in the catalogue ... staff was polite and provided me with directions. (1 filled out the form) and "wil1 
be contacted in 3 weeks..Jt would be nice to get the article faster, but I do not know where they haâ 
to go to get the paper. 

Request #4û (filled) 

Actual Performance: Very quick..asked ar the help desk, then 1 was directed to the ILL and 
duplication office ... nlled out the fonn and then handed it in. 1 was asked quite aggressively where i 
obtained the reference and then if the prof had provided it as I had written it ..I found the whole 
process efficient ... 1 like being notifiai by e-mail. 

Request #41 (not fiUed) 

Actual Performance: 1 was asked if 1 needed help. When 1 explained 1 needed this article the 
anendant checked the catalogue ... showed me an ILL f m  and the office where to submit it..staff 
were pleasant, COUR~OUS, occupied with own work..@articipant indicated that he waited too long 
for the article (23 days) then filied out survey. 

Request #42 (not filled) 

Expedations: Should offer books in different languages ... should post prices for ILL and overdue 
materiah. 

Amal M'ce: The man at the refmnce desk was niendly, sincere and willing to help ... lady 
at the ILL office was not fiiendly ... 1 waIked into said Hi., and started to Say 1 need to order a 
journal article and before I finished asking she cut in and said '"ml out that form", tumed and 



continueci her paperworLafter 1 completed the ILL form, 1 went back up to the desk and she told 
me to put it on 'that pile' and not to give it to her...then she told me to check and see if the articIe 
is in by keeping an eye on the library's buIletin board 1 had to ask approximately how long the 
orcler would take; she said to check back in a week and suggested to ask at the circulation desk if 1 
have any more questions... 

When 1 retunied to the library on Febmary 27,1 found out that the ILL unit did not even send my 
request in until the day before (Feb 26 and 1 brought it in on the 16th). #en 1 asked why. the Iady 
answered that there were so many requests that they separated the ones that wrote urgent or m h  
and sent those fim..I still think if shouid not take 11 days to send out the regular requests. 1 did 
not request a rush order because 1 wanted to see îheir reguiar procedure and because there is a 
$1 5.00 minimum charge. 1 informed the lady that 1 needed the article, no later than the first week 
of Mar& Again, she checked the cornputer, showed me the request has been sent and assured me 
it would be in 7-10 days Born the request date (February 26). I checked back March 2 and today, 
March 6. Again I was told to check back early next week 

ILL does give you an important service. but you have to plan ahead of time to ensure it cornes in, 
a pay extra for the service. 'Ihe reference help and circulation staff are very polite. kind and 
always willing to assist you, 

Request M3 (not fiïied) 

Expectations: Service provided at minimum or reasonable costs ... possess an excellent source of 
materials on site. 

Amal  Performance: No one was in the ILL m m  ... signs instrucîed how to fil1 out requests... iater 
secretary entered and began working ... 1 asked where the request went, she indicated the tray, 1 
wished her a pleasant day and le a... understaffed library does best they can ..." (service indicated to 

very P). 

Request #44 (not filied) 

Actual Performance: People are friendy. but not as helpful as 1 had hoped ... 

Expectations: Notification of client that a recpest has been received and an estimate of arrival 
time.. .ability and willingness to arrange loan extensions.. 

Request #46 (filied) 

Expectafiom: S p e d  of cornpletion is of umtost importance to me - lessen the bureaucracy and get 
on with the work. 

Actual Performance: The person who served me was belphil." nie library provides ILL seMces 
in the time it promises ...'because they grossly over estimate." 1 am very satisfied with my 
experience because it was fasr, effitient and hassle free... Unfortunately Uiis is not always the case 
with Our libiary* 



Request #47 (filied) 

Amal Performance: 1 checkeâ the catiilogue at the h n t  desk..the person at the desk also checked 
the catalogue..I said 1 wouïd like to see the article and was given an ILL fo m... 1 askeû how long it 
might be until the article arrive and was told thai dependeci upon how long it took them to ding the 
jouniai. 

Request #48 (filled) 

Amal Performance: The librarian recognized that neither (the li brary) had the requested 
periodical. She then informeci me of a new service - an elemonic collection of periodicais 
available off the Intemet. She explained that some periodicals off- hill text while others only 
abstracts &or tables of contents. ... when we did not find the requested periodical in the 
e lemnic  collection, she suggested that 1 submit an ILL form and informeü me that the staff would 
contact me when the article amived. 

Request #49 (fiiied) 

Actual Perfonnanœ: 1 lwked on the catalogue and found that the journal had been discontinued in 
1993. There was no one at the reference desk but.. 1 fiïïed out the form...The iibrarian ignored me 
for 5- 10 minutes .. xeviewed the form and asked if t his was the appropriate fo m... and put the form 
in the baske t... Being ignored by the reference librarian was the worst part of the experience ... 1 was 
not impressed that she was encouraging the facuIty to participate on a suike when she should have 
been heiping people ... There was IittIe personal interaction.. I left the fonn in a box but if 1 hadn't 
seen the forms, 1 would have been discouraged. 

Request #50 (fiiied) 

Expectations: In an excellent library the client does not have to pay for any transactions, he/she 
must be infonned accurately about the &val of matenal. 

Amal Perfonnance: 1 didn't have to wait, the iibrarian was very fnendly, showed me how to 
check the catalogue ... 1 was given the option of filling out a paper request form or via the Inteniet, 1 
was told that the latter works a Iittle faster than the paper-fann ... I was zot infonned when the 
article arrived..,I just checked my mailbox..ifI wouidn't have checked my mailbox at the 
depariment, I wouldn't have known ... weak point in my opinion..staff made great efforts in 
explaining how an ILL request works and answered a i l  questions fnendly..- 

Request #51 (filled) 

Actual Perfonnance: 1 went to (the library) ... 1 asked for help locating the journal article ... The lady 
1 spok to was nice but told me to @y another library..she said they would be better because they're 
a Science libr W... 'Ihe lady was very pleasant and helped me fiIl out the forms ... the article d v e d  
2 days after making the request whkh I thought was very helpful of them to get it so quickly. 

Request #52 (fiiied) 

Expectaîions: Even if they don? get the exact record of the article they needed, they are smart 
enough to f i p  it out instead of sencihg you back and forth to different databases.. 



Amai Pérf~nnance: When 1 asked for this axticle. they asked me in which program I'm enrolled. 
1 said, "slavic studies. She asked me so why do you neeû this article? ... and loolced at me p d e d  
and 1 said for my reseamh..She sked "in Slavic studies??..if ifey get me tk article it will be 
more important than the atmosphere itself. ..StiU an unkind pers0n.J felt as if she was doing me a 
favur,..it was okay savice...but the personai approach of the employees was much worse than 1 
expectd..I feel satisfied since they found the article fast ... but I'm dissatisfied with the way they 
approached me.. . 

Request #S3 (filleci) 

Expectations: Carehil cataloguing of the books whether they are out or not and if there are missing 
books the librarians should help the clients locate it or do their best to Iocate it thernselves ... aiso 
quiet mdy space. 

Amai. Perfmance: Went to the reference desk and discovered fïrst stop infmation that doesn't 
open until 20:OO am..,employee was very nice ... and suggested that 1 go to ILL &sk..and she told 
me to fil1 out the form and said it would take 2-3 weeks ... 

Request #54 (not filled) 

Expectafions: An excellent academic library shaild have a good variety of resources. especidly 
recent journals ... libraries should aho ensure that there are adequate number of copy machines that 
are maintained. 

Actual Performance: The staff were very helpfùl ... the person at the front desk directed me to the 
appropriate location ... 1 filled out a request fo m... and the staff person asked me if I would be 
willing to pay a charge ... and that it would take at least a week. but that if 1 had not heard for 2-3 
weeks 1 should caïï since the cornputer did not allow them to check back rec~~ds." 1 was very 
impressed with the person that 1 dropped the request fom to ... but was disappointed the search was 
not filied. 
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